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Summary 

 

The main scope of this thesis was the investigation of stimuli responsive soft colloidal particles based 

coating materials. The soft colloids differed in their origin (natural or synthetic), stimulus responsiveness 

(pH, ionic strength or temperature), and architectural features (patchiness, crosslinking gradient, 

compartments). The main focus of this study was understanding fundamental aspects of the interplay 

between the surface, the colloid, and the changes in the environmental conditions, such as pH or ionic 

strength. Additionally, the collective properties of the coatings with regard to their architectural features 

were investigated. 

The objectives of the thesis are divided in two main parts: (1) the investigation of the interplay between 

the coating material and the surface under controlled environmental conditions and (2) the collective 

swelling behavior of mono- and multilayer coatings as a response to external triggers. 

In the first part, the stimulus-induced behavior of polyampholytic particles, such as proteins and 

multicompartment micelles, was investigated at the solid-liquid interface. Specifically, the changes in 

stimulus response and morphology of the particles and changes in the surface’s properties upon particle 

adsorption were monitored as a function of the external stimulus. 

In the case of protein coatings, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) were used as the model substrates. Due to 

their plasmonic properties, these particles provide a convenient tool to monitor changes in the 

environmental conditions. To understand the general trends on the subject of interactions between the 

AuNPs and proteins, 10 different proteins were used as coating materials, thereby covering a broad 

range of molecular weights (Mw) and isoelectric points (pI). For the adsorption step both components, 

proteins and AuNPs, were mixed together. Provided the protein concentration is high enough and the 

environmental pH is outside the pI range, the coating process results in a complete surface coverage and 

a stable colloid dispersion of protein coated AuNPs (Au@Protein). Moreover, we found that these 

systems are very robust, hence stable Au@Protein particles can be recovered even from agglomerated 

mixtures by changing the pH and removing the excess of protein. Subsequently, the purified 

Au@Protein particles (no excess of protein) were investigated in terms of their pH-dependent colloidal 

stability. We discovered that protein-specific shifts in the pI as compared to bare proteins, depend on 

the availability of acidic and basic functional groups after protein adsorption. Furthermore, the solubility 

profiles of Au@Protein were of different shape, either U- or S-shaped, depending on the protein’s Mw 

and thereby on the stabilization mechanism, and partially on the starting pH. This study demonstrates 
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the impact of the particles and the surface on each other’s properties under different environmental 

conditions. This knowledge is crucial for a safe use of hybrid particles in biomedical applications. 

Further, to investigate the interplay between soft colloids and an interface for a different system, 

polyampholytic micelles from an ABC triblock terpolymer were immobilized on a silica surface. The 

block polyampholyte BMAAD consists of a hydrophobic polybutadiene (B) block, a poly(methacrylic 

acid) (MAA) middle block, and a poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (D) block. In an aqueous 

solution at pH 2, the polymer self-assembles into micellar aggregates with a hydrophobic B core, an 

uncharged / collapsed MAA shell surrounded by a positively charged D corona. Due to their 

immobilization on the surface and the interpolyelectrolyte complex formation between the polyacid and 

the polybase at moderate pH values (pH 5-9), the apparent dissociation constants of both polyelectrolyte 

blocks shifted to higher values, thereby further separating the response of the polyacid (swelling at 

pH < 5) and the polybase (swelling at pH > 10). In view of future applications, e.g. as charge switchable 

surfaces, possible pK shifts are important because they determine the operation range for the charge 

inversion. Moreover, a change in pH from pH 2 to pH 11 induced morphological changes in the micellar 

structure. At pH 11, the repulsive interactions inside the negatively charged shell and those between the 

micelle and the negatively charged silica surface forced the BMAAD micelles to split into clusters of 

well-defined submicelles. This phenomenon shows the intricate interplay between competing forces, 

imposed on the micelles via the environmental conditions and the surface charges. Furthermore, these 

findings present the first example of surface-assisted formation of colloidal clusters. The in situ approach 

at the interface opens an avenue toward the formation of hierarchical structures. 

In the second part, the collective swelling behavior of particulate mono- and multilayer systems in 

response to external triggers was investigated for thermoresponsive microgel particles and amphiphilic 

multicompartment micelles. A special attention was given to the architectural features of the soft 

colloids, which equip the resulting coatings with enhanced functionality in terms of stimulus response. 

Due to a steep crosslinking gradient, and the volume phase transition at ~32 °C, the internal structure of 

the poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) microgel particles allowed to switch the microgel monolayer coatings 

between a cell-attractive (collapsed) state at 37 °C and a cell-repellent (swollen) state at 25 °C. To 

prepare cell culture substrates for noninvasive processing of adherent cells, thermoresponsive microgels 

were immobilized in patterned patches (spots) using inkjet printing and microcontact printing 

techniques. Furthermore, we demonstrated the applicability of the patterned microgel coatings for 

wound healing assays and drug screening experiments. For this purpose, patterned substrates were 

mounted in a microfluidic channel. The cell proliferation, changes in morphology, detachment, and 

resettlement cycles were monitored in situ for different cell lines, in the presence and absence of a 

migration-inhibiting compound (locostatin). Our results suggest that the microgel-covered spots provide 

an excellent platform for various noninvasive cell studies, with high accuracy and reproducibility, 

rendering quantitative comparison between cell lines possible. 
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In the next step, multilayer films from triblock terpolymer multicompartment micelles – with a 

hydrophobic B core, a pH-sensitive MAA shell and a permanently charged corona of quaternized D 

(i.e., Dq) – and a strong polyanion, poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) (PSS), were assembled in an 

alternating manner. The complexation of the positively charged Dq corona with the negatively charged 

PSS provides the resulting films with pH-independent stability. At the same time, the pH-responsive 

MAA shell, which is not involved in the multilayer assembly, exhibits an enhanced stimulus response 

due to the spatial confinement between both the micellar core and the multilayer-forming Dq/PSS 

interpolyelectrolyte complex. Thus, stability and responsiveness are ensured due to decoupling of 

coherence and functionality via compartmentalization. Moreover, the introduction of a second stimulus, 

the ionic strength, results in the response of two compartments – the brush-like MAA shell and the 

Dq/PSS complex. Both compartments can be addressed separately via the choice and the range of the 

stimulus. Thus, a targeted addressing of different compartments opens new perspectives for surface-

mediated drug co-delivery. 

In summary, this work presents a broad range of coatings based on soft colloidal particles. The colloidal 

building blocks from water-soluble and stimuli-responsive macromolecules represent an interesting 

class of coating materials. Depending on the choice of the particle’s internal architecture, the following 

aspects in the functionality of the resulting coatings can be enhanced: In the case of microgel particles, 

the density and distribution of the crosslinks determines the range of the phase transition and the 

mechanical properties of the film. The use of block copolymer micelles as building blocks introduces 

separate compartments into the coating, thus providing the coating with multifunctionality. The coatings 

developed in this study are water-based systems with a user-friendly handling. Thus, they meet 

important requirements for an industrial scale processing and represent the first step toward the 

development of advanced coatings. 
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Zusammenfassung 

 

Der Schwerpunkt dieser Doktorarbeit war die Untersuchung von stimuli-responsiven 

Beschichtungsmaterialen, welche auf weichen kolloidalen Partikeln basieren. Dabei unterscheiden sich 

die kolloidalen Systeme in ihrer Entstehung (natürlich vorkommend oder synthetisch), ihrer 

Reaktionsfähigkeit auf einen externen Stimulus (pH, Ionenstärke oder Temperatur) und den, durch ihre 

interne Architektur bedingten, Besonderheiten (Vernetzungsgradient, Unterteilung in Bereiche bzw. 

Kompartimente). Im Fokus dieser Untersuchung stand insbesondere das Verständnis fundamentaler 

Aspekte in Bezug auf die Wechselwirkung zwischen einer Oberfläche und den kolloidalen Partikeln, 

unter Berücksichtigung der externen Bedingungen wie pH oder Ionenstärke. Zusätzlich wurden die 

kollektiven Eigenschaften der Oberflächenbeschichtungen hinsichtlich der jeweiligen architektonischen 

Besonderheiten analysiert. 

Die Ziele dieser Arbeit lassen sich in zwei Hauptbereiche unterteilen: (1) Die Untersuchung der 

wechselseitigen Einflussnahme von Oberfläche und Beschichtungsmaterial unter kontrollierten 

Bedingungen und (2) das kollektive Quellverhalten von Mono- und Multilagenfilmen als Reaktion auf 

externe Stimuli. 

Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit befasst sich mit der Untersuchung des, durch externe Bedingungen 

verursachten, Verhaltens von polyamphoteren Partikeln wie Proteinen und Multikompartimentmizellen 

an der Fest-Flüssig-Grenzfläche. Die Eigenschaften von Oberflächen ließen sich durch Adsorption der 

responsiven Partikel gezielt modifizieren. 

Für die Beschichtung mit Proteinen wurden Goldnanopartikel (AuNPs) als Modelsubstrat verwendet. 

Aufgrund ihrer optischen (plasmonischen) Eigenschaften stellen die Partikel ein nützliches Werkzeug 

zur Beobachtung der Änderungen in der näheren Umgebung dar. Um die allgemeinen Trends in Bezug 

auf die Wechselwirkung zwischen AuNPs und den Proteinen herauszuarbeiten, wurden 10 verschiedene 

Proteine als Beschichtungsmaterial verwendet. Durch die Wahl der Proteine konnten große Bereiche an 

Molekulargewichten (Mw) und isoelektrischen Punkten (pI) abgedeckt werden. Für die Adsorption 

wurden beide Komponenten, das jeweilige Protein und die Goldnanopartikel, gemischt. Unter der 

Voraussetzung, dass die Proteinkonzentration hoch genug war und der pH außerhalb des pI-Bereichs 

lag, resultierte der Beschichtungsprozess in einer vollständigen Oberflächenbedeckung und führte zu 

stabilen Kolloiddispersionen, bestehend aus proteinbeschichteten AuNPs (Au@Protein). Außerdem 

konnte festgestellt werden, dass diese Systeme sehr robust sind, weshalb durch pH-Änderung und 
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Entfernung des überschüssigen Proteins aus den agglomerierten Protein-AuNPs-Mischungen stabile 

Au@Protein Partikel gewonnen werden konnten. Anschließend wurden die aufgereinigten Au@Protein 

Systeme im Hinblick auf ihre pH-abhängige, kolloidale Stabilität untersucht. Dabei wurden 

proteinspezifische Verschiebungen des pIs im Vergleich zum freien Protein beobachtet, welche von dem 

Verhältnis und der Verfügbarkeit von funktionellen Säure- und Basengruppen nach der 

Proteinadsorption abhängen. Des Weiteren zeigten die Systeme verschiedene Löslichkeitsprofile, die in 

Abhängigkeit vom Mw und damit vom Stabilisierungsmechanismus, aber auch vom ursprünglichen pH, 

entweder U- oder S-förmig waren. Diese Ergebnisse demonstrieren welchen Einfluss die Oberfläche 

und die Partikel unter bestimmten Bedingungen jeweils auf die Eigenschaften des anderen ausüben 

können. Das Wissen über die dadurch hervorgerufenen Änderungen im resultierenden Hybridsystem ist 

entscheidend für einen bedenkenlosen Einsatz dieser Systeme in biomedizinischen Anwendungen. 

Zur Untersuchung der gegenseitigen Einflussnahme zwischen Oberfläche und Kolloid, wurden 

polyamphotere Mizellen, bestehend aus einem ABC Triblockterpolymer, auf einer Siliziumoberfläche 

immobilisiert. Der Blockpolyampholyt BMAAD besteht aus einem hydrophoben Polybutadienblock 

(B), einem mittleren Polymethacrylsäureblock (MAA) und einem Endblock aus Poly(2-

dimethylamino)ethylmethacrylat) (D). In einem wässrigen Medium mit pH 2 aggregieren die 

Polymerketten zu mizellaren Stukturen mit einem hydrophoben B-Kern, einer ungeladenen und 

kollabierten MAA-Schale und einer positiv geladenen D-Korona. Infolge der Immobilisierung an der 

Oberfläche und der Bildung eines Interpolyelektrolytkomplexes zwischen der Polysäure und der 

Polybase im pH-Bereich 5-9 verschieben sich die apparenten Dissoziationskonstanten beider Blöcke zu 

höheren Werten. Damit quellen Polysäure (pH < 5) und Polybase (pH > 10) auf der pH-Skala weiter 

voneinander entfernt auf. Im Hinblick auf zukünftige Anwendungen, z.B. als Oberflächen mit 

schaltbarer Ladung, müssen solche Verschiebungen der pK-Werte berücksichtigt werden, weil sie den 

Anwendungsbereich maßgeblich beeinflussen. Außerdem konnten bei einem pH-Wechsel von pH 2 zu 

pH 11 Änderungen der mizellaren Morphologie beobachtet werden. Aufgrund von repulsiven 

Wechselwirkungen sowohl in der MAA-Schale als auch zwischen den Mizellen und der negativ 

geladenen Siliziumoberfläche in pH 11, teilten sich die BMAAD Mizellen in Cluster, welche aus 

definierten Submizellen bestanden. Dieses Phänomen zeigt komplexe Wechselwirkungen zwischen den 

konkurrierenden Kräften, welche durch die äußeren Bedingungen und den Einfluss der 

Oberflächenladung auf die Mizellen wirken. Durch dieses Beispiel wurde zusätzlich ein Ansatz zur In-

Situ-Herstellung von oberflächenunterstützten kolloidalen Clustern demonstriert und damit ein neuer 

Weg zur Herstellung von hierarchischen Strukturen geebnet. 

Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wurde das kollektive Quellverhalten von partikulären Mono- und 

Multilagensystemen von thermoresponsiven Mikrogelpartikeln und amphiphilen Multikompartiment-

mizellen als Reaktion auf äußere Einflüsse untersucht. Ein besonderes Augenmerk wurde dabei auf die 

architekturbedingten Besonderheiten der weichen Kolloide gelegt, welche die resultierenden 
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Beschichtungen mit einer stärker ausgeprägten Funktionalität in Bezug auf die, durch den Stimulus 

ausgelöste Reaktion ausstatten. 

Aufgrund eines steilen Vernetzungsgradienten und einer Volumenphasenübergangstemperatur bei 

~32° C, konnten oberflächenimmobilisierte Poly(N-isopropylacrylamid)-Mikrogelmonolagen zwischen 

einem zellattraktiven (kollabierten) Zustand bei 37 °C und einem zellabweisenden (gequollenen) 

Zustand bei 25 °C geschaltet werden. Zur Herstellung von Zellkultursubstraten für die nichtinvasive 

Verarbeitung von adhärenten Zellen wurden die thermoresponsiven Mikrogele, mit Hilfe von Verfahren 

wie dem Mikrokontaktdruck und dem Tintenstrahldruck, in Form von kreisrunden Strukturen auf der 

Oberfläche immobilisiert. Des Weiteren wurde die Anwendbarkeit der durch Mikrogelpartikel 

strukturierten Oberflächen für die Wundheilungsanalyse und das Wirkstoffscreening demonstriert. 

Hierfür wurden die modifizierten Substrate in einen Mikrofluidikkanal eingebaut und das 

Zellwachstum, Änderungen in der Zellmorphologie, sowie die Ablösung und Wiederbesiedlung der 

Zellen in-situ überwacht. Das Experiment wurde sowohl in Anwesenheit, als auch in Abwesenheit eines 

migrationshemmenden Wirkstoffes (Locostatin) durchgeführt. Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die mit 

Mikrogelen beschichteten Oberflächen eine hervorragende Plattform für verschiedene nichtinvasive 

Zellstudien mit einer hohen Genauigkeit und Reproduzierbarkeit bieten, welche außerdem einen 

quantitativen Vergleich verschiedener Zelllinien ermöglichen. 

Im nächsten Schritt wurden Multilagenfilme, basierend auf der alternierenden Assemblierung von 

Triblockterpolymermultikompartimentmizellen – bestehend aus einem hydrophoben B-Kern, einer pH-

sensitiven MAA-Schale und einer permanent geladenen Korona aus quaternisiertem D (Dq) – und einem 

starken Polyanion, Natriumpolystyrolsulfonat (PSS) aufgebaut. Die Komplexierung der positiv 

geladenen Dq-Korona mit negativ geladenem PSS sorgte für eine pH-unabhängige Stabilität der 

resultierenden Filme. Gleichzeitig konnte durch die Begrenzung der pH-sensitiven MAA-Schale auf den 

Bereich zwischen dem hydrophoben Kern und dem multilagenbildenden Dq/PSS-

Interpolyelektrolytkomplex eine stärker ausgeprägte Reaktion auf einen Stimulus erzielt werden. Durch 

die interne Kompartimentierung und damit die Entkopplung von Kohärenz und Funktionalität konnten 

sowohl die Stabilität als auch die Reaktionsfähigkeit der Filme auf Stimuli gewährleistet werden. Ein 

zusätzlicher Stimulus, die Ionenstärke, führt zur Reaktionsfähigkeit von zwei Kompartimenten – der 

MAA-Schale und dem Dq/PSS-Komplex. Durch die Wahl des Stimulus und dessen Bereich können 

beide Regionen unabhängig voneinander angesteuert werden. Diese Funktion ermöglicht das gezielte 

Schalten verschiedener Bereiche des Films zwischen einem gequollenen und einem kollabierten Zustand 

und eröffnet damit neue Möglichkeiten für eine oberflächenvermittelte Verabreichung mehrerer 

Wirkstoffe. 

Zusammenfassend präsentiert diese Arbeit verschiedene Ansätze zur Beschichtung von Oberflächen, 

basierend auf weichen kolloidalen Partikeln. Die kolloidalen Bausteine, bestehend aus wasserlöslichen 

und stimuli-responsiven Makromolekülen, repräsentieren eine interessante Klasse von 
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Beschichtungsmaterialien. Durch eine gezielte Wahl ihrer internen Architektur konnten folgende 

Aspekte der Funktionalität der resultierenden Oberflächen positiv beeinflusst werden: Im Fall von 

thermoresponsiven Mikrogelen haben die Dichte und die Verteilung der Vernetzungspunkte einen 

starken Einfluss auf die Breite des Phasenübergangs und die mechanischen Eigenschaften des Polymers. 

Die Verwendung von Multikompartimentmizellen hat den Vorteil, dass die unterschiedlichen Bereiche 

des Films unabhängig voneinander geschaltet werden können und damit verschiedene Funktionen in 

einer Beschichtung vereinen. Die hier entwickelten Oberflächenbeschichtungen sind wasserbasierende 

Systeme mit einer einfachen Handhabung. Damit erfüllen sie wichtige Voraussetzungen für eine 

umweltfreundliche Implementierung in industriellen Prozessen und sind der erste Schritt auf dem Weg 

zur Entwicklung intelligenter Beschichtungen. 
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AA   amino acid 
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NP(s)   nanoparticle(s) 

P   packing parameter 

RSA   random sequential adsorption 

PE   polyelectrolyte 

PEM   polyelectrolyte multilayer 

pI   isoelectric point 

pKa, pKb  logarithmic dissociation constants 

PEO   poly(ethylene oxide) 
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α, α’   degree of dissociation, degree of neutralization 

ε   dielectric constant 

ε0   permittivity of vacuum 

θ   surface coverage 

1    Debye screening length 

χ   (Flory-Huggins) interaction parameter 

ψ   electric potential 
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1 Introduction / Motivation 

 

It is well known that coatings cover virtually every surface in our surroundings. Examples of objects 

covered merely with lacquers and paints are automobiles, planes, ships, buildings, furniture, magazines 

and data storage devices.1 Furthermore, edible coatings are widely applied in food industry where they 

are used for preservation of taste, texture, and appearance during handling, storage, and transportation, 

resulting in shelf life prolongation.2 For example, wax coatings have been applied to fruits for centuries, 

in order to prevent loss of moisture and provide a shiny gloss. Other prominent fields of applications are 

cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, and textiles. More generally, coatings protect vulnerable material’s surface 

from environmental influences, hence contributing to the overall resource conservation and cost 

reduction. 

The earliest reported paints date back to ~20 000 years B.C. and were mainly used for decorative 

purposes.3 As early as ~2 500 B.C., Egyptians developed and applied cedar oil-based varnishes and 

paints to buildings, sculptures and coffins. As an evidence, well preserved Egyptian artifacts contained 

very durable coatings fulfilling their purpose beyond simple decoration. For the caulking wooden ships, 

ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans used substances such as asphalt, pitch, and tar to seal ship 

timbers. Except for additional metal sheathing for protective reasons, this method remained almost 

unchanged until steel hulls came into use in 1800s.4 By that time paints and varnishes have reached the 

industrial production scale and were the coating of choice.3, 5 

Even though traditionally, coatings were applied mainly for a decorative and / or protective purpose, for 

many applications the method of simple passivation of the surface remains insufficient. For example, in 

the case of sailing vessels, even after several thousand years of experience in trying to prevent the 

attachment and accumulation of marine organisms, biofouling continues to pose a severe problem.4-5 

The exposure of a chemically inert surface, e.g. a ship hull, to seawater entails almost immediate 

accumulation of organic compounds at the interface. Their presence encourages the attachment of 

bacteria, and the resulting biofilm in turn attracts barnacles, algae and other macrofoulers. Both, the 

additional mass and the increased surface roughness add to ship’s hydrodynamic drag, which increases 

the fuel consumption and leads to increased costs. Initially, to reduce biofouling paints containing 

copper, tin, or other toxic ingredients were applied. Despite their efficacy, due to ecological concerns, 

alternative rather non-toxic strategies were employed instead, such as slippery non-stick surfaces based 

on fluoropolymers and silicones. However, the tenacity of biofilm requires high velocities to dislodge 

the foulers, which means the coating is practically useless when the ship is in dock or moving slowly. 
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Today, the problem of biofouling has not been completely resolved, therefore the development of 

antifouling coatings remains an active area of research.6 

In recent years, challenges such as biofouling triggered a considerable progress in material and polymer 

science. The growing demand for functional and smart coatings, lead to the development of a broad 

range of stimuli-responsive materials for various applications.7 Today numerous surface coatings with 

different architectures and compositions have been proposed and are available. For instance, self-healing 

and anti-corrosion films were introduced,8 as well as substrates for tissue engineering,9 or materials with 

sensing abilities.10 

The key challenge of the development of smart, multifunctional coatings is the introduction of multiple 

complementary or even synergistic attributes to the surface.11 Currently, many research projects in the 

field are driven by requirements for specific applications such as self-cleaning surfaces or surface-

mediated targeted drug co-delivery. Thus, there is an increasing demand for versatile coatings, which 

are biocompatible and stimuli-responsive, and respond to environmental signals in a completely 

reversible fashion.12 However, considering that responsiveness for external triggers is coupled with 

conformational and chemical changes, combining qualities such as structural integrity, stability, and 

reversible responsiveness is not trivial. 

The vital question is: How to equip surface coatings with all the desired attributes – stability, reversible 

stimulus response, and multifunctionality – all at once? 

The answer can be found in nature’s ability to secure biological function by spatial separation in highly 

organized constructs, for example the different organelles in a cell which fulfill different functions. 

Following nature’s lead in compartmentalization, stimuli-responsive colloidal building blocks with 

internal architectures are used as coating material. 

In general, the coatings from colloidal building blocks provide several advantages in terms of stability 

and functionality, and are the central point of this thesis. The study focuses on the investigation of the 

soft colloids with respect to stability, changes in their functionality upon adsorption to the surface, as 

well as the correlation between their architectural features and the stimulus response at the solid-liquid 

interface. In the first part of the thesis, mainly the mutual influences of polyampholytic colloidal building 

blocks and the surface on each other’s properties are examined under various environmental conditions. 

In the second part, collective swelling behavior of colloidal mono- and multilayers are investigated. The 

soft colloids used in this work represent different classes of stimuli-responsive coating materials, such 

as proteins, thermoresponsive microgel particles, and triblock terpolymer micelles. They differ in terms 

of their origin, architecture, and stimulus response, providing the resulting coatings with superior 

properties and performance with respect to specific applications as compared to conventional coatings. 

The aim of this work is to demonstrate several strategies for the design of novel functional coatings 
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based on soft colloidal building blocks which would open new perspectives for their potential 

applications. 
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2 Theory / Status of the Field 

 

The present chapter provides the theoretical background in the area of responsive polymers, colloidal 

particles, and adsorption mechanisms necessary to understand this work. The theoretical introduction is 

limited to systems in aqueous solution relevant for this thesis. Additionally, a short comparison of 

colloidal coatings to conventional molecular coatings is provided based on their properties and 

performance. 

2.1 Classification of Hydrophilic Responsive Polymers 

Macromolecules exhibiting solubility in aqueous solutions represent a diverse class of polymers ranging 

from natural to synthetic ones.1-2 Thereby, the key for water solubility is the possession of a sufficiently 

high number of hydrophilic, i.e. polar or charged, functional groups along the polymer backbone. In this 

chapter water-soluble and stimuli-responsive polymers have been divided into three categories: nonionic 

polymers, polyelectrolytes, and polyampholytes, according to their key structural features. 

2.1.1 Thermoresponsive Polymers 

Polymers that respond to temperature changes in aqueous solution with a solubility transition are called 

thermoresponsive.3-4 Due to the miscibility gap in the phase diagram, the binary polymer-solvent 

mixture undergoes a temperature-induced phase separation from a one-phase system to a two-phase 

system (Figure 2.1a). At the lower critical solution temperature (LCST), the polymer changes its 

conformation from a hydrophilic coil to a hydrophobic globule. In this process, hydrogen bonds between 

polymer and surrounding water molecules break and polymer-polymer interactions become more 

favorable. As a result, the collapsed polymer chains agglomerate under water expulsion, thereby leading 

to an endothermic and entropically driven phase separation and precipitation (Figure 2.1b). 
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Figure 2.1. Phase diagram of a binary polymer-solvent mixture for a polymer exhibiting LCST behavior (a). Coil-to-globule 

transition of a thermoresponsive LCST polymer in an aqueous solution (b). Red dotted lines represent H-bonds between water 

molecules and polymer segments. Reproduced from ref 3, 5. 

Thermoresponsive polymers are classified in 3 types according to their critical miscibility with water.4, 6 

Type I polymers, such as poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) 

(PDMAEMA), show a classical Flory-Huggins behavior. Thus, the LCST depends on the molecular 

weight and shifts to lower temperatures with increasing Mw. The LCST of type II polymers, such as 

poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM), is almost independent of polymer’s molar mass. Phase 

diagrams of type III polymers are bimodal and exhibit two LCSTs at low and high concentrations 

corresponding to type I and II behaviors, respectively. 

The dependence of the coil-to-globule transition on the overall hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance allows 

a tuning of thermoresponsive properties, e.g. by copolymerization or use of additives. The LCST 

behavior of copolymers is a function of comonomer composition and can be adjusted within the 

temperature range between the LCSTs of the homopolymers. In detail, hydrophobic comonomers tend 

to decrease and hydrophilic comonomers tend to increase the LCST.7-9 The introduction of additives, 

such as salts, surfactants, or organic compounds, into the polymer-water mixture induces a shift in the 

phase transition temperature, as well.10-12 

2.1.2 Polyelectrolytes 

Polyelectrolytes (PEs) are macromolecules that carry ionizable or ionic groups along the polymeric 

backbone with counterions securing electroneutrality.13-15 Depending on the type of functional groups, 

PEs are classified as cationic and anionic polyions. In terms of charge density and acidity they can be 

divided into weak (annealed) and strong (quenched) PEs. The behavior of PEs in dilute solution is 

governed by their charge density and may be quantified by the effective charge distance between 

elementary charges 
effl  along the chain. At low charge densities, in the Debye-Hückel regime 

effl  

corresponds to the actual distance between elementary charges el  as depicted in Figure 2.2a. 
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Figure 2.2. Schematic illustration of the relationship of effective charge distance 
effl , Bjerrum length 

Bl , and the distance 

between elementary charges el  for a polyelectrolyte with a low (a) and a high (b) charge density. 

In contrast, a high charge density of a polyelectrolyte leads to strong binding of counterions to the chain. 

This effect has been described by Manning as counterion condensation,16 whereby charges of 

neighboring functional groups are screened (Figure 2.2b) by condensed counterions. In that case, the 

effl  equals the Bjerrum length 
Bl , 

Tk

e
l

B

B





2

 (2.1) 

which is defined as the distance between two elementary charges e , at which their Coulombic 

interaction energy in a medium with the dielectric constant   equals the thermal energy TkB
. In an 

aqueous solution with T ~ 20 °C, 
Bl corresponds to ~0.7 nm.14 

The effect of electrostatic interactions between counterions and added salt ions is taken into account by 

the concentration dependence of the Debye screening length 
1 , 

22 4 s

s

sB qcl    (2.2) 

with sc  as the concentration of salt ions and sq  as their valence. Basically, 
1  describes the 

exponential decay of electrostatic interactions due to screening by electrolytes. 

Strong Polyelectrolytes 

Strong polyelectrolytes are permanently charged regardless of solution pH. However, they are sensitive 

to the ionic strength of the environment. As depicted in Figure 2.3a, at low ionic strength the PE assumes 

a stretched conformation due to repulsive interactions between neighboring charges. With increasing 

salt concentration charges along the PE chain are progressively screened from each other. Above a 

certain ionic strength, the PE assumes a globular conformation. 
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Figure 2.3. Effect of counterion condensation and screening of charges by salt ions on the conformation of a strong 

polycation (a). Illustration of changes in charge density of a weak polyacid as a function of pH (b). 

Weak Polyelectrolytes 

In contrast to strong PEs, the charge density of weak PEs depends on solution pH (Figure 2.3b).13 In 

analogy to low molecular acids, the logarithmic dissociation constant apK  of a polyacid can be 

calculated by the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation: 

)(

)1(
log,




 pHpK appa  (2.3) 

As opposed to low molecular compounds, apK  is an apparent value (
appapK ,

) and depends on the 

degree of dissociation   instead of the degree of neutralization ' , whereby )/(' PEH
cc   with 

H
c  and PEc  being the molar concentrations of H+ ions and PE, respectively. 

The relationship between the experimentally accessible pH and the intrinsic 0

apK  of polyelectrolytes 

has been described by Overbeek.17 

RT

G
pKpH el

a





 4343.0

)(

)1(
log0




 (2.4) 

Thereby, elG  is the change in free electrostatic energy or the work necessary to remove a proton from 

the PE chain against the electrostatic attraction of the polyion. By applying eq 2.3 the apparent apK can 

be written as a function of the intrinsic 0

apK : 
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RT

G
pKpK el

aappa


 4343.00

,
 (2.5) 

In contrast to 0

apK , the 
appapK ,

 of a polyacid depends strongly on environmental parameters such as 

the presence of a polybase and / or salt ions, e.g. in polyelectrolyte multilayers.18 In addition, shifts in 

the apparent dissociation constants (Figure 2.4) in respect to a linear polyelectrolyte were reported for 

star polymers, block copolymer micelles, and surface-attached brushes.6, 19-23 The extent of this effect 

depends on the confinement of the polyelectrolyte chains in a certain architecture. Particularly strong 

shifts were observed for an increased number of arms, chains per area, or grafting density.24 

 

Figure 2.4. Charge density as a function of pH for weak polyelectrolytes and the corresponding shifts in the apparent 

dissociation constants, e.g. due to architecture, with respect to the linear PE in solution. 

Interpolyelectrolyte Complex 

Mixing of two oppositely charged polyelectrolytes results in the formation of interpolyelectrolyte 

complexes (IPECs).13, 25-26 Though, polyion condensation is induced by strong Coulombic interactions, 

secondary interactions such as hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces, hydrophobic and dipole 

interactions are involved as well. The driving force for the assembly is the gain in entropy, due to the 

release of counterions (Figure 2.5a). The process of IPEC formation is very fast and predominantly 

controlled by the counterion diffusion. 
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Figure 2.5. Polyion condensation accompanied by the release of low molecular weight counterions (a). Polyelectrolyte complex 

models for ordered (b) and disordered (c) stoichiometric complexes according to Michaels and Miekka,27 and non-

stoichiometric soluble complexes according to Kabanov (d).28 Reproduced from ref 25. 

Depending on Mw, ionic strength of functional groups, and the stoichiometry in the mixture, different 

complex structures can occur (Figure 2.5b-d). For strong polyelectrolytes with similar molar mass and 

a stoichiometry of 1:1 the structure can be described by two borderline models introduced by Michaels 

and Miekka.27 In contrast, non-stoichiometric association of PEs of different Mw results in water-soluble 

complexes between a long host molecule and shorter guest molecules introduced by Kabanov and 

Zezin.28  

2.1.3 Polyampholytes 

Polyampholytes are classified as charged macromolecules carrying both acidic and basic functional 

groups.29-31 Examples include natural polymers, such as proteins and nucleic acids, and synthetic 

copolymers from either acidic and basic, or zwitterionic monomers. Different types of synthetic 

polyampholytes are available with statistical, alternating, graft, and block structures, depending on the 

connectivity of the monomer units. In the following paragraphs important features of polyampholytes 

are introduced for two special cases, namely block copolymers and proteins. 
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Block Polyampholytes 

Amphoteric block copolymers consist of at least two oppositely charged polyelectrolytes connected via 

a covalent bond. In aqueous solution their behavior is mainly governed by Coulombic interactions, 

similar to the behavior of homopolyelectrolytes described in the previous section (2.1.2). The type of 

behavior depends on environmental parameters (pH, ionic strength), copolymer composition, and the 

relative strength of the acidic and basic groups.32 Polyampholytes containing both, a weak polyacid and 

a weak polybase, possess an isoelectric point (pI). At the pI the net charge of the copolymer is zero 

(Figure 2.6). 

 

Figure 2.6. Charge density profiles of the weak polyacid and the weak polybase block, and the shifts in the isoelectric point 

(pI) of the corresponding block polyampholytes with respect to relative block lengths. 

In contrast to statistical copolymers, block polyampholytes are soluble only at pH values below and 

above the pI. At the isoelectric point they tend to precipitate due to the formation of insoluble complexes 

between acid and amine sequences, similar to IPEC formation in polyelectrolyte blends.29 The pI of the 

polyampholyte depends on the acid to base molar ratio and the dissociation constants. Knowing the 

polymer composition and the respective pK values, the isoelectric point can be estimated.32 In the 

symmetric case, the pI equals the arithmetic average of the pKa and pKb values. In the case of charge 

asymmetry, e.g. if the ratio is 1:2 or 2:1 (Figure 2.6), the pI shifts to the pK value of the longer block. 

The addition of salt may have two opposite consequences on the solubility of the polyampholyte: 

depending on the starting situation in terms of pH and charge density, salt can either increase or decrease 

the solubility.33 At the pH range close to pI the additional salt loosens the ionic bonds in the complex 

leading to a redissolution of the block copolymer. Above a critical salt concentration, the screening of 

electrostatic charges dominates, resulting in polymer precipitation. 

Above the so called critical micellization concentration and pH far from pI, the ampholytic diblock 

copoloymers phase separate into supramolecular structures with different morphologies (cf. section 
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2.2.2), whereby the uncharged block forms hydrophobic domains surrounded by the soluble corona of 

the charged block. Increasing the number of blocks results in richer phase behavior and higher variety 

in terms of different morphologies. In the case of amphiphilic triblock terpolymers carrying both 

polycationic and polyanionic blocks, the formation of IPECs enables compartmentalization and provides 

the resulting aggregates with structural diversity.34-35 

Proteins 

Another, special type of polyampholytes are proteins. They represent the most abundant class of water-

soluble and stimuli-responsive biopolymers. They consist of amino acids (AA) carrying different 

residues (> 20 in total), which are connected via peptide bonds to a linear chain.36-37 The resulting AA 

sequence is defined as the primary structure of the protein (Figure 2.7).  

 

Figure 2.7. Structural features of proteins exemplarily shown for a spinach chloroplast F1-ATPase. 3D structures of the protein 

are from the RCSB protein data bank (1KMH). Illustration of secondary structures reproduced from ref 38. 

Beside random coils, AA segments may adopt regular folding patterns, such as α-helices and β-sheets, 

called secondary structure.36-37 These local conformations are stabilized via hydrogen bonds between 

amino and carboxyl groups along the peptide backbone. The tertiary structure corresponds to the 3D 

structure in the native folded state, whereby the AA sequence dictates the final conformation of a 

functional protein. The folding is mainly driven by the entropy of released structured water, resulting in 

formation of intramolecular interactions, thereby easily counterbalancing the loss of conformational 

entropy. Except for a few disulfide bridges, the tertiary structure is mainly stabilized by many weak non-

covalent interactions between AA residues, such as H-bonds, hydrophobic, and ionic interactions. To 

avoid the contact with water molecules, hydrophobic AAs form hydrophobic domains and are 
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preferentially located in the inner part of the protein. In contrast, hydrophilic AAs are located at the 

outer regions, facing aqueous medium. The quaternary structure describes the spatial assembly of 

subunits (i.e., separately folded polypeptide chains) of a protein relative to each other. 

As a consequence of such a chemical and structural diversity, protein solubility is a function of pH, 

temperature, salt concentration, and other factors.37, 39-42 As a function of pH, the proteins exhibit a U-

shaped solubility profile with a minimum at the pI (Figure 2.8a). At low ionic strength most proteins, 

especially when close to their pI, are poorly soluble. Elevated salt concentrations initially induce a rise 

in solubility (“salting in” effect) until an optimum (~150 mM) is reached (Figure 2.8b). However, further 

increase in ionic strength decreases the solubility (“salting out” effect). The reason for these effects is 

the displacement of water molecules in the protein’s hydration shell. Low ion concentrations and pH 

close to pI lead to formation of highly ordered layers of water molecules around the mainly hydrophobic 

proteins. This state is energetically unfavorable. Thus, proteins agglomerate in order to gain entropy by 

releasing structured water. Additional salt ions distort the order in the hydration shell, thereby removing 

the source of agglomeration. A complete water displacement at higher salt concentrations results in the 

exposure of hydrophobic patches, which in turn facilitates agglomeration. Furthermore, some ions have 

the ability to enhance these effects. These ions are ordered in the so-called Hofmeister series according 

to their ability to influence the hydrophobic interactions between proteins. Depending on their ability to 

enhance or decrease the protein solubility, these ions are called chaotropes or kosmotropes, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.8. Typical solubility profiles of proteins as a function of pH (a) and salt concentration (b) with the corresponding 

pictograms illustrating the charge density and solubility of the protein in a certain region of pH or salt concentration. 

Reproduced from ref 43-44. 

In contrast to synthetic homopolymers, proteins provide several advantages, such as the precise 

composition (AA sequence) and Mw. Furthermore, naturally occurring proteins are biocompatible and 

biodegradable. Their biological relevance (e.g., as enzymes) renders proteins interesting as coating 
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material for biological and biomedical applications. Proteins are on the boundary between 

macromolecules and colloids. Thus, their behavior can be described using both, the macromolecular and 

colloidal concepts. Their structural diversity presents highly tailored colloidal building blocks, which 

are available to choose from nature’s toolbox. 

2.2 Colloidal Particles 

The colloidal domain covers a size range from 1 nm to several µm, thereby spanning the dimensions 

from “simple” biological molecules, such as DNA or proteins, to more complex and sophisticated 

constructs, such as blood cells or human hair.45-46 One key feature of colloidal particles is the high 

surface to volume ratio. Consequently, surface properties dominate the behavior of colloidal particles 

rendering the interaction forces between particles and with surrounding molecules more important than 

for macroscopic objects. 

DLVO Theory 

In order to describe the forces acting between colloidal particles Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and 

Overbeek introduced the DLVO theory in the 1940s.47-49 Basically, the theory explains the stability of 

colloidal particles by providing a quantitative relationship between the attractive van der Waals (vdW) 

forces, which favor particle aggregation, and repulsive electric double layer (dl) forces, which favor 

colloidal stability.46, 50-53 

The force )(hF  acting between two colloidal particles at a separation distance h can be related to the 

(theoretically accessible) energy per unit area between two planar surfaces )(hW  using the Derjaguin 

approximation: 

)(2)( hWRhF eff  (2.6) 

with 
21

21

RR

RR
Reff


  being the effective radius, which can be simplified to 2/RReff   for a 

symmetrical system of two identical spheres ( RRR  21
). 

According to the DLVO theory, the free energy per unit area is a superposition of two contributions: 

)()()( hWhWhW dlvdW   (2.7) 

The attractive van der Waals forces arise from interactions of rotating and fluctuating dipoles of atoms. 

Their strength is summarized in the Hamaker constant H. In a sphere-sphere geometry the corresponding 

van der Waals interaction free energy is directly proportional to the particle radius R and scales with 1/h 

(eq 2.8). 
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In aqueous solution, colloidal particles carrying ionizable groups dissociate into charged particles and 

counterions. Thermal fluctuations tend to drive these counterions away from the surface, against the 

drive to keep the electroneutrality of the system, thereby forming an electric double layer around the 

particle (Figure 2.9a). 

 

Figure 2.9. Counterion distribution in a double layer of a negatively charged colloidal particle and the corresponding electric 

potential Ψ as a function of the distance h (a). Subscripts s, δ, and dl denote surface, Stern, and double layer potential, 

respectively. A typical energy-distance plot that shows the contribution of the van der Waals and double layer interactions 

between two colloidal particles described by the DLVO theory (b). Reproduced from ref 51, 53. 

The electric double layer consists of an inner Stern layer and an outer Gouy-Chapman or diffuse layer. 

The Stern layer contains immobile ions which adsorb directly onto the surface. In contrast, the ions in 

the diffuse layer are mobile and their distribution obeys Poisson-Boltzmann statistics. As shown in 

Figure 2.9a the electric potential   decays exponentially as a function of the distance h from the 

surfaces 

h

s eh  )(  (2.9) 

with a characteristic decay length, the Debye length 
1 , which corresponds to the thickness of the 

electric double layer: 
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0  is the permittivity of vacuum,   the dielectric constant of water, e  the elementary charge, 
AN  

Avogadro’s number, and I the ionic strength. Thus, at a given temperature (e.g. 25 °C) 
1  depends 

solely on solution properties, such as type and concentration of ions, and not on particle properties. 
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When two charged particles come close, their ionic clouds overlap and the resulting differences in ion 

concentration, between the overlap region and the bulk, result in an osmotic pressure which leads to 

repulsive interactions. For distances h << R, the corresponding double layer interaction free energy can 

be described as 

h

dl eRhW   2

02)(  (2.11) 

In addition to the dependency on particle size, the repulsive dl term depends strongly on the particle 

surface potential and on the ionic strength. 

The characteristic profiles of both contributions and the resulting DLVO interaction energy as a function 

of the separation distance are illustrated in Figure 2.9b. At large and small separations the DLVO profile 

is defined by attractive vdW forces. At intermediate distances repulsive dl forces dominate interparticle 

interactions, thereby introducing a maximum to the curve. The maximum represents the activation 

energy for aggregation and determines the colloidal stability. In order to provide a significant level of 

stability over an extended period of time, the maximum must be at least 20 TkB
.46 

Colloidal Stability 

In addition to the attractive vdW and the repulsive dl forces (Figure 2.10a-b), non-DLVO interactions 

arise in systems containing polymers (Figure 2.10c-d).46, 53-56 In the presence of a polymer in a colloidal 

dispersion, the interparticle interactions depend mainly on the adsorption behavior and the properties of 

the polymer. If the polymer adsorbs favorably to the particle, resulting in a saturated surface, the colloids 

are stabilized by steric repulsion due to the elastic recoil at shorter distances. In contrast, low surface 

coverages due to long polymer chains or low particle concentrations result in attractive interactions via 

bridging flocculation. In the presence of non-adsorbing polymers or smaller particles, depletion 

attraction sets in if the space between the colloids becomes smaller than the size of the depletant. The 

origin of depletion forces is the osmotic pressure imbalance inside and outside the gap between the 

particles and the gain in conformational entropy in the case of polymers. 
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Figure 2.10. Attractive and repulsive interactions which facilitate aggregation or stabilization of colloidal particles in the 

absence (a-b) and in the presence of polymers or other particles (c-e). Reproduced from ref 54-55, 57. 

Apart from polymer-mediated interactions, other non-DLVO surface forces may also contribute 

significantly to the interaction behavior of colloidal particles.46, 50 These forces can be repulsive (e.g., 

Born and hydration forces), attractive (e.g., capillary and hydrophobic forces), or oscillatory (e.g., 

structural forces). Nevertheless, despite the simple superposition of vdW and dl forces, the DLVO theory 

successfully predicts basic features of colloidal stability and particle deposition phenomena on flat 

surfaces in the presence of monovalent salts.58 Furthermore, the experimental data obtained for bare 

colloidal particles (hard spheres),59 and under certain conditions even for proteins55 and other soft 

colloids,60 are consistent with the simple DLVO picture. 

2.2.1 Thermoresponsive Microgels 

In general, gels are defined as non-fluid networks that are expanded throughout their whole volume by 

a fluid, thus combining properties of a solid (polymer network) and a liquid (solvent).5, 61 Thermally 

sensitive microgels are microscopic 3D networks in the size range of nm - µm.62-65 The chemically 

(covalently) crosslinked macromolecular chains provide the colloidal particles with structural integrity. 

In addition to steric stabilization, electrostatic stabilization is provided by ionic initiator residues, and 

further increased by the use of surfactant molecules or charged comonomers during polymerization. 

In response to temperature variations, the microgels undergo a phase transition from a highly swollen 

to a collapsed state at the volume phase transition temperature (VPTT) (Figure 2.11a). In line with 

thermoresponsive linear polymers, the VPTT of microgels depends on the balance of hydrophilic-

hydrophobic interactions between polymer segments and between the polymer and water molecules. 

Besides the comonomer composition and external factors such as ionic strength,66 the phase transition 

of microgels can be tuned by microgel architecture, e.g. by introducing a more complex core-shell 

morphology.67 
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Figure 2.11. Schematic illustration of a temperature-induced volume phase transition (VPTT) in thermoresponsive microgel 

particles (a). Microgel particles with different distributions of crosslinks (b-d). 

The swelling or shrinking of a microgel is caused by conformational changes of the subchains between 

two neighboring crosslinking points, and depend on the density and distribution of the crosslinks.68-70 

Since the length (Mw) of subchains has a substantial impact on the transition temperature, gels with a 

high polydispersity of subchains and microgels with a shallow gradient exhibit a continuous phase 

transition in a broad temperature range due to a superposition of phase transitions of all chain segments. 

In contrast, gels with a homogenous distribution of chain segments or lightly crosslinked microgels with 

a steep gradient show a sharp (discontinuous) phase transition in a narrow temperature range 

Figure 2.11b-d). A quantitative description of the swelling behavior of microgels is provided by the 

Flory-Rehner theory.71 

To meet the requirements of desired applications a considerable number of possibilities is available for 

the design of suitable microgel particles with tailored size, architecture, charge density, and stimulus 

response.64, 72-73 The incorporation of inorganic nanoparticles provides the microgels additionally with 

optical or catalytic properties.74-76 

2.2.2 Self-Assembly of Amphiphilic Block Copolymers 

Amphiphiles are molecules carrying covalently linked hydrophilic and hydrophobic units. Well-known 

examples for surface active amphiphiles are surfactants, lipids and block copolymers. Conceptually, the 

self-assembly process of block copolymers to micellar aggregates – a thermodynamically stable 

morphology – is similar to the assembly of low Mw amphiphiles.14, 77-80 The self-assembly is driven by 

weak and noncovalent interactions favored by chemical complementarity and structural compatibility.81 

In a selective solvent for block B (Figure 2.12a), the insoluble block A undergoes a microphase 
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separation, forming the micellar core, which is surrounded by an extended corona. Depending on relative 

block lengths in an AB diblock copolymer, micellar aggregates are divided into two limiting structures: 

star-like (compact core and long corona) and crew-cut (large core and short corona) micelles 

(Figure 2.12b). 

 

Figure 2.12. Micellization of an AB diblock copolymer in a selective solvent for block B (a). Schematic representation of 

“star-like” and “crew-cut” micelles with core radius R, and shell thickness L (b). Reproduced from ref 82. 

Owing to their high Mw, block copolymers have strongly reduced lower critical micellization 

concentrations and higher stability of the aggregates, compared to low Mw assemblies.79, 82-83 The 

dependence of the free energy of micellization (transfer of a polymer from unimers to micellar 

aggregates) on the molecular weight strongly favors the micellar state as compared to free polymer in 

solution. Ideally, the final size of block copolymer micelles represents the optimum thermodynamic 

state, whereby the free energy is determined by the interfacial energy of the core/shell interface, the 

stretching energy of polymer chains, and the repulsive interactions among corona chains. 

The geometry and degree of order in the block copolymer aggregates depends mainly on the 

concentration and the volume ratio between soluble and insoluble block.84-85 In analogy to low molecular 

weight amphiphiles, the resulting morphology (Figure 2.13) can be predicted using the concept of the 

dimensionless packing parameter P.84, 86-87 

la

V
P

0

  (2.12) 

Thereby, V is the volume and l is the length of the hydrophobic block. 0a  is the interface between 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic blocks. The size of the interface is governed by the interactions between 

the two blocks and can be tuned via the properties of the hydrophilic block. In the case of short soluble 
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blocks a lamellar structure is preferred.14 In contrast, long soluble blocks introduce repulsion between 

soluble chains in favor of a curved surface of spherical or cylindrical aggregates. In addition, stimuli-

responsive blocks provide a means to control the aggregation process and the resulting morphology as 

a response to chemical (pH, salt) or physical (T) signals.35 

 

Figure 2.13. Dependence of the morphology on the packing parameter P schematically shown for a linear AB block copolymer 

in aqueous solution, i.e. selective solvent for the hydrophilic block B. In contrast, the inverse micelles are formed in a selective 

solvent for the hydrophobic block A. Reproduced from ref 86, 88. 

Although the schematic depiction in Figure 2.13 may suggest otherwise, cylindrical and planar 

morphologies are of finite dimensions. Due to thermal fluctuations and the fluid-like nature, the 

aggregates form end-caps or curved edges. Block copolymers comprised of three or more blocks give 

rise to a seemingly unlimited number of morphologies in terms of structure and architecture.89-92 

In contrast to surfactant aggregates,77, 93-95 block copolymer’s Mw is several orders of magnitude higher, 

which causes a much slower dynamic.80, 83, 96 In addition, a distinction has to be made between 

equilibrium (dynamic) micelles and non-equilibrium (kinetically trapped / frozen) ones. For dynamic 

systems, there are two possible mechanisms for the exchange kinetics at steady state: insertion and 

expulsion of single chains or merging and subsequent splitting of the micelles. Thereby, parameters such 

as glass transition temperature (Tg) of the hydrophobic block, interfacial tension between hydrophobic 

block and solvent, temperature, length of the hydrophobic block and steric hindrance due to corona or 

core block architecture have to be taken into account. In the case of changes in the environmental 

conditions, dynamic systems may adapt by changes in aggregation number, morphology, and structure 

according to unimer exchange or merging/splitting processes. However, elevated temperatures or the 

presence of a plasticizer (e.g. good solvent for the hydrophobic block) may trigger the response of 

micellar aggregates that are kinetically trapped at ambient conditions.97-98 In order to suppress changes 
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in micellar morphology and aggregation number, or even prevent a complete dissolution into unimers, 

strategic crosslinking of the micellar core or corona provides the assembly with sufficient stability.99-100 

The chemical versatility and advances in synthetic polymer chemistry provide almost unlimited 

diversity of block copolymer structural complexity, especially in terms of block properties (Mw, 

functionality), sequence and connectivity.101 The variety of molecular architectures, offers the 

opportunity to generate highly tailored materials with control over domain size and geometry, symmetry 

and chemical composition, thereby giving rise to a plethora of colloidal building blocks with complex 

internal hierarchy.102-103 

2.3 Adsorption on Solid Substrates 

2.3.1 Adsorption of Polymers 

The adsorption onto a surface is generally defined as an accumulation of solute at the interface.14, 52, 104 

Roughly, there are two modes of adsorption: chemisorptions and physisorption. Polymers adsorb via 

physisorption if the adsorption is governed by physical interactions with interaction energies on the 

order of kBT. In contrast, interaction energies for chemisorption are several orders of magnitude larger 

than kBT and involve the formation of a covalent bond. Polymers mainly adsorb via physisorption as a 

result of attractive interactions with the surface and / or unfavorable interactions with the solvent. 

The kinetics of polymer adsorption depends on three parameters: the mass transport toward the surface 

(via diffusion or convection), the rate of attachment to the surface, and reconformation of the adsorbed 

macromolecule, which involves a relaxation from a random coil conformation to a train-loop-tail 

structure (Figure 2.14).14, 105 

 

Figure 2.14. Schematic illustration of the train-loop-tail structure of a polyelectrolyte adsorbed on a charged surface, 

accompanied by charge compensation at the liquid-solid interface and counterion release. Reproduced from ref 14. 

The adsorption of neutral polymers is governed by the adsorption energy parameter χs and the solvency 

parameter χ.14, 59 In the case of polyelectrolytes, electrostatic interactions such as mutual repulsion 

between polymer segments, and attraction between oppositely charged polymer and surface, play an 

important role in the adsorption process. These interactions depend on the charge density of both, the 

surface and the polymer, and can be tuned by salt concentration cs between charge compensation at low 
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cs and screening at high cs. However, due to the hydrophobicity of the PE backbone attractive van der 

Waals and hydration forces are important as well. In contrast, weak PEs are able to adjust their degree 

of dissociation to compensate surface charges, and for that reason are less affected by ionic strength. In 

general, the adsorbed amount depends on parameters such as molecular weight, polymer concentration, 

the overall charge balance and ionic strength. 

In analogy to IPEC formation, the adsorption of PEs onto an oppositely charged substrate is governed 

by the gain in entropy from counterion release and displacement of water molecules.106-107 The 

contribution of secondary interactions leads to a charge reversal (charge overcompensation),108 thereby 

allowing an alternating deposition of oppositely charged PEs to form polyelectrolyte multilayer 

films.109-110 

2.3.2 Adsorption of Colloidal Particles 

In analogy to polymers, the adsorption of particles corresponds to their accumulation at the surface 

performed in two basic steps: the transport of particles from the bulk toward the surface and the 

subsequent adhesion.111 In the absence of a hydrodynamic flow and negligible impact of gravity (valid 

for colloidal systems), the initial adsorption kinetics for short adsorption times are controlled by a 

diffusive flux of particles to the surface.112 The corresponding time-dependent particle surface 

concentration )(tcs  is a function of the particle concentration in the bulk bc  and the diffusion 

coefficient D : 

/2)( Dtctc bs   (2.13) 

In addition, unscreened electrostatic inter-particle repulsion in the bulk may enhance the diffusivity of 

particles toward an oppositely charged surface.112-113 

For longer adsorption times blocking effects (i.e., surface exclusion effects), described by the theoretical 

model of random sequential adsorption (RSA),114-115 become dominant.116-117 The particles are assumed 

to attach successively and irreversibly to the surface at random adsorption sites, whereby geometrical 

overlap between incoming and adsorbed particles is prohibited. The time-dependent surface coverage 

)(t  asymptotically approaches a jamming limit for t  (saturation) according to eq 2.14 

(Figure 2.15a). 

2/1)()(  tt  (2.14) 

For N spherical objects with a radius R , the surface coverage corresponds to 
2)( RNt   . For the 

adsorption of non-interacting monodisperse spheres a jamming limit of 0.547 has been predicted.114 In 
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the case of charged particles, the influence of electrostatics in terms of the classical DLVO theory has 

to be taken into account.58, 118 

 

Figure 2.15. A typical increase in surface coverage as a function of time for the RSA model (a). Schematic illustration of 

differences in surface coverage for charged particles at low (b) and high (c) ionic strength, and the impact of capillary forces 

on the microstructure (d). Reproduced from ref 59, 119. 

The long-ranged repulsive interactions between particles generally result in a larger effective radius 

effR  , and thereby in a lower maximum surface coverage max  with respect to the jamming limit 
jam  

(Figure 2.15b-c). 

2

max )/( effjam RR   (2.15) 

On account of 
effR  being a function of ionic strength, the repulsive interactions are screened at high salt 

concentrations, whereby non-specific interactions, such as vdW or hydrophobic interactions, become 

dominant. The result is a higher surface coverage and a gradual loss of substrate selectivity to the point 

where adsorption on both oppositely and like-charged substrates occurs.112, 120 In the case of weak or 

sufficiently screened particle-surface interactions, attractive capillary forces dominate the surface 

morphology. Instead of randomly distributed particles, particle islands or 2D clusters are formed due to 

lateral mobility upon drying (Figure 2.15d). Although the RSA model does not account for any lateral 

movement, provided the desorption can be neglected during drying, the surface coverage is still RSA-

like. 

In general, the RSA model is very versatile in terms of the adsorbate, covering the whole range from 

single macromolecules59, 113 to different types of hard and soft colloidal particles.112, 114, 120-121 In any 

case, the adsorption is limited to a sub-monolayer. For higher surface coverages, convective and 

capillary assembly provide a means to direct particle assembly, resulting in dense hexagonally packed 

mono- and multilayers.122 To account for the impact of gravity on the adsorption behavior of particles, 

which exceed the colloidal domain, the Ballistic deposition model has been developed.123 

2.4 Conventional (Molecular) vs. Colloidal Surface Coatings 

Having defined possible components of a coating and discussed their adsorption behavior, the next 

logical step is the comparison of different systems with regard to their properties and their performance. 
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Usually, the purpose of the coating dictates the desirable properties. In order to facilitate a task-

independent comparison, general key features or requirements have to be defined. Therefore, the concept 

of smart coatings and their key properties are used as a bench mark (Figure 2.16a).124-125 

The Concept of Smart Coatings 

The term smart coating is not well-defined and various, sometimes conflicting definitions are present in 

literature.124 Generally, coatings are regarded as smart if they have one or more of the features 

schematically shown in Figure 2.16a. 

 

Figure 2.16. The concept of smart coatings and graphical illustrations of their key properties (a). 8 examples of different 

coatings (b), with top row showing conventional coatings and bottom row showing soft colloidal coatings. Their ability to meet 

the requirements of a smart coating are indicated by ticks and crosses. Thereby the order corresponds to the order of the 

properties in (a). For polyelectrolyte mono- and multilayers the stability and stimulus are co-dependent. Depending on whether 

the polyelectrolyte (PE) is weak or strong, the resulting layers are responsive or stable, respectively. 

First, the application of the coating to the surface has to be simple and fast (i.e., user-friendly), 

independent of the actual synthesis process. After the attachment, the coating material should display a 

certain degree of persistence under altering environmental conditions. Beside their traditional purpose 
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as a passive barrier between a surface and its environment, functional coatings have to be active. As 

active coatings, they respond reversibly to subtle changes in the environment by changing their 

properties, such as charge density, water content, and mechanical properties. Moreover, smart coatings 

are also multifunctional, i.e. they respond separately to different stimuli, which require different levels 

of hierarchy and compartmentalization. A direct comparison based on these four key features provides 

a good insight in terms of the properties and performance of a coating. 

Due to the relative simplicity in terms of synthesis and availability, the most common coatings are 

molecular polymer coatings. Probably the most known examples are polyelectrolyte mono-and 

multilayers, surface-grafted brushes and surface-anchored hydrogel networks (Figure 2.16b). Starting 

with the simplest one – the polyelectrolyte (PE) layer(s), the attachment of a linear PE to an oppositely 

charged surface is performed in a simple physisorption process via spin, dip or spray coating.109, 126 

Thereby, multiple attachment points along the chain provide the coating with sufficient stability and 

resilience on the surface. Depending on the nature of the PE, whether it is weak or strong, the layer is 

either pH-responsive or stable. Strong PEs provide the films with stability, and weak PEs ensure the 

stimulus response, but may detach from the surface under unfavorable pH conditions. The same 

restrictions apply to PE multilayers.127-128 

At the cost of a simple sample preparation, covalent attachment provides brush layers and hydrogel 

films with considerable stability. Polymer brushes are usually end-grafted to or from the surface, 

rendering an additional modification of the polymer and / or the surface necessary.129 The advantage of 

this approach is the preservation of the stimulus response, since the functional groups of the polymer do 

not participate in the attachment to the surface.130-132 Similar to brush layers, anchoring a hydrogel film 

to the surface requires an additional layer of adhesion-promoting molecules.133-134 

All four coatings share a major drawback, the lack of multifunctionality by means of hierarchy and 

compartmentalization, thereby fulfilling only ~50% of the requirements. Though the PE multilayers are 

hierarchically structured due to the layer-by-layer (LbL) approach, layer interdiffusion impedes the 

formation of distinct compartments.135-136 However, there are many ways to improve these coatings, in 

order to satisfy the requirements for an intelligent coating, such as using block copolymers,137-138 

hydrogels with complex architectures,139-141 block copolymer or mixed brushes,131, 142 or via 

incorporation of colloidal objects into LbL films.81, 143 Another, and in some cases even simpler approach 

to reach this particular goal is the use of soft colloidal building blocks as coating material. 

In terms of the smart coating concept, soft colloidal coatings, such as proteins, microgels or block 

copolymer micelle mono- and multilayers (Figure 2.16c), are usually superior in their properties 

compared to the simpler variants of conventional coatings. Their attachment is generally performed by 

simple adsorption (via chemi- or physisorption) with several chains (synthetic polymers) or different 

functional groups (proteins) participating in the anchoring process, with still enough non-attached 
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chains / groups to secure responsiveness. The main advantage is the simplicity of this approach, but also 

the possibility to cover large areas of virtually any surface. Furthermore, the internal architecture of the 

colloidal building blocks provides the coatings with a superior stimulus response compared to simple 

molecular coatings. In addition to a compartmentalization of the coating by the particulate character, the 

internal compartmentalization of the colloidal building blocks, e.g. hydrophobic and hydrophilic patches 

of a protein, or core-shell structures of microgel particles and block copolymer micelles, provides the 

coatings with multifunctionality on a single particle level. Basically, coatings from soft colloids meet 

the four major requirements of a smart coating, thereby providing a foundation for intelligent 

application-targeted solutions. 

Aside from the smart coating concept, soft colloidal building blocks provide further advantages with 

respect to their applications. For instance, proteins profit from the diversity of functional groups and the 

huge number of different AA combinations and sequences.37 Due to the biological integrity, some 

proteins are widely used in biomedical applications, e.g. as coatings for biomedical devices and 

implants.144-145 These proteins introduce biologically relevant properties to inert materials, mediate the 

material-cell interactions and trigger specific biological responses. The capping of nanoparticles with 

proteins results in highly efficient vehicles with the potential for site-specific / targeted drug delivery.146 

Equally interesting for biomedical applications are stimuli-responsive microgel particles.147 Due to 

structural heterogeneity of the polymer network in terms of mesh size distribution, surface-anchored 

hydrogel films suffer from a continuous swelling over a broad temperature range.148 Thereby, the 

swelling is restricted to one dimension, perpendicular to the surface, and the equilibration may take 

days.68 In contrast, microgel particles with a steep crosslinking gradient exhibit a sharp phase transition 

in a narrow temperature range.70 The particles expand in all three dimensions with an equilibration in 

the range of milliseconds.68 The fast response and a sharp transition are important aspects for biomedical 

engineering, specifically in the manipulation of cell attachment and proliferation.149-150 

The diversity in block copolymer’s structural complexity, especially in terms of functionality and 

architecture, gives rise to a great number of potential building blocks for smart coatings.101-103 Kinetic 

constraints due to a high number of attachment sites provide surface-immobilized micelles with an 

excellent resilience on the surface, e.g. against dilution.151 In contrast, their dynamic nature in terms of 

stimulus response often compromises the structural integrity. Especially diblock copolymer micelles 

often respond irreversibly to external triggers, either by partial desorption,152-155 or by changes in their 

morphology to brush-like layers156-157 or smaller micelles.157 In contrast, triggering these changes in a 

controlled manner provides new possibilites for lithography free surface patterning and in situ formation 

of surface-immobilized colloidal molecules.24 Furthermore, a wise choice of the block copolymer 

system (e.g. ABC triblock terpolymer),121, 158 the substrate,151 and other parameters99-100, 159 allows the 

formation of smart micellar coatings with a reversible stimulus response or even multifunctionality on 

a single particle level. 
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Another approach to enhance the functionality and stability of block copolymer micelle layers is their 

incorporation into LbL films.81, 160 Thereby, the complexation of the micellar corona with a linear PE 

provides the micelles with stability and introduces compartments to the film. In the case of diblock 

copolymer micelles a pH-responsive161-164 or T-responsive153-154, 157, 165-167 core, which does not 

participate in the multilayer buildup, secures the responsiveness of the LbL film. In triblock copolymer 

micelles, either the core166-167 or the shell168 may be responsive. The main advantage of this approach is 

the achievement of architectures with decoupled responsiveness and cohesion. Furthermore, the addition 

of another level of hierarchy beyond molecular scale provides the classical LbL architectures with 

reservoirs for controlled retention and release of functional cargo in response to environmental 

triggers.153, 165 In any respect, the incorporation of supramolecular polymeric aggregates into multilayer 

films offers qualitatively novel opportunities. 

As discussed above, a large number of materials and methods is available to functionalize a surface. 

Depending on the targeted application, even simple coatings may be sufficient to provide the desired 

functionality. Yet, in many aspects the colloidal coatings are still distinctly superior. Application of soft 

colloidal particles are gaining interest in life science, increasing importance in biotechnological and 

medical applications. Considering their promising properties, they are still subject to active research. 
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3 Overview of the Thesis 

 

3.1 Objectives of the Thesis 

The key objectives of the thesis are summarized schematically in Figure 3.1. The reported findings are 

focused on the understanding of the interplay between the three major components: the substrate, the 

soft colloidal particles, and their environment. 

 

Figure 3.1. Interplay of the three components, surface, stimulus, and type of soft colloids, and its impact on the coatings’ 

stimulus response at the interface. The main findings are summarized below the according depiction of the investigated system. 

The comprehensive investigation of different colloidal particles and their interactions with the 

environment at a solid-liquid interface was performed in view of the possible applications. The findings 

of this study represent the basis for future advances in the field of colloidal coatings and are expected to 

promote their application. The application of soft colloidal building blocks as coating material is based 
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on the benefits discussed in Chapter 2. Especially the mutual influence between the particles and the 

surface upon adsorption, stimuli-triggered changes in surface morphology, and collective swelling of 

particulate mono- and multilayers were investigated. 

3.2 Content of the Individual Chapters 

This thesis consists of four projects. Chapters 4 to 6 are individual publications. Chapter 7 is a 

manuscript prepared for future publication. The scientific studies presented in this thesis are generally 

targeted at the design and characterization of stimuli-responsive surface coatings made from soft 

colloidal particles as building blocks. 

The first part (Chapter 4-5) of the thesis deals with the preparation and characterization of 

polyampholytic colloidal objects. The main focus is given to the investigation of interplay between the 

three components – the surface, the soft colloids and their environment – and the resulting mutual impact 

on each other’s properties. In Chapter 4 protein-coated gold nanoparticles are used as a model system 

to study the impact of parameters such as coating material (different proteins) and environmental triggers 

(pH, ionic strength) on the responsiveness and colloidal stability of the resulting hybrid system. In 

Chapter 5 a similarly intricate interplay is examined for pH-responsive multicompartment micelles from 

a linear ABC triblock terpolymer. In contrast to micelles in solution, the surface-immobilized micelles 

respond to pH changes by splitting into well-defined clusters of submicelles. 

In the second part (Chapter 6-7), the collective swelling behavior of surface-immobilized soft colloidal 

particle layers, more specifically mono- and multilayer systems, is investigated. Firstly (Chapter 6), the 

thermoresponsive properties of microgel monolayers were studied. The microgel-covered substrates are 

reversibly and repeatedly switchable between a cell-attractive and a cell-repellent state, thus providing 

the substrate with control over cell adhesion and cell cultivation. Secondly (Chapter 7), highly swellable 

multilayer films were constructed using multicompartment micelles from ABC triblock terpolymers. 

The strong response to changes in pH and / or ionic strength is a result of the hierarchical assembly of 

building blocks with internal architecture. 

The summary of the main results is presented below. 

3.2.1 Protein-Coated Gold Nanoparticles 

The central point of Chapter 4 is the investigation of the influence of environmental conditions and 

material properties of the coating and the surface on the final physicochemical properties of coated 

objects. To study the interplay between the three parameters, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) were used as 

a model surface. They are particularly well suited for studying such interactions owing to their plasmonic 

properties. Depending on the size and shape they exhibit a typical localized surface plasmon resonance 

(LSPR) band in the UV–vis–NIR spectral range. In addition, the LSPR is highly sensitive to the 
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interparticle distance and the refractive index of the surrounding media. Thus, it is considered to be a 

useful optical tool for detection of adsorption and aggregation events caused by the coating material. 

Furthermore, there is an increasing interest in inorganic NPs for biomedical applications.1 Their 

application as drug delivery vehicles brings the NPs inevitably into contact with biological 

environments. The exposure to protein rich liquids induces immediate adsorption of different proteins, 

which results in the formation of an undefined protein corona altering particle’s properties. To study the 

impact of the protein properties (Mw and pI) and the environmental conditions (pH and ionic strength) 

on the final physicochemical properties and colloidal stability of AuNPs under controlled conditions, 10 

different proteins – one at a time – were used as coating material. 

To demonstrate the effect of the interplay, spherical AuNPs of an average size of ∼15 nm in diameter 

were mixed with proteins of different pI and Mw dissolved in water of different pH (2, 7, 12) and salinity 

(no salt, PBS buffer) (Figure 3.2a). The stability and the degree of agglomeration in the mixture were 

judged from the red-shift of the plasmon peak via UV–vis, the hydrodynamic size via DLS, and surface 

charge via zeta-potential measurements as shown exemplarily for pepsin-coated AuNPs in Figure 3.2b. 

 

Figure 3.2. Schematic illustration of mixing gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) with proteins (a). Data obtained from mixing AuNPs 

with pepsin (Pep) at different pH conditions (pH 2, 7 and 12) (b). The dotted gray lines represent the stability thresholds (UV–

vis: 525 nm; ζ-potential: ±25 mV). 

Depending on the availability of ionizable residues and the environmental conditions, the proteins may 

bind to the metal surface with both negatively or positively charged functional groups, which become 

then unavailable for the interactions with water. Changes in the ratio between positively and negatively 

charged groups upon binding leads to a measurable shift in pI, as compared to bare proteins. 

Consequently, there are two sources of agglomeration during the mixing of gold NPs with proteins that 
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correlate with the pH of the mixture: (1) the insolubility of the excess protein and (2) the instability of 

the resulting protein coated AuNPs (Au@Protein). In both cases, the agglomeration was found to be 

reversible if the environmental pH was changed to a value far away from the respective pI, and the 

excess protein was removed from the mixture. 

The final protein coated nanoparticles exhibit specific stabilities and surface charges that depend on 

protein type and the conditions during its adsorption. To understand the effect of the environmental pH 

on the stability of the purified Au@Protein NPs systems, we studied the pH-dependent colloidal stability 

profiles over the pH range between pH 2 and 12, covering also a broad pI and Mw range of proteins from 

acidic (pepsin: 2.8)2 to basic (lysozyme: 11.0)3-4 and from 5.8 kDa (insulin)5 to 34.6 kDa (pepsin),6 

respectively. Exemplarily, the results for lysozyme-coated particles (Au@LYZ) are shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3. The direction-dependent stability profiles for the lysozyme coated AuNPs (Au@LYZ) and the corresponding pH-

responsive reversible aggregation/disaggregation cycles. Prior to the measurements Au@LYZ were purified either in pH 2 (a) 

or pH 12 (b). The pI of the Au@LYZ NPs and the pH stability range of the NPs were determined by measuring the ζ-potential 

(red) and LSPR maximum, λmax (black) as a function of solution pH. The gray stripes indicate the region of the pI (±0.5 pH 

units). 

We found that the resulting Au@Protein particles exhibit extremely high colloidal stability indicated by 

the reversible agglomeration/disagglomeration behavior. Depending on their Mw and the starting pH, 

Au@Protein particles show two types of solubility profiles, U-shaped or sigmoidal, which determine 

the stability range of the system. Proteins with high Mw exhibit a U-shaped profile similar to bare 

proteins. In contrast, small proteins show sigmoidal profiles. We found that these differences arise from 

different stabilization mechanisms, the availability of charged residues, and in the case of middle sized 

proteins, such as lysozyme (Figure 3.3), the starting / purification pH. In a first approximation, the 

knowledge of the stability range of a hybrid system allows the estimation of its behavior under similar 

biological conditions. 

The results obtained in this study demonstrate the importance of all three factors for the adjustment of 

the properties and performance of the coated material. We showed the mutual influence of the surface 

and coating material under controlled environmental conditions. On the one hand, the coating provides 

the surface with a protective layer and introduces functionality, but may also alter the surface’s (optical) 

properties. On the other hand, the immobilization of soft particles on a surface can lead to changes in 
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their shape (conformation, unfolding) and / or the response to external triggers (accessibility of 

functional groups, shifts in pI). 

3.2.2 Morphological Changes in Polyampholyte Micelles 

In Chapter 5 the investigation of the interplay between a surface, a colloidal coating, and the 

environmental conditions was performed using polyampholytic micelles from an ABC triblock 

terpolymer. The block polyampholyte BMAAD consists of a hydrophobic polybutadiene (B) block, a 

poly(methacrylic acid) (MAA) middle block, and a poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (D) 

block. Both, MAA and D are weak polyelectrolytes, rendering the polymer pH-sensitive (Figure 3.4a). 

The polymer was synthesized by Felix H. Schacher and Eva Betthausen in the group of Prof. Axel H. E. 

Müller (during cooperation University of Bayreuth, now Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz). 

 

Figure 3.4. Chemical structure of the BMAAD triblock terpolymer with the corresponding dissociation constants of the pH-

responsive blocks (a). Schematic illustration of micellar aggregates in aqueous solution below and above the micellar isoelectric 

point (m-IEP) (b). SEM image showing the surface-immobilized micelles (B core: black dashed line, MAA shell: blue dashed 

line) (c). The pH response of a BMAAD monolayer as a function of pH measured using in situ ellipsometry (d). 

In aqueous solution the triblock terpolymer self-assembles into core-shell-corona micelles with B block 

in the micellar core.7 The composition of the shell and the corona depends on solution pH. As shown in 

Figure 3.4b, at both strongly acidic and strongly basic pH star-like micelles are formed. At low pH the 

hydrophobic core is surrounded by the collapsed / uncharged MAA shell and a positively charged D 

corona. In contrast, at high pH values the MAA block is negatively charged, whereas the D block is 
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uncharged, but remains soluble. At intermediate pH, closer to the micellar isoelectric point (m-IEP), the 

oppositely charged blocks form an intramicellar interpolyelectrolyte complex (im-IPEC) which results 

in a compact structure and nearly neutral net charges. 

To study the impact of a flat substrate with a pH-dependent charge density on the micellar morphology, 

the BMAAD micelles were immobilized on a silica surface via dip coating from a pH 2 solution. We 

found that upon adsorption the micelles retain their spherical shape and their stimulus response, as 

indicated by the scanning electron microscopy images and the in situ ellipsometry measurements 

(Figure 3.4c,d). The swelling observed in strong acidic and strong basic pH is a consequence of the 

stretching of either the D or the MAA block, with increasing charge density. In the range of moderate 

pH values, the film thickness decreases due to the formation of the im-IPEC between the two PEs. The 

strong shifts in the apparent dissociation constants are attributed to the interaction between weak 

polybase and weak polyacid blocks and the confinement at the interface. 

Moreover, we found that an abrupt change in the environmental conditions from pH 2 to pH 11 has a 

major impact on the morphology of surface-immobilized BMAAD micelles. Within 1 h of exposure to 

pH 11, the initial micelles undergo a complete splitting process into clusters of well-defined spherical 

subunits (submicelles) as shown in Figure 3.5. Thereby, the ex situ AFM measurements on the same 

spot allowed us to track the changes in morphology on a single particle level. 

 

Figure 3.5. Ex situ AFM measurements on the same spot of the sample (in dry state) performed after adsorption from pH 2 

solution (a) and after incubation in pH 11 for 1 h (b). Schematic illustration of the BMAAD micelle indicates the structural 

rearrangements of the triblock terpolymer in the splitting process. 

We found that the pH-induced structural rearrangements of the BMAAD micelles into subunits are the 

result of an intricate interplay between polymer characteristics, such as nature, length and sequence of 
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each block, micelle immobilization on a pH-sensitive surface, and the solution pH. A pH-switch from 

pH 2 to pH 11 leads to a fast charge reversal inside the micelle from positive to negative. 

Simultaneously, the density of negative charges increases on the silica surface. Due to the internal 

osmotic pressure inside the charged MAA shell and the overall repulsive interactions, the micelles 

become unstable, rupture, and ~60% of the polymer is desorbed from the surface. The remaining ~40% 

are retained due to secondary interactions between D block and silica and are subject to subsequent 

rearrangements with the aim to minimize the total free energy of the system. Thereby, the hydrophobic 

B core is forced to adjust to the pH response of the shell. 

These results suggest that the splitting is a compromise between the hydrophobicity of B, aiming at the 

minimization of the B/water interface, and the repulsion of negatively charged MAA chains, attempting 

to increase the distance between neighboring charged groups. Hence, the pH-induced splitting of 

BMAAD micelles provides an insight into the delicate balance between competing forces at the interface 

and opens new perspectives to surface-assisted cluster formation. 

3.2.3 Thermoresponsive Microgel Coatings 

In Chapter 6 the fabrication of thermoresponsive coatings based on colloidal crosslinked microgel 

particles is presented for noninvasive processing of adherent cells. In this study, microgels from poly(N-

isopropylacryamide) (PNIPAM) with a volume phase transition temperature (VPPT) of ~32 °C and a 

steep crosslinking gradient were used. These properties are advantageous with regard to biomedical 

applications, allowing for reversible switching between a cell-attractive and cell-repellent state of 

surface-immobilized mocrogel monolayers in a biologically relevant temperature range (Figure 3.6). 

The microgel particles were synthesized by Michael Zeiser and Johannes Bookhold in the group of Prof. 

Thomas Hellweg (University of Bielefeld). 

 

Figure 3.6. Schematic illustration of cell behavior on microgel-coated substrates at 25 °C and 37 °C (a). A plot of the 

temperature-dependent swelling of microgel monolayers with a complete phase transition within the relevant temperature range 

(b). 

In this context, patterned surfaces with microgel-covered spots and microgel-free areas were produced 

by inkjet printing and microcontact printing. The printing experiments were performed by Thomas 

Wegener and Jian He (GeSiM mbH). Depending on the concentration of the microgel dispersion, spots 
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with different surface coverages and interparticle distances were found. Using cell tests and AFM 

measurements (Figure 3.7a) we correlated the microgel density with cell detachment functionality. 

Thereby, a higher surface coverage and smaller interparticle distances, as a consequence of a higher 

microgel concentration during printing, inhibited cell-surface interactions and facilitated cell 

detachment upon cooling to room temperature. 

 

Figure 3.7. AFM height images of microgel-covered spots produced via Inkjet Printing or Microcontact Printing using different 

dispersion concentrations (a). Schematic illustration and phase contrast images of a wound healing experiment performed on 

microgel spots in a microfluidic channel (b). Therefore, L929 mouse fibroblasts were first cultivated at 37 °C. After the 

temperature decrease to 25 °C, the rounded cells were rinsed from the microgel spots only. The following increase to 37 °C 

facilitated the resettlement of cells inside the spots. 

To demonstrate the broad applicability of patterned thermoresponsive coatings, the microgel-coated 

substrates were integrated into a microfluidic cell assay as shown in Figure 3.7b. First, L929 mouse 

fibroblasts were grown at 37 °C until the surface was covered by a monolayer of spread cells. At 25 °C 

the cells located on microgel spots assumed a rounded shape and were flushed away via a laminar shear 

flow, leaving cell-free areas. After ~20 h at 37 °C the cells resettled the cell-free microgel spots. The 

microgel-covered patches are reversibly and repeatedly switchable between a cell-attractive and a cell-

repellent state, thus providing the substrate with localized control over cell adhesion and cell cultivation. 

The cell experiments were performed by Dr. Katja Uhlig in the group of Prof. Claus Duschl (Fraunhofer 

Institute for Cell Therapy and Immunology). 

As a future perspective, the combination of soft thermoresponsive colloids as coating material and the 

controlled environment of a microfluidic chamber provides a powerful tool for drug screening 

experiments, in terms of efficacy and toxicity toward different cell lines. 
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3.2.4 Stimuli Responsive Micelle Multilayer Films 

Chapter 7 addresses the incorporation of polymeric micelles into multilayer structures and the resulting 

advantages which arise from the hierarchical assembly and the internal architecture of the micellar 

aggregates. For this purpose, micelles from an ABC triblock terpolymer, BMAADq, were used. 

BMAADq consists of a hydrophobic polybutadiene (B) block, a poly(methacrylic acid) (MAA) middle 

block, and a quaternized poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (Dq) block (Figure 3.8a). The 

polymer was synthesized by Felix H. Schacher and Eva Betthausen in the group of Prof. Axel H. E. 

Müller (during cooperation University of Bayreuth, now Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz). At 

pH 4 the triblock terpolymer aggregates to micellar structures with a hydrophobic B core, a 

collapsed / uncharged MAA shell, and a positively charged Dq corona as shown in Figure 3.8b. 

 

Figure 3.8. Chemical structure of the BMAADq triblock terpolymer (a) and the schematic illustration of the micellar structure 

in pH 4 (b). 

For the multilayer formation at pH 4, BMAADq micelles were assembled with poly(sodium 4-styrene 

sulfonate) (PSS) – a strong polyanion – in an alternating manner using the layer-by-layer8 approach. A 

schematic illustration of the resulting structures is given in Figure 3.9a. As we found in our previous 

work, the high stability and the pronounced swelling of BMAADq/PSS films are the result of decoupling 

the functionality and the cohesion.9 The stability of the multilayer structure is provided by the complex 

between two strong polyelectrolytes – Dq corona and PSS. The pronounced swelling was attributed to 

the brush-like nature of the pH-sensitive MAA shell. 

The aim of the study in Chapter 7 was the investigation of the swelling behavior of BMAADq/PSS 

multilayer films with regard to the anomalous salt effect (non-monotonous swelling)10-11 known for 

weak PE brush systems, and the contribution of the Dq/PSS complex to the overall swelling. We found 

that the swelling of the micelle/PSS multilayers can be decoupled under appropriate conditions 

(Figure 3.9b). 
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Figure 3.9. Schematic illustration of the BMAADq/PSS multilayer film in collapsed (uncharged MAA block) and swollen 

(charged MAA shell) state (a). Swelling degree of (BMAADq/PSS)3 in different pH and (Dq/PSS)5 film plotted as a function 

of salt concentration (b). The blue background in the plot indicates the contribution of MAA shell to the swelling. The green 

background highlights the contribution of the Dq/PSS complex. 

A control experiment with Dq/PSS multilayer films showed a remarkable correlation with the swelling 

of BMAADq/PSS films at pH 3 – well below the pKa,app ~9.59 of the incorporated micelles. In both cases, 

the swelling occurs at salt concentrations of ≥1 M. In contrast, at pH values above the pKa,app the already 

swollen films swell even further with increasing salt concentration until a maximum at 1 M is reached. 

Since no contribution of the complex is expected at low salt concentrations, the swelling is attributed 

solely to the brush-like behavior of the MAA shell. For intermediate pH conditions and salt 

concentrations the contribution of both the shell and the PE complex is expected. 

The decoupling of the swelling behavior in two compartments, in addition to the decoupling of 

functionality and stability, opens new perspectives for the surface-mediated drug co-delivery. 
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3.3 Individual Contributions to Joint Publications 

The results presented in this thesis were obtained in collaboration with others. In the following the 

contributions of each co-author are specified. The asterisks denote the corresponding authors. 

Chapter 4 

This work was published in The Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2016, 199 (45), 25482-25492 under 

the title: 

“Protein Identity and Environmental Parameters Determine the Final Physicochemical 

Properties of Protein-Coated Metal Nanoparticles” 

by Inna Dewald, Olga Isakin, Jonas Schubert, Tobias Kraus, and Munish Chanana* 

I was involved in the initial experiments, evaluated the data and wrote the manuscript. Olga Isakin 

performed the experiments within the scope of her master thesis under my guidance. Jonas Schubert 

assisted with literature research and was involved in correcting the manuscript. Tobias Kraus was 

involved in scientific discussions. Munish Chanana wrote the manuscript, was involved in scientific 

discussions and corrected the manuscript. 

Chapter 5 

This work was published in ACS Nano 2016, 10 (5), 5180-5188 under the title: 

“Splitting of Surface-Immobilized Multicompartment Micelles into Clusters upon Charge 

Inversion” 

by Inna Dewald, Julia Gensel, Eva Betthausen, Oleg V. Borisov, Axel H.E. Müller, Felix H. Schacher, 

Andreas Fery* 

I performed the experiments, evaluated the data and wrote the manuscript. Julia Gensel was involved in 

the initial experiments and scientific discussions. Felix H. Schacher and Eva Betthausen conducted the 

synthesis of the polymer. Eva Betthausen was involved in correcting the manuscript. Oleg V. Borisov 

wrote the theoretical part of the manuscript, was involved in scientific discussions and correcting the 

manuscript. Axel. H.E. Müller and Felix. H. Schacher were involved in scientific discussions and 

correcting the manuscript. Andreas Fery supervised the project, wrote a part of the manuscript and was 

involved in scientific discussions. 
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Chapter 6 

This work was published in Biomacromolecules, 2016, 17 (3), 1110-1116 under the title: 

“Patterned Thermoresponsive Microgel Coatings for Noninvasive Processing of Adherent Cells” 

by Katja Uhlig*, Thomas Wegener, Jian He, Michael Zeiser, Johannes Bookhold, Inna Dewald, Neus 

Godino, Magnus Jaeger, Thomas Hellweg, Andreas Fery, and Claus Duschl 

I performed AFM measurements and wrote a part of the manuscript. Katja Uhlig performed cell culture 

tests and wrote the manuscript. Michael Zeiser and Johannes Bookhold conducted the synthesis of the 

microgels. Thomas Wegener and Jian He performed the printing experiments. Neus Godino assisted 

with microfluidic setups. Thomas Hellweg, Andreas Fery, Magnus Jaeger and Claus Duschl were 

involved in scientific discussions and corrected the manuscript. 

Chapter 7 

This chapter is unpublished work prepared for future publication under the title: 

“Impact of Compartmentalization on the Salt-Induced Swelling in Block Copolymer Micelle 

Multilayers” 

by Inna Dewald, Julia Gensel, Johann Erath, Alexandra Leluk, Eva Betthausen, Oleg V. Borisov, Axel 

H.E. Müller, Felix H. Schacher, Andreas Fery* 

I performed most of the experiments and wrote the manuscript. Julia Gensel was involved in project 

development and scientific discussions. Johann Erath performed Colloidal Probe AFM measurements. 

Alexandra Leluk performed measurements on polyelectrolyte multilayer films within the scope of her 

lab course under my guidance. Felix H. Schacher and Eva Betthausen synthesized the polymer used. 

Oleg V. Borisov wrote the theoretical part of the manuscript and was involved in scientific discussions. 

Axel H.E. Müller and Felix H. Schacher were involved in scientific discussions. Andreas Fery 

supervised the project and was involved in scientific discussions. 
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Abstract 

When a nanomaterial enters a biological system, proteins adsorb onto the particle surface and alter the 

surface properties of nanoparticles, causing drastic changes in physicochemical properties such as 

hydrodynamic size, surface charge and aggregation state, thus giving a completely new and undefined 

physicochemical identity to the nanoparticles. In the present work, we study the impact of the protein 

identity (molecular weight and isoelectric point) and the environmental conditions (pH and ionic 

strength) on the final physicochemical properties of a model nanoparticle system, i.e. gold nanoparticles. 

Gold nanoparticles either form stable dispersions or agglomerate spontaneously when mixed with 

protein solutions, depending on the protein and the experimental conditions. Strikingly, the 

agglomerates redisperse to individually dispersed and colloidally stable nanoparticles, depending on the 

purification pH. The final protein coated nanoparticles exhibit specific stabilities and surface charges 

that depend on protein type and the conditions during its adsorption. By understanding the interactions 

of nanoparticles with proteins under controlled conditions, we can define the protein corona of the 

nanoparticles and thus their physicochemical properties in various media. 

Introduction 

Safe use of nanomaterials in industrial and life science applications requires to fundamentally 

understand and to control the interactions of nanomaterials with biological systems.1-7 These interactions 

strongly depend on the physicochemical properties of the nanomaterial (including colloidal stability, 

surface charge, and wettability) and the physiological parameters in the biological system. In cells and 

organisms, the situation becomes complex because the environmental conditions (such as pH, ionic 

strength, and temperature) and composition (presence of various solutes and biomolecules) can differ 

from compartment to compartment.7 When a nanomaterial enters a biological system, its surface is 

immediately covered by biomatter, usually proteins.1, 2 Proteins adsorb onto the particle surface forming 

an undefined protein “corona”.3-6 The adsorbed proteins alter the surface properties of nanoparticles 

(NPs) and cause drastic changes in the physicochemical properties such as hydrodynamic size, surface 

charge, and aggregation state and give a new and unknown physicochemical identity to the NPs. This 

physicochemical identity determines the particles’ fate in biological systems mediated by their 

interaction with biomolecules and membranes in various physiological environments.7 Deeper 

understanding of the nuances of NP bonding within biological environments is required not only to 

advance their applicability in life science applications but also to foresee their long-term fate in human 

body and environment.2 Here, we investigate the interactions of NPs with proteins under controlled 

conditions to ultimately describe, explain, and control the protein corona of the NPs and thus their final 

physicochemical properties. 

Gold NPs in combination with proteins have been used as colorimetric detectors of proteins8-10 to study 

proteins’ structural conformation,9, 11 protein kinetics,10, 12 and their chemical modifications.9, 13 In terms 
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of medical applications, they have been used as specific targets and for the delivery of drugs and 

biomolecules.14-16 In all of these applications, it is paramount to maintain the stability of colloidal gold 

solutions by suppressing aggregation. Stability depends on the interplay of (a) the nanoparticle surface 

chemistry (nanoparticle identity), (b) the properties of the protein (protein identity, i.e., molecular 

composition, molecular weight (MW), isoelectric point (pI), folding), and (c) environmental parameters 

(environmental identity, i.e., solvent, pH, ionic strength, temperature). For example, gold NPs have been 

mixed with proteins such as bovine serum albumin (BSA), human serum albumin (HSA), ovalbumin 

(Ova), insulin (Ins), β-lactoglobulin (BLG), lysozyme (LYZ), and trypsinogen (Tg).17-19 Depending on 

the protein identity (pI and MW) and the experimental conditions (environmental identity: pH, 

concentrations, ionic strength), either stable particle dispersions18-20 or particle aggregates17-19, 21, 22 are 

obtained, which can easily be demonstrated in the case of gold NPs by the color change of dispersions. 

The aggregation process can be easily monitored by the shift and broadening of the LSPR band. 

Proteins are usually dissolved in pH-controlled buffer solutions (phosphate,17, 23, 24 TRIS,23 borate,23 

hepes,24 or at physiological conditions (pH 7.4)), and effects of the ionic strength and pH of the media 

have to be considered. For example, Chen et al.18 mixed a series of proteins such as ribonuclease A 

(Rib), cytochrome c (cyt C), Tg, α-chymotrypsinogen A (α-Chy), myoglobin (Myo), hemoglobin (Hb), 

conalbumin (CA), α-lactalbumin (α-Lac), Ova, BSA, β-casein (β-Cas), glucose oxidase (GO), and Ins 

with citrate-coated gold NPs (Au@Citrate) in 10 mM glycin at pH 7 and observed immediate 

aggregation for all the high-pI proteins, including Hb. They suggested the electrostatic interactions 

between the positively charged proteins and the negatively charged NPs to cause agglomeration. On the 

other hand, Garabagiu et al.19 mixed Hb with Au@Citrate NPs in 100 mM phosphate buffer and 

observed strong binding of Hb without signs of aggregation. Hydrophobic interactions were invoked to 

explain adsorption. A recent study25 revealed that Au@Citrate NPs agglomerate in the presence of Hb 

at acidic pH (pH 4), but in different manners, depending on the ratio between the NPs and the protein. 

Depending on the concentration ratio [Hb]/[Au@Citrate], the mixture remained stable, agglomerated, 

and precipitated or formed stable dispersions of hybrid AuNP:Hb clusters. It was suggested that 

agglomeration was caused either by particle bridging or by electrostatic destabilization from the 

oppositely charged Hb and sufficiently high protein concentrations lead to the formation of stable 

particles and clusters.25 

We previously reported on extremely stable, protein-coated gold NPs (Au@Protein NPs)26-28 and gold 

nanorods.29 We were able to adsorb moderate-pI proteins such as Ins, BSA, BLG, and Ova onto gold 

NPs of different surface chemistries.26-29 The resulting particles exhibited extremely high colloidal 

stability, and reversible agglomeration/disagglomeration behavior indicated strong binding of proteins 

to the gold surface. Although indications about the interrelationship between the nanoparticle identity, 

protein identity and the environmental identity exist,23, 30 a systematic study of the interactions between 

Au(metal) NPs and proteins has not been reported so far. In this study, we seek to understand what 
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governs the interactions of proteins with AuNPs, to describe and explain the mechanisms of protein 

corona formation, and to ultimately control the physicochemical properties of Au@Protein NPs. 

Nanoparticle identity comprises the particle size, shape, core material, and coating material. The first 

two can be adjusted precisely during the synthesis of the nanomaterials. Core material and coating 

material define the surface chemistry and the interfacial properties of the particles that are relevant for 

the interactions between proteins and particles and the adsorption of proteins to the particle surface. 

From the plethora of various types of organic and inorganic particles consisting of polymers such as 

latex,31 hydrogels,32 oxides (Fe3O4, SiO2),33 sulfides (CdTe/CdS, ZnS),34 or metal NPs, AuNPs qualify 

particularly well for studying such interactions because of their plasmonic properties. They exhibit a 

localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) band that can be excited in the UV–vis–NIR spectral range. 

The LSPR is highly sensitive to size, shape, and interparticle distance and depends on the refractive 

index of the surrounding media. The sensitivity of the NPs to the changes in surrounding medium and 

the interparticle distance has been used as optical tool for detecting material adsorption events35, 36 and 

aggregation events induced by the material adsorption to particles.25 

Nearly all types of NPs bear organic coatings during and after the synthesis, such as small charged 

molecules, surfactants, or polymers, which are essential not only for the size and shape control but also 

for their colloidal stability. For studying the adsorption interactions of proteins onto NPs, it is reasonable 

to use NPs that bear neither stealth coatings (e.g., PEG)37 nor coatings such as surfactants (e.g., CTAB)38 

that interact with proteins and thus distort the protein–particle interactions ambiguously. Citrate has 

proven to be a versatile and simple stabilizing agent for various types of NPs, including metal and metal 

oxide NPs. The negatively charged citrate shell with its large, negative ζ-potential (−35 mV) sufficiently 

stabilizes the particles via electrostatic repulsion, preventing particle aggregation. Citrate binds weakly 

enough to the particle surface and therefore can be easily replaced with macromolecules, allowing for 

subsequent surface functionalization with surfactants, polymers, and even proteins. 

The protein identity is the other essential component in the interactions of proteins with NPs. The 

intrinsic properties of proteins differ from species to species, depending on their biological function. 

Proteins differ in their molecular weights and isoelectric points and display different domains, which 

can be negatively or positively charged or even hydrophobic, depending on their chemical composition 

and 3D structure. Thus, different proteins may interact differently with the same kinds of NPs. 

The charges of protein and NPs play a significant role in their electrostatic interaction. They depend on 

environmental parameters such as pH, ionic strength, and temperature of the dispersion media. Hence, 

for properly studying the protein particle interactions, the environmental identity of the system has to be 

carefully selected as well. 
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Herein, we systematically studied the impact of two parameters, protein identity and environmental 

identity, on the colloidal stability of protein-coated NPs and on the robustness of the final protein corona, 

while keeping the third parameter, nanoparticle identity, constant. 

Experimental Section 

Chemicals. Gold(III) chloride trihydrate (≥99.9%), trisodium citrate dihydrate (≥99.9%), phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS), conalbumin type I from chicken egg white (CA), β-lactoglobulinfrom bovine 

milk (BLG), lysozyme from chicken egg white (LYZ), pepsin from porcine gastric mucosa (Pep), bovine 

serum albumin (BSA), human hemoglobin (Hb), ovalbumin from chicken egg white (Ova), cytochrome 

c from bovine heart (cyt C), recombinant human insulin (Ins), and trypsinogen from bovine pancreas 

(Tg) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All chemicals were used as received. Milli-Q water 

(18.2 MΩ·cm) was used in all aqueous solutions. The pH was adjusted using 0.1 or 1 M HCl and NaOH 

from Grüssing. 

Synthesis of Au@Protein NPs. Citrate-coated gold NPs (Au@Citrate) were synthesized by the 

Turkevich method39 and used as synthesized. The average particle size was dTEM ∼ 15 nm, (λmax = 

520 nm; dDLS ∼ 19 nm; ζ-potential ∼ −35 mV). The NPs were functionalized with proteins by a ligand 

exchange reaction as previously reported.26-28 Typically, 20 mg of a protein were dissolved in 2 mL of 

a 1 wt % citrate solution (pH ∼ 7.4). The pH was adjusted to 2 and 12 with 1 M HCl and NaOH, 

respectively. Subsequently, 20 mL of citrate-coated gold NPs solution ([Au] = 0.26 mM) were added to 

the protein solution in a shot. The mixture was stirred overnight (ca. 16 h) at room temperature. Finally, 

the protein-coated gold NPs (Au@Protein) were purified and concentrated via 3-fold centrifugation 

(10 000 rcf, 20–30 min) using Milli-Q water with pH adjusted to 2, 7 and 12 and stored in the fridge at 

∼7 °C. 

Characterization Techniques. All gold NP dispersions were characterized by means of the following 

techniques: UV–vis absorption spectra were measured with a Specord 250 Plus spectrophotometer 

(Analytik Jena), the NP diameter (average of 3 measurements and 15 runs each), and ζ-potential (from 

the electrophoretic mobility at 25 °C, average of at least 5 measurements and 10–50 runs each) were 

monitored using a Nano-Zetasizer (Malvern Instruments Co, Worcestershire, UK). Transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) was carried out on EM 922 Omega (Zeiss) transmission electron 

microscope. The average NP size was calculated from at least 150 particles. In addition, cryo-TEM 

measurements were performed at −179 °C and a pressure of 10–7–10–8 hPa using a Zeiss/LEO EM 922 

Omega (Zeiss NTS GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany). The pH values were measured by a digital pH meter 

Lab 850 (Schott Instrument, SI Analytics GmbH). 
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Results and Discussion 

In order to demonstrate the effect of the interplay of the three parameters, spherical Au@Citrate NPs of 

an average size of ∼15 nm in diameter (Figure S4.1 in the Supporting Information) were mixed with 

proteins of different pI and molecular weights dissolved in water (Milli-Q, no salt, pH 5–6) and in 

phosphate buffer saline (PBS, ionic strength 150 mM, pH 7.4). The Au@Citrate NP dispersions were 

added in one shot to relatively highly concentrated protein solutions (10 mg/mL, i.e., 1 wt %) in a volume 

ratio of 10:1, resulting in a final protein concentration of 1 mg/mL in the mixture. High protein 

concentrations were chosen to avoid particle aggregation due to bridging interactions, which usually 

occur at low protein or polymer concentrations.25, 33, 40 All experiments were performed at room 

temperature. The stability and the degree of agglomeration were judged from the red-shift of the plasmon 

peak via UV–vis and from hydrodynamic size measurements via DLS. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the protein-dependent behavior of the AuNPs dispersions. In water (Figure 4.1A), 

the very low-pI protein pepsin (Pep, negatively charged), the very high-pI proteins such as Tg, cyt C, 

and LYZ41 (positively charged), and the neutral-pI proteins such as CA and Hb caused a spontaneous 

agglomeration (Figure 4.1C) and fast precipitation (within 3 h, data shown after 24 h) of the NPs upon 

mixing. Stable NP dispersions are only achieved for intermediate pI proteins (Figure 4.1A,C) such as 

Ova,42 BSA,43, 44 and BLG45 (negatively charged at the given pH values), except Ins. 

The reason for the fast agglomeration of the negatively charged Au@Citrate NPs with the positively 

charged high-pI proteins (Tg, cyt C, and LYZ) is assumed to be the strong electrostatic attraction forces 

between the NPs and the proteins.17, 18, 25 For the neutral-pI proteins (CA and Hb) and Ins the effect may 

originate from the low solubility of the proteins in the absence of salt or due to the slightly acidic pH of 

the Milli-Q water (pH 5–6), which is close to the pI of the proteins (Ins, CA). The increased solubility 

of proteins in the presence of salt at an optimum of salt concentration is known as the “salting in” 

effect.46, 47 The effect of salt concentration can be seen in Figure 4.1B. The proteins Ins, CA, Tg, and cyt 

C yielded stable dispersions in PBS, while they caused precipitation in Milli-Q water. It is unclear why 

the NPs agglomerate in the case of Pep, but form stable dispersions with Ova, BSA, and BLG, although 

these proteins are all negatively charged in Milli-Q and PBS. But it becomes obvious that the protein 

identity and the environmental identity of the system are significant parameters for the colloidal stability 

of the resulting NPs. 
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Figure 4.1. Functionalization of Au@Citrate by protein adsorption resulting in Au@Protein NPs. The photographs show the 

resulting protein–gold NP mixtures (A) in water (pH 5–6) and (B) in PBS buffer (pH 7.4), 24 h after mixing protein solution 

with Au@Citrate NPs. The vials in (A) and (B) are arranged according to the isoelectric point of the proteins48-53 increasing 

from left to right. (C) LSPR peak shifts of AuNPs dispersions (shaken) 24 h after mixing with proteins. The value of 520 nm 

corresponds to LSPR maximum of the original Au@Citrate NPs. The dotted gray line indicates the LSPR maximum value for 

the stable protein-coated NPs. The shift of 3–4 nm was caused by refractive index changes due to protein coating. 

We studied the influence of the pH on the colloidal stability of NPs when they were exposed to proteins 

of different pI as shown in Figure 4.2. The pH of the protein solutions was adjusted to three different 

pH values, namely highly acidic, neutral, and highly basic and mixed with Au@Citrate NPs, giving final 

pH values of pH 2, 7, and 12, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.2A–C, the AuNP dispersions exhibited 

different colors and precipitation behavior depending on the protein and the environmental pH. 

Mixing Au@Citrate NPs with Proteins. At pH 2 (Figure 4.2A and red bars in Figure 4.2D–F), all 

investigated proteins were positively charged (all pI > 2). Upon fast addition of Au@Citrate NPs to the 

acidic protein solutions, stable protein-coated NPs were obtained for all proteins except for Pep and Ins 

(Figure 4.2A), which was surprising. The fact that the colloidal stability of the AuNPs is not affected 

during the coating process at pH 2, although the citrate molecules should be fully protonated and 

uncharged at this pH, and also the initially negatively charged Au@Citrate NPs do not aggregate with 

most of the positively charged proteins upon contact suggests fast protein adsorption on the particle 

surface with full coverage54 and rapid charge inversion (Figure 4.2F). Please note that stable LYZ-coated 

gold NPs (Au@LYZ) can be obtained by functionalizing the NPs at pH 2. To the best of our knowledge, 

this is the first time that stable LYZ-coated NPs have been reported. In the case of Pep, the NPs 

agglomerate very strongly and precipitate completely in a short time (within ∼3 h). The LSPR exhibits 
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a pronounced red-shift of ca. 100 nm (Figure 4.2D), and the hydrodynamic size of the agglomerates 

reaches into the micron range (Figure 4.2E), making DLS measurements difficult (Figure S4.2). The 

reason for the NP agglomeration with Pep is likely to be the environmental pH in the reaction mixture, 

which is too close to the pI of pepsin (pI = 2.8). Pep itself is not stable at this pH and therefore cannot 

stabilize the NPs. The ζ-potential of the final particles is around +6 mV, which is not enough to stabilize 

the NPs (Figure 4.2F). Ins, on the other hand, induces NP agglomeration even though it is sufficiently 

positively charged at pH 2. The final agglomerates are small in size (∼43 ± 1 nm), with a weak LSPR 

shift; they bear sufficient surface charges and are therefore stable over longer time periods (several 

days). The reason for the agglomeration with insulin at this pH is most probably the molecular weight 

of insulin (MW ∼ 5.8 kDa51), which is low in comparison to the other investigated proteins. This result 

is consistent with our previous report on Ins-coated NPs.28 

At pH 7 (Figure 4.2B and green bars in Figure 4.2D–F), the colloidal stability behavior of the NPs can 

be divided into two groups. Proteins with pI < 7 result in stable Au@Protein NPs, whereas 

agglomeration is observed for proteins with pI ≥ pH 7 NP. Pep, a very low-pI protein, is an exception 

and leads to NP agglomeration. The NPs agglomerated weakly in the presence of Pep, which lead to a 

color change to purple (Figure 4.2B) and an LSPR red-shift of only ca. 20 nm (Figure 4.2D). The 

agglomerates were in the size range of 50–60 nm (Figure 4.2E) with a negative ζ-potential of around 

−20 mV (Figure 4.2F, green). Small agglomerate sizes and relatively high surface charge make these 

agglomerates stable over time; they do not precipitate for several days. Please note that in the presence 

of salt or at lower pH values the NPs agglomerate stronger and precipitate (Figure 4.1). Weakly acidic 

pI proteins (4.5 ≳ pI ≲ 7) such as Ova, BSA, BLG, and Ins yielded stable NPs at pH 7, which is far 

enough from the protein pIs. The resulting Au@Protein NPs bear sufficient surface charge at this pH 

(Figure 4.2F, green) and therefore remain stable. Another exception are CA-coated gold NPs at pH 7. 

Because of the proximity of the pI of CA (6.0–6.6)55, 56 to pH 7, the surface charge of the particles is 

around −10 mV (Figure 4.2F), which is below the stability threshold of (±25 mV). Nevertheless, the 

particles remained stable even after 24 h incubation time according to UV–vis and DLS data 

(Figure 4.2D,E). The reason for the stability of NPs with CA at this pH is most probably the high 

molecular weight of CA (MW = 77.8 kDa),56 which provides steric stabilization to the coated NPs. 

Neutral-pI (Hb, pI ∼ 6.6–7.4)49, 51, 52 and high-pI proteins (pI > 9) such as Tg, cyt C, and LYZ caused 

the NPs to agglomerate and sediment completely. For Hb (pI ∼ 6.6–7.4),49, 51, 52 the NPs agglomerated 

fast, probably due to the strong hydrophobic interactions of the protein at this pH that is close to its pI. 

With Tg, cyt C, and LYZ, the NPs agglomerated and precipitated as well, probably due to Coulomb 

attraction between the positively charged proteins and the negatively charged Au@Citrate NPs at pH 7. 

The ζ-potential of the NPs was within the range of −10 to 0 mV (Figure 4.2F), which is insufficient to 

electrostatically stabilize the protein-coated NPs. 
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At pH 12 (Figure 4.2C and blue bars in Figure 4.2D–F), the general trend was toward stable Au@Protein 

NPs. All the proteins were negatively charged at pH 12 and therefore compatible to the negatively 

charged Au@Citrate NPs in terms of surface charge. The proteins adsorbed onto the NPs without 

inducing Coulomb attraction and agglomeration. 

 

Figure 4.2. Functionalization of Au@Citrate by protein adsorption at different pH resulting in Au@Protein NPs of different 

stability. The images show the resulting protein–gold NP mixtures after 24 h at (A) pH 2, (B) pH 7, and (C) pH 12. The order 

of the cuvettes corresponds to an increasing isoelectric point of the proteins. The bar charts show the corresponding data of the 

(D) LSPR peak, (E) the hydrodynamic diameter (see Figure S4.2), and (F) ζ-potential of these systems. The color code 

corresponds to the pH (red = pH 2, green = pH 7, blue = pH 12), and the dotted gray lines represent the stability thresholds 

(UV–vis: 525 nm; ζ-potential: ±25 mV). 

We assume that there are two sources of agglomeration during the mixing of gold NPs with proteins 

that correlate with the pH of the mixture: (1) the insolubility of the excess protein and (2) the instability 

of the resulting Au@Protein NPs. The first case occurs if the environmental pH is close to pI of excess 

protein. The second case occurs if the pH is close to pI of the resulting Au@Protein system that differs 

from that of pure protein. It is known from literature (Au@BSA,27 Au@Ins28) that the pI of a protein 

shifts upon adsorption onto gold NPs. If one of the two components that coexist in the mixture 

(Au@Protein or excess protein) has a pI close to the environmental pH, the entire dispersion 

agglomerates and sediments. For example, the pI of Au@Pep formed at pH 2 was shifted to ∼5.5 from 

the pI (Pep) ∼ 2.848 (Figure 4.4). The Au@Pep NPs themselves were actually stable in pH 2 (Figure 

4.4A) and should not agglomerate. The low solubility and the high concentration of the excess protein 

with a pI close to pH 2 caused flocculation and removed the stable gold NPs from the dispersion, 
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corresponding to the first case. An example for the second case is the functionalization of gold NPs with 

Pep at pH 7 (Figure 4.2B). In this case, the protein Pep is highly soluble at pH 7; however, the Au@Pep 

NPs are unstable at pH 7 with ζ-potentials between 0 and 10 mV, which are below the stability threshold 

(Figure 4.4A,E). The high protein concentrations in our experiments largely suppressed contact between 

the NPs and protein-induced bridging.40 Bridging aggregation would prevent redispersion of Au@Pep 

NPs from agglomerates (formed at pH 2) via purification (in pH 12) (Figure 4.3A,E–G). 

Surprisingly, dispersions formed with LYZ at pH 12 were stable over time, although the pH is close to 

the pI of LYZ (∼11)50, 57 (Figure 4.2C). The surface charge of the LYZ-coated NPs at pH 12 was high 

enough to provide colloidal stability. A weak red-shift of the LSPR peak for dispersions containing 

LYZ, BSA, and Tg (Figure 4.2D) at pH 12 indicates a weak agglomeration of NPs. These small 

agglomerates did not precipitate over time and were redispersed upon purification. Purification 

conditions, in particular the pH of the purification media, are critical for the colloidal stability of the 

Au@Protein NPs, and therefore their impact was studied systematically in the following. 

Purification of AuNPs after Protein Adsorption. After mixing the NPs with proteins at different pH, 

the dispersions were washed three times with water at acidic, neutral, and basic pH values via 

centrifugation and redispersion (see Experimental Section). The behavior of Au@Protein NPs after 

purification conditions is shown in Figure 4.3. We studied four different Au@Protein NP systems with 

a protein from each pI regime: low pI (Pep), intermediate pI (BLG), and high pI (LYZ). We studied Ins 

as a low molecular weight protein with an intermediate pI to assess the effect of the molecular weight 

when keeping the pI similar (Ins: pI 5.3,58 MW 5.8 kDa; BLG: pI 5.2,49 MW 18.4 kDa). 

 

Figure 4.3. Purification can reverse NP agglomeration during the protein functionalization. Au@Citrate functionalized with 

Pep (A), BLG (B) LYZ (C), and Ins (D) at pH 2, 7, and 12 were purified at three different pH values. NPs that agglomerated 

during the functionalization (gray/blue and purple dispersions) were redisperse to individual NPs and regained their colloidal 

stability as indicated by the red color when purified at the right pH. The dotted gray lines (E, G) represent the stability thresholds 

(UV–vis: 525 nm; ζ-potential: ±25 mV). 
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The purified Au@Protein NP dispersions exhibited different stability behavior depending on the 

purification conditions, clearly seen by the different colors and LSPR shifts of the dispersions 

(Figure 4.3A–E). The Au@Pep system was only stable at pH 12, during both functionalization and 

purification (Pep and Au@Pep are both stable at pH 12). Remarkably, the NP dispersions that were not 

stable and aggregated during the functionalization at pH 2 and 7 were redispersed completely upon 

purification at pH 12 as evidenced by UV–vis and DLS measurements (Figure 4.3E,F). At pH 7, the 

purified Au@Pep NPs were not stable. At pH 2, the Au@Pep NPs became stable with increasing 

incubation time at this pH only when the NPs had been functionalized with Pep at pH 12 (see also Figure 

4.4A and Supporting Information Figure S4.3). 

The Au@BLG system (with intermediate pI) was functionalized (Figure 4.2) and purified at all three 

pH values (Figure 4.3) without affecting the colloidal stability of the dispersions. Only in the case of 

dispersions functionalized at pH 2 and purified at pH 7 did the NPs agglomerate upon purification as 

seen by the purple color of the dispersion and proven by UV–vis and DLS. All three selected pH values 

(i.e., pH 2, 7, and 12) appear to be far enough from the pI of BLG and render Au@Protein NP systems 

stable. 

The Au@LYZ system was functionalized at pH 2 (Figure 4.2) and then purified at pH 2 and pH 12 

without destabilizing the NPs (Figure 4.3). At pH 7, the Au@LYZ NPs were unstable during both 

functionalization and purification. The NPs disaggregated to a certain extent when purified at pH 2 or 

12, but not entirely, as indicated by plasmon peak shift (UV–vis) and DLS. When functionalized at 

pH 12, Au@LYZ showed slight aggregation with a small red-shift of the plasmon peak (Figure 4.2) that 

remained when purified at pH 2 and pH 12 and increased when purified at pH 7. 

The Au@Ins system was functionalized at pH 7 and 12 but could only be purified and completely 

redispersed at pH 12. At pH 7, the NPs did not fully redisperse during purification (Figure 4.3E,F). At 

pH 2, the Au@Ins NPs were not stable at all, which is consistent with previous studies.28 The ζ-potentials 

for Au@Ins NPs at pH 2 are not high enough to electrostatically stabilize the NPs. Ins also is smaller 

than BLG (or BSA27) that does not provide additional steric stabilization to the NPs. Although the pI’s 

of the Ins and BLG are similar, there are clear differences in their stability behavior, most likely due to 

the differences in their molecular weights. 

It is worth noting that all AuNPs that agglomerated when mixed with proteins (Figure 4.2A–C) were 

fully recovered and stabilized again by purifying the agglomerated NPs at pH values far from the pI of 

the respective protein system (Figure 4.3). This indicates that when NPs meet proteins, reversible 

agglomeration can occur. Among all proteins that we studied, stable Au@Protein formed only when 

functionalization was done at pH values far from the pI of the proteins. The same trend existed for the 

purification of the NPs, but we find that the optimal pH conditions for the functionalization step can 

differ from that for purification. For example, for Au@LYZ, pH 2 was the optimum pH for 
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functionalization, but pH 12 was optimal for purification. Surprisingly, pH 7 was not optimal for 

purification for the four Au@Protein systems (Figure 4.3). 

pH-Dependent Colloidal Stability of Different Au@Protein NPs. To understand the effect of the 

environmental pH on the stability of the different Au@Protein NPs, we studied the pH-dependent 

colloidal stability profiles for Au@Pep, Au@BLG, Au@LYZ, and Au@Ins (Figure 4.4) over the pH 

range between pH 2 and 12, covering also a broad pI and MW range of proteins from acidic (Pep: 2.8)48 

to basic (LYZ: 11.0)50, 57 and from 5.8 kDa (Ins)51 to 34.6 kDa (Pep),59 respectively. The NPs were 

functionalized with the proteins under the conditions that lead to the most stable Au@Protein NPs, i.e., 

Au@Pep in pH 12, Au@LYZ in pH 2; Au@BLG and Au@Ins in pH 7. The stability profiles were 

assessed by measuring the LSPR shifts and ζ-potentials at different pH values. Furthermore, since the 

colloidal stability of Au@Protein NPs strongly depends on the surface charge of the NPs and thus, on 

the pH of the medium and the pI of the protein, the direction of the pH change played a significant role 

in the stability of the NPs and the redispersibility of their agglomerates. Moving from basic pH (pH 12), 

where all Au@Protein NPs were stable, to acidic pH, the NPs started aggregating at neutral pH values 

and did not redisperse at extreme acidic pH values. Coming from acidic pH (pH 2) however, where the 

Au@Protein NPs were stable too (except Au@Ins), the NPs aggregated at neutral pH values, but 

redispersed completely at pH 12. To better understand the effect of pH and the direction of pH changes, 

we investigated the colloidal stability behavior of the four Au@Protein systems from both directions. 

Therefore, each system was purified in pH 2 and pH 12, setting the starting pH. 

 

Figure 4.4. Effect of the pH of the purification medium on the pH stability range of the Au@Protein NPs. Au@Pep, Au@BLG, 

Au@Ins, and Au@LYZ were functionalized under stable conditions and purified in pH 2 and pH 12, respectively. The pI of 

the Au@Protein NPs and the pH stability range of the NPs were determined by measuring the ζ-potential (red) and LSPR 

maximum, λmax (black) and as a function of solution pH. The gray stripes indicate the region of the pI of the respective 

Au@Protein system (±0.5 pH units). 
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In systems purified at pH 2, Au@Pep, Au@BLG, and Au@LYZ were stable with the LSPR peak around 

525 nm and ζ-potentials ≥+30 mV. Although they exhibit a ζ-potential of ∼+30 mV, the Au@Ins NPs 

were in an aggregated state with an LSPR peak beyond 565 nm, which has also been reported before.28 

The pH of the dispersions was then increased stepwise from pH 2. The surface charge of the Au@Protein 

NPs decreased from values well below +25 mV to zero, favoring hydrophobic interactions and leading 

to agglomeration of the Au@Pep (Figure S4.4), Au@BLG (Figure S4.5), Au@LYZ (Figure S4.6), and 

Au@Ins (Figure S4.7) systems. The agglomeration caused their color to change from ruby red to 

blue/gray (Figures S4.4–S4.7). Further pH increase above the pI of Au@Protein NPs lead to charge 

inversion due to deprotonation of carboxyl and amino groups and to an increase of negatively charged 

groups. The ζ-potential of the NPs decreased below the stability threshold of −25 mV and the 

electrostatic repulsion between charged NPs increased, leading to complete redispersion of the NPs 

(LSPR ∼ 525 nm). The three protein systems Au@Pep, Au@BLG, and Au@LYZ exhibited U-shaped 

stability profiles and were stable in both acidic and basic conditions. The Au@BLG and Au@LYZ 

showed a sharp transition between stable and unstable regime; the Au@Pep system showed a much 

broader instability regime. Although the ζ-potential values were beyond −25 mV at pH 8–9, the system 

fully recovered its LSPR peak only at pH 12. The disaggregation of the Au@Pep NPs was much slower 

than that of Au@BLG and Au@LYZ. A different stability behavior was observed for Au@Ins system. 

Increase of the pH caused charge inversion of this aggregated dispersion (Figure 4.4D), but redispersion 

was possible only at highly basic pH values. 

All Au@Protein systems purified at pH 12 (Figure 4.4E–H) were highly stable with negative surface 

charges beyond −30 mV and LSPR absorption maxima at 525 nm. Upon decreasing the pH, the particles 

remained stable up to pH 7, and the LSPR maximum remained at 525 nm (Figure 4.4E–H). The ζ-

potentials of the NPs also remained beyond −30 mV until pH 7. Only Au@Pep showed an increase of 

ζ-potential to −20 mV but remained stable. Further pH decrease (pH < 7) caused all Au@Protein systems 

to start agglomerating and the LSPR peaks to shift to higher wavelengths. The NPs crossed the point of 

zero charge and inverted their surface charge to positive ζ-potentials. Only the Au@Pep system 

redispersed to a great extent at pH values below pH 2 and the LSPR maximum recovered from 620 to 

538 nm. The other three protein systems did not redisperse at acidic pH values (pH 2), although the 

surface charges reached high positive values beyond +30 mV. The pH-dependent stability of 

Au@Protein NPs strongly depended on the purification medium: the same Au@Protein systems 

(Figure 4.4) purified in different pH values, i.e., acidic (Figure 4.4A–D) and basic (Figure 4.4E–H), 

behaved entirely different. 

The Au@BLG and Au@LYZ systems showed a pronounced influence of the purification pH on their 

colloidal stability behavior. Both NP systems were functionalized at optimal pH, i.e., Au@BLG at pH 7 

and Au@LYZ at pH 2. When the NPs were purified at acidic pH (Figure 4.4B,C), they exhibited a U-

shaped pH stability profile that was similar to the bare proteins. The NPs were stable at pH values far 
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below and above the pI of the Au@Protein system and unstable at pH close to pI. When the dispersions 

were purified at basic pH, the NPs were stable at pH values above the pI, but unstable at pH values 

below the pI, exhibiting a sigmoidal stability profile (Figure 4.4F,G). This pH-dependent stability profile 

was confirmed via DLS and cryo-TEM measurements, which is shown exemplarily for the Au@LYZ 

system in Figure 4.5 (and for the Au@BLG system, Figure S4.8). The Au@LYZ system was synthesized 

in pH 2 and purified in pH 2 (Figure 4.5A–D) and pH 12 (Figure 4.5E–H), yielding stable Au@LYZ 

NP dispersions of ruby red color and hydrodynamic sizes around 23 ± 0.3 nm. The cryo-TEM images 

confirmed individually dispersed NPs for both cases (pH 2, Figure 4.5B, and pH 12, Figure 4.5F). When 

increasing or decreasing the pH toward the pI of the Au@LYZ system (i.e., ∼4.3), the NPs started to 

agglomerate as seen from the color of the dispersion (purple, blue, gray). The hydrodynamic size of the 

agglomerates started increasing from hundreds of nanometers to micrometers. Loose flocs and 3D 

networks of NP agglomerates formed (Figure 4.5C,G). Figure 4.4 illustrates how the Au@LYZ NPs 

behave differently for the two systems. When purified at pH 2, the agglomerates redispersed again to 

individual NPs (Figure 4.5A,D) at basic pH values. When purified at pH 12, the NP agglomerates formed 

at pH = pI that grew in size and density (Figure 4.5E,H) upon further pH decrease down to pH 2. 

 

Figure 4.5. pH-dependent agglomeration behavior of colloidally stable Au@LYZ NPs purified at pH 2 (A–D) and pH 12 (E–

H) measured with dynamic light scattering (A, E) and cryo-TEM (B–D and F–H). Starting at pH 2, the Au@LYZ NPs are red 

in color and individually dispersed with small hydrodynamic sizes (A: red box), confirmed with cryo-TEM (B). When 

increasing the pH, the NPs aggregated at the pI of Au@LYZ (A: green box, and C) and redispersed at pH 12 (A: blue box, and 

D). Starting at pH 12, the Au@LYZ NPs were red in color and individually dispersed with small hydrodynamic sizes (E: blue 

box), confirmed with cryo-TEM (F). When decreasing the pH, the NPs aggregated at the pI of Au@LYZ (E: green box, and 

G) and aggregate further to bigger aggregates at pH 2 (E: red box, and H). 

Au@Pep and Au@Ins systems showed similar profiles for both purification pH. The Au@Pep system 

showed a U-shaped stability profile, with a large instability range (>6 pH units) in the medium pH region 

that slightly shifted depending on the direction of the pH change. The Au@Ins system exhibited a 
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sigmoidal-shaped stability profile for both cases, being stable at basic pH values and instable at acidic 

pH values. 

Stability profiles of the Au@Protein NPs are surprisingly sensitive to different purification conditions 

even when the NPs, the proteins, and the synthesis conditions (coating procedure) are the same. The 

Au@Protein NPs behave differently from the pure proteins. Bare proteins usually exhibit a U-shaped 

solubility profile with high solubility at pH values below and above the pI and a low solubility at pH = 

pI. The pI of proteins depends on the ratio of the negatively and positively charged amino acid residues. 

When proteins adsorb or bind onto metal surfaces, they may bind with both negatively or positively 

charged functional groups, which become then unavailable for the interactions with outer medium, i.e., 

water. The ratio between these charged groups changes upon binding, which leads to a measurable shift 

in pI. Depending on the functional groups that are available on the protein and bind to the gold surface, 

the pI can be shifted toward lower or higher pH values compared to the original pI of the protein. When 

a protein binds to the NP with basic (positively charged) groups, such as amino, imidazole, or guandino 

groups, the pI of the resulting Au@Protein system shifts to lower pH values. If the protein binds with 

the carboxylic (negatively charged) groups to the surface, the pI shift is expected to be toward higher 

pH values. In the case of NPs being coated with BLG, Ins, and LYZ, the pI shifted toward lower pH 

values. We assume that these proteins adsorb onto gold surfaces preferentially via basic groups. The pI 

of Au@Protein systems containing proteins with intermediate proteins, such as Au@BLG and Au@Ins, 

was measured to be 4.1 (BLG: 5.249) and 3.5 (Ins: 5.358), which is consistent with literature.27, 28 High-

pI proteins such as LYZ (pI: 11.050, 57) exhibited a pronounced pI shift toward pH ∼ 4.3) when adsorbed 

onto the AuNPs. This suggests that the main binding groups also for Au@LYZ are the basic functional 

groups. In contrast, the low-pI protein pepsin (2.848) exhibits a pI shift to higher pH values with a pI ∼ 

5.5. This indicates that pepsin binds to the gold NP surface to a larger part via carboxyl groups, which 

are indeed abundant in the protein. Furthermore, pepsin has relatively low amount of positively charged 

groups (4 in total, i.e., 2 Arg, 1 His, and 1 Lys).59, 60 Nevertheless, it is remarkable that the pI shifts for 

all Au@Protein systems investigated in this study were independent of the purification medium (pH 2 

or 12, see Figure 4.4). In fact, this behavior is plausible, since the proteins were adsorbed 

(functionalization step) under same conditions. Hence, we assume that protein adsorption occurred onto 

gold surface via same sites, leaving same functional groups available toward the solvent (water). This 

would lead to the same final pI of an Au@Protein system, which is independent of the purification 

conditions. 

The proteins’ molecular weight also affected the stability of Au@Protein. Proteins with high molecular 

weight contributed to the stability of the proteins coated NPs with steric stabilization additional to the 

electrostatic stabilization.26, 27 From the four investigated proteins, Ins with its 5.8 kDa51 molecular 

weight was the smallest, BLG (18.4 kDa49) and LYZ (14.3 kDa50, 61) were in the middle range, and Pep 

(34.6 kDa59) was the largest. Large proteins have many acidic and basic functional groups that probably 
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provide enough electrostatic repulsion on the Au@Protein surface upon pH change. Additionally, their 

size provides steric repulsion. The Au@Pep system’s U-shaped stability profile can be attributed to the 

electrosteric stabilization mechanism. Smaller proteins have less functional groups and provide less 

steric repulsion. The Au@Ins system for example is stable at basic pH but instable at acidic pH 

independent of the purification pH. Insulin is a very small protein and cannot provide steric repulsion to 

disagglomerate the system completely. In the case of the middle-sized proteins, both Au@BLG and 

Au@LYZ systems are sensitive to the direction of pH change, but it is not clear yet what causes the 

direction-dependent stabilities of the systems. 

Remarkably, the stability profiles of all Au@Protein systems were highly consistent over multiple 

aggregation/disaggregation cycles. Figure 4.6 shows three-point pH switching cycles for all four protein 

coated NP systems purified at pH 2 and pH 12, in analogy to Figure 4.4. The purification pH served as 

starting point as shown in Figure 4.6. The reversible agglomeration and disagglomeration was followed 

by recording the LSPR peak maximum of the dispersions at different pH values via UV–vis 

spectroscopy. All Au@Protein systems maintained their original stability profiles (Figure 4.4) at least 

over three pH cycles. For example, Au@Pep (both purification pH, Figure 4.6A,E) and Au@BLG and 

Au@LYZ (pH 2 purification, Figure 4.6B,C) were highly stable at extreme pH values and aggregated 

at pH = pI (U-shaped profile), recovering completely after each cycle. Upon a sudden pH change from 

one extreme to other extreme pH, e.g., from pH 12 to pH 2 (Figure 4.6A–C,E, at the end of a cycle) the 

particles remained stable. The reason for this is that the pH change is fast and the particles undergo an 

immediate charge inversion, without agglomerating, while going through the point of zero charge. 

Au@Ins (Figure 4.6D,H) and Au@BLG and Au@LYZ (pH 12 purification, Figure 4.6F,G), on the other 

hand, exhibited sigmoidal stability profiles, being stable only at basic pH values, in analogy to 

Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.6. pH-responsive reversible aggregation–disaggregation cycles of four representative protein-coated gold NPs. The 

Au@Pep (A, E), Au@BLG (B, F), Au@LYZ (C, G), and Au@Ins (D, H) NPs were functionalized under stable conditions and 

purified in pH 2 (A–D) and pH 12 (E–H). The pH of the dispersions was changed from pH 2 to pH 12 (A–D) or vice versa (E–

H) going over the pI of the protein-coated NPs. The reversible aggregation of the different Au@Protein NPs was followed via 

UV–vis spectroscopy, by measuring the LSPR maximum λmax. 

Conclusions 

The behavior of Au@Protein dispersions strongly depends on three parameters: (a) nanoparticle 

identity, (b) protein identity, and (c) environmental identity. The present study reveals the importance 

of the protein identity and the environmental conditions on the final physicochemical properties of metal 

nanoparticle systems stabilized by small charged molecules such as citrate. The NPs either formed stable 

dispersions or agglomerated spontaneously when mixed with protein solutions, depending on the pI of 

the protein and pH of the mixture. The agglomerates redispersed when purified under suitable 

conditions. The final Au@Protein NPs exhibited a stability regime and stability profile that strongly 

depended on the adsorbed protein and the environmental conditions. The surface charge of the 

Au@Protein NPs also depended on the pI and the pH. 

Controlling the environmental parameters and adjusting them to the physicochemical properties of the 

proteins and of NPs allowed us to create highly stable Au@Protein NPs with a defined protein corona 

and thus, with a defined biointerface. Understanding the interactions of nanomaterials with individual 

proteins in regard of their abundance, composition, and physicochemical properties would allow us to 

decipher the formation of the new physicochemical identity upon protein adsorption in complex 

biological systems and fluids. 
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Supporting Information 

 

 

Figure S4.1. (A) representative UV-vis spectrum with max = 520 nm, (B) TEM image, and the corresponding size distribution 

of Au@Citrate NPs (C) calculated from TEM images, which results in a mean diameter of (15 ± 2) nm. 

 

 

Figure S4.2. Overview of the hydrodynamic diameter of the functionalization of Au@Citrate by protein adsorption at different 

pH resulting in Au@Protein NPs of different stability. A zoom-in to the region of 0-150 nm is displayed in Figure 4.2E. 
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Figure S4.3. UV-Vis spectra of Au@Protein for pH 2 (A), 7 (B), and 12 (C), measured 24 hours after functionalization. The 

spectra are normalized at 400 nm, except for Au@Hb and Au@cyt C as these proteins exhibit a high absorption band in the 

visible region. The spectra correspond to the values and cuvettes shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure S4.4. UV-Vis spectra and dispersions colors of Au@Pep at different pH values, after purification in (A) pH 2 and (B) 

in pH 12. Also the dispersion color at the final pH values (pH 12, and pH 2) after 24 h incubation are shown. The spectra are 

normalized at 400 nm. The spectra and cuvettes correspond to the values shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

 

Figure S4.5. UV-Vis spectra and dispersions colors of Au@BLG at different pH values, after purification in (A) pH 2 and (B) 

in pH 12. Also the dispersion color at the final pH values (pH 12, and pH 2) after 24 h incubation are shown. The spectra are 

normalized at 400 nm. The spectra and cuvettes correspond to the values shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure S4.6. UV-Vis spectra and dispersions colors of Au@LYZ at different pH values, after purification in (A) pH 2 and (B) 

in pH 12. Also the dispersion at the final pH values (pH 12, and pH 2) after 24 h incubation are shown. The spectra are 

normalized at 400 nm. The spectra and cuvettes correspond to the values shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

 

Figure S4.7. UV-Vis spectra and dispersions colors of Au@Ins at different pH values, after purification in (A) pH 2 and (B) 

in pH 12. Also the dispersion at the final pH values (pH 12, and pH 2) after 24 h incubation are shown. The spectra are 

normalized at 400 nm. The spectra and cuvettes correspond to the values shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure S4.8. pH-dependent agglomeration behavior of colloidally stable Au@BLG NPs purified in pH 2 (A-E) and pH 12 (F-

H) measured with dynamic light scattering (A, F) and Cryo-TEM (C-E and H-J). Starting at pH 2, the Au@BLG NPs are red 

in color and individually dispersed with small hydrodynamic sizes (A red box), confirmed with Cryo-TEM (C). By increasing 

the pH, the NPs aggregate at the pI of Au@BLG (A green box, and D) and redisperse at pH 12 (A blue box, and E). Starting 

at pH 12, the Au@BLG NPs are red in color and individually dispersed with small hydrodynamic sizes (F blue box), confirmed 

with Cryo-TEM (H). By decreasing the pH, the NPs aggregate at the pI of Au@LYZ (F green box, and G) but cannot 

redispersed competely at pH 2 (F red box, and F). 
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Abstract 

We investigate a morphological transition of surface-immobilized triblock terpolymer micelles: the 

splitting into well-defined clusters of satellite micelles upon pH changes. The multicompartment micelles 

are formed in aqueous solution of ABC triblock terpolymers consisting of a hydrophobic polybutadiene 

block, a weak polyanionic poly(methacrylic acid) block, and a weak polycationic poly(2-

(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) block. They are subsequently immobilized on silicon wafer surfaces 

by dip-coating. The splitting process is triggered by a pH change to strongly basic pH, which goes along 

with a charge reversal of the micelles. We find that the aggregation number of the submicelles is well-

defined and that larger micelles have a tendency to split into a larger number of submicelles. 

Furthermore, there is a clear preference for clusters consisting of doublets and triplets of submicelles. 

The morphology of surface-immobilized clusters can be “quenched” by returning to the original pH. 

Thus, such well-defined micellar clusters can be stabilized and are available as colloidal building blocks 

for the formation of hierarchical surface structures. We discuss the underlying physicochemical 

principles of the splitting process considering changes in charge and total free energy of the micelles upon 

pH change. 

Introduction 

Block copolymers are one of the most successfully and abundantly used class of molecular building 

blocks for soft nanotechnology.1-8 This is due to their ability to form supramolecular structures on 

different length scales9-11 and due to their pronounced responsiveness toward environmental 

parameters12, 13 such as solvent composition, pH, temperature and others. While pioneering work focused 

on diblock copolymers, in recent years, progress in macromolecular synthesis greatly expanded the 

range of monomer combinations and sequences, including an increased number of examples regarding 

solution self-assembly of triblock terpolymers.14-17 As expected, the higher complexity of these 

molecular building blocks results in a richer morphology space for self-assembly in solution and in the 

bulk. Exploring this phase space is an active area of research.18-21 In terms of stimulus responsiveness, 

especially ABC triblock terpolymers that combine polyanionic and polycationic blocks have shown 

great potential, in particular when weak polyelectrolytes are used. In this case, the charge density of the 

blocks and the formation of interpolyelectrolyte complexes is a function of pH, which is directly 

reflected in the shape and aggregation number of the corresponding aggregates in solution.  

The splitting process of block copolymer micelles into submicelles has so far been only studied in 

solution.22-26 Surface-immobilized micelles reported in the literature respond to external triggers such as 

pH,27-33 temperature,33, 34 or solvent35 mainly by polymer desorption from the surface. This phenomenon 

is often accompanied by irreversible morphological changes from micellar aggregates to brush-like 

structures27, 33 or smaller micelles.33 For example, stimuli-responsive poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl 

methacrylate)-block-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide), DMAEMA(corona)-b-PNIPAM(core), micelles reported 
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by Sukhishvili and co-workers33 disintegrated into brush-like layers when the temperature was decreased 

below the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of the core-forming block. In addition, exposure 

to pH below the pKb of the corona induced changes in the aggregation number resulting in a decrease in 

micellar diameter. Further factors influencing the reversibility of the stimulus response are the degree 

of quaternization and the nature of the substrate,27-30,31 which has been investigated by Biggs and co-

workers for pH-responsive poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate)-block-poly(2-

(diethylamino)ethyl methacrylate), PDMAEMA(corona)-PDEAEMA(core), diblock copolymer micelles. 

Usually, the micelles reported in the literature are obtained from diblock copolymers containing stimuli-

responsive blocks. These systems often lack stability, especially if the stimulus response of the core-

forming block is triggered deliberately. 

In contrast to solution studies, the properties of triblock terpolymers on surfaces have so far received 

less attention, although – as for solution behavior - striking differences as compared to diblock 

copolymer systems are expected. Indeed, we have recently shown that the deposition of micelles of 

polybutadiene-block-poly(methacrylic acid)-block-quaternized poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl 

methacrylate) (PB-b-PMAA-b-PDMAEMAq) can form pH-sensitive coatings for self-regulated 

bacterial repulsion.31, 36 The same micellar building blocks can be incorporated into polyelectrolyte 

multilayers resulting in films with a strong and at the same time fully reversible pH-induced change in 

swelling and mechanical properties.37 Both effects could be explained by the structure of the employed 

triblock terpolymer, enabling the formation and dissolution of intramicellar interpolyelectrolyte 

complexes between the sequentially arranged polyanionic (PMAA) and polycationic (PDMAEMAq) 

blocks. 

In the present work, we demonstrate the response toward changes in pH of surface-immobilized 

multicompartment micelles formed by an ABC triblock terpolymer featuring both a weak polyanionic 

and a weak polycationic block. Due to the choice in nature and lengths of the polyacid and polybase 

block, full charge reversal of the micelles is possible upon applying suitable conditions. We find that 

this results in a well-defined splitting process. Each micelle is turned into a cluster of satellite micelles, 

which can be preserved in shape by returning to the original pH value. While changes in aggregation 

number and micelle splitting / budding transitions are well-known for block copolymer micelles in 

solution, such a defined splitting process has not been observed or controlled on a surface before. In 

addition, the transient cluster shapes can be stabilized by quenching. We discuss the underlying 

physicochemical mechanisms of the process as well as the potential of exploiting it for creating surface-

immobilized colloidal clusters. 

Results and Discussion 

We used an ampholytic ABC triblock terpolymer, BMAAD (PB800-b-PMAA200-b-PDMAEMA285, the 

subscripts denoting the degree of polymerization of the corresponding block), with a molecular weight 
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of ~105 kg/mol (PDI ~ 1.10).38 It consists of a hydrophobic polybutadiene (B) block, a poly(methacrylic 

acid) (MAA) middle block, and a poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (D) block. The molecular 

structure and contour lengths of the blocks are given in Figure 5.1a. The triblock terpolymer is a 

polyampholyte since both a polyacid, PMAA (pKa,app~5.5),39 and a polybase, PDMAEMA 

(pKb,app~7.8),40 are present. Both represent weak (annealed) polyelectrolytes rendering the material pH-

sensitive. Please note, that the apparent dissociation constants of the triblock terpolymer are similar to 

those of the homopolymer equivalents.38 

 

Figure 5.1. Structure of the used BMAAD triblock terpolymer with the contour lengths of the blocks (a) and the corresponding 

micellar aggregates in aqueous solution below and above the micellar isoelectric point (m-IEP) (b). 

In aqueous solution, the triblock terpolymer forms micellar aggregates (cf. Figure 5.1b) due to the 

hydrophobicity of polybutadiene (B) forming the core. Such micelles show a strong pH dependence 

concerning their shape, size, and surface charge, which has been investigated previously.38 Briefly, it 

was found that at pH 2, well below the micellar isoelectric point (m-IEP) at pH ~6.6, star-like core-shell-

corona micelles are formed. Thereby, the hydrophobic PB core is surrounded by a protonated / 

uncharged PMAA shell and a positively charged PDMAEMA corona resulting in a positive  -potential 

of + 35 mV. In contrast, at pH 10, the PMAA middle block is negatively charged, while the PDMAEMA 

block is uncharged, resulting in a negative -potential of -11 mV. It is noteworthy that the pH-induced 

structural transitions between the shell and the corona accompanied by a charge inversion are fully 

reversible in solution between pH 2 and 10. Further characteristics such as shape, size, and charge, as 

determined by cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM), dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

and  -potential measurements, can be found elsewhere.38 Please note that the m-IEP was determined via 

turbidity titration and has been defined as the pH of maximum turbidity. 

The core-shell-corona BMAAD micelles were adsorbed from a pH 2 solution onto bare silica via dip 

coating. Taking into account silica’s point of zero charge at pH~2.541 we conclude that at pH 2 positively 

charged micelles are adsorbed onto an either uncharged or slightly positively charged silica surface via 

nonelectrostatic forces, such as hydrophobic interactions or hydrogen bonding between amino and 
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silanol groups. Electrostatic repulsion between like-charged species on the surface and in solution 

limited the adsorption to a monolayer following the random sequential adsorption (RSA) model.42, 43 

Similar behavior was observed in our previous work on BMAADq (i.e., quaternized BMAAD) 

micelles.31 The characterization of the BMAAD micelles was carried out by atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in dry state (cf. Figure S5.1). The immobilized 

micelles are of spherical but slightly flattened shape with an average height hAFM~55 nm and diameter 

dAFM~140 nm. Contrary to AFM (Figure 5.2a), SEM images show the contrast between the electron rich 

polybutadiene core with a diameter dSEM,core~95 nm and the surrounding shell with a thickness 

tSEM,shell~15 nm. According to the results of the adsorption kinetics (cf. Figure S5.1), the BMAAD 

micelle density reaches a plateau and a maximum surface coverage of ~7 micelles/µm2, corresponding 

to ~44–50% (taking into account the expansion of the corona), after approximately 5 min. 

 

Figure 5.2. AFM height image of surface-immobilized BMAAD micelles deposited from a pH 2 solution on silica (a). pH 

response of a BMAAD monolayer in the range from pH 2 to 12 measured using in situ ellipsometry (b). Effective thickness 

(black squares) is plotted as a function of pH. Sigmoidal fits (solid lines) with the corresponding pKapp values (circles) are 

indicated by red and blue colors for PDMAEMA and PMAA, respectively. AFM images after an incubation time of 7 h in pH 2 

(c), pH 10 (d), and pH 11 (e). 

The pH response of surface-immobilized micelles was investigated in a pH range from 2 to 12 using in 

situ ellipsometry. The spot size of the ellipsometric setup used in this experiment is ~20 mm2. 

Consequently, the ellipsometric signal cannot resolve the size changes on a single micelle level, but 

rather averages over the areas covered by not close packed micelles. Thereby, the effective thickness of 

the micelle monolayer film was measured as a function of solution pH. Qualitatively, the “U-shape” 

swelling profile in Figure 5.2b is in good agreement with the pH response of BMAAD micelles in 
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solution.38 The pronounced increase in film thickness observed in strong acidic and strong basic pH is 

attributed to the stretching of either the PDMAEMA or the PMAA block due to increasing charge 

density caused by ionization of the amino and carboxyl groups, respectively. In the range of moderate 

pH values between pH 5 and 10, surface-immobilized micelles collapse due to the formation of an 

intramicellar interpolyelectrolyte complex (im-IPEC) between PMAA and PDMAEMA. 

In general, both corona blocks (MAA and D) are weak polyelectrolytes, which respond to external 

stimuli such as pH by changing their charge density, thereby inducing changes in properties and structure 

of the micelles. On the surface, the BMAAD micelles exhibit strong swelling and shifts in the apparent 

pKa from 5.5 to 10.8 for the polyacid and in the apparent pKb from 7.8 to 10.2 for the polybase. Similar 

shifts in the apparent dissociation constants were observed for star polymers, micelles, and surface-

anchored brushes and were attributed to the confinement of the polyelectrolyte chains due to 

architecture.40, 44-48 Thereby, a stronger shift was observed for an increasing number of arms, chains per 

area or grafting density. In our previous work, a similar effect was observed for the PMAA middle block 

in BMAADq micelles, which were incorporated into multilayer films.37 In the case of BMAAD micelles, 

these shifts originate from the interaction between weak polybase and weak polyacid blocks. 

To examine the morphology changes of the micellar aggregates on the surface as a function of pH, we 

performed imaging atomic force microscopy experiments. Samples of surface-immobilized BMAAD 

micelles exemplarily shown in Figure 5.2a were immersed in different pH solutions each and incubated 

for 7 h. Longer incubation times were avoided in order to keep the impact of alkaline surface etching to 

a minimum. The impact of pH on the micellar morphology is shown in Figure 5.2c-e (the morphology 

at additional pH values is reported in Figure S5.2). While Figure 5.2a,c,d indicates an essentially 

unchanged morphology, after incubation in pH 11 for 7 h (Figure 5.2e) drastic changes are observed. 

Instead of the initially adsorbed micelles, we found clusters of still well-defined micellar but distinctly 

smaller objects on the surface. Obviously, surface-immobilized BMAAD micelles respond to an abrupt 

pH increase by splitting into subunits. Please note that after incubation at pH 12 for 7 h (Figure S5.2c) 

it was not possible to assess the morphological changes of BMAAD micelles due to an advanced 

corrosion of the silica surface by alkaline etching. 

The splitting kinetics of the micelles at pH 11 was investigated for different incubation times (see 

Figure S5.3 for detailed images). We find that the splitting process is finished in the time frame of 1 h 

and that it is followed by a progressive desorption of polymer from the surface, if the samples are 

incubated at pH 11 for prolonged time. In addition to an internal restructuring of the micelles, the pH-

dependent charge density of silica49 leads to repulsive interactions between the negatively charged 

PMAA corona and the likewise negatively charged silica surface which facilitates polymer desorption. 

To suppress further desorption after splitting, the BMAAD clusters were quenched at pH 2. Thereby, 

the system returns to initial (adsorption) conditions with less repulsive / more favorable interactions 
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between the positively charged PDMAEMA corona and the almost uncharged silica surface. Presumably 

stronger adhesion of the micelles to the substrate at pH 2 kinetically traps the system in the pH 11 

morphology. In addition, repulsive interactions between subunit coronas - positively charged 

PDMAEMA at pH 2 - inhibit their fusion back to a single micelle. Structural changes of the BMAAD 

micelles during the whole pH-cycle were monitored using ex situ AFM measurements on the same spot. 

Figure 5.3 shows AFM images of initial micelles and after successive exposure to pH 11 and 2. Thus, 

measurements on the same spot enable a direct comparison between initial micelles and resulting 

clusters on a single particle level. 

 

Figure 5.3. Ex situ AFM measurements on the same spot of the sample (in dry state) performed after adsorption from pH 2 

solution (a), after immersion in pH 11 for 1 h (b), and after a 3.5 days long exposure to pH 2 (c). Larger micelles (e.g,. in the 

bottom right corner of the overview scans) were used as reference points to find the same spot again after treatment. Upper 

row, overview scans; bottom row, higher magnification. 

The results clearly indicate that the pH-induced structural changes on the surface are irreversible and 

the micellar cluster structure can be preserved by returning to pH 2. Even after 3.5 days incubation at 

pH 2 the clusters remained on the surface without merging (cf. Figure 5.3b and c). This long-term 

stability renders a subsequent post-treatment of the clusters via wet chemistry possible. An alternative 

approach for stabilization of the subunits is a postsplitting cross-linking of the hydrophobic PB cores.50 

Please note that a second exposure to pH 11 does not lead to a second splitting but to fuzzy structures 

(cf. Figure S5.4). 

For a more quantitative analysis, AFM height images (Figure 5.4a,b) obtained before and after splitting 

of BMAAD micelles on the same spot of the sample were used. A comparison on a single particle level 
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given in Figure S5.5 shows a significant decrease in subunit height to ~35% and in subunit diameter to 

~75% of the initial micelle size. Furthermore, the data on height and diameter was used to calculate the 

radius of curvature, contact area (cf. Figure S5.5), and volume (Figure 5.5). After splitting, the radius of 

curvature increases by ~20%, and its distribution becomes broader. In addition, the polymer/silica 

contact area increases by ~35%. These findings lead to the assumption that BMAAD micelles tend to 

spread laterally on the silica surface during the splitting process. 

 

Figure 5.4. Ex situ AFM height images on the same spot before (a) and after incubation in pH 11 for 1 h (b). Cluster size 

(number of subunits per cluster) distribution (c) and AFM height images of typical clusters, depicting different subunit patterns 

(d). 

According to the evaluation in Figure 5.4c, clusters of 2 or 3 micelles are most favorable. A few typical 

subunit arrays in a cluster are displayed in Figure 5.4d. Interestingly, the average center-to-center 

distance between subunits is in the range of ~100 nm independent of the cluster size (number of 

subunits) and pattern, and the mean angle between the subunits in a triplet is ~80° (cf. Figure S5.6). 

Please note that small features as well as large micelles on the surface, present in all AFM and SEM 

images, were excluded from statistics since those structures were not subject to splitting and are not 

representative for the whole sample. 

Using the data on height and diameter (cf. Figure S5.5), the volume distribution of the initial micelles 

before splitting and the resulting clusters (sum of subunit volumes) were calculated. The results are 

given in Figure 5.5a. Direct comparison of volumes shows a significant drop from a mean value of (0.56 

± 0.15)×10-3 µm3 for micelles to (0.23 ± 0.09)×10-3 µm3 for clusters. The overall loss of volume amounts 

to ~60%, which indicates polymer desorption during the splitting process. Similar observations were 

made for other surface-immobilized micelles upon changes in the environmental conditions, e.g., as a 

response to solvent changes,35 pH, and/or temperature.32-34 
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On the basis of findings for the pH-dependent adsorption behavior of a PDMAEMA homopolymer51 

and PMAA-b-PDMAEMA diblock copolymer on silica,52 strong interactions, which might reduce the 

effective micelle or cluster volume, both at low and high pH were considered unlikely. In addition, 

polymer desorption was verified qualitatively via DLS and freeze-drying of the pH 11 supernatant (cf. 

Figure S5.7). Moreover, this loss of material helps to understand the observation that the micelle 

morphology change is not reversible upon pH changes from 2 to 11 and back as shown in Figure 5.3. 

The triblock terpolymer desorbs irreversibly upon exposure to pH 11. Therefore, the system cannot 

restore the aggregation number upon returning to pH 2 rendering the morphological changes irreversible. 

 

Figure 5.5. Histogram on volume distributions of initial micelles (red) before and the resulting clusters (blue) after splitting 

(a). The cluster size as a function of the initial micelle volume shows a linear dependence and the number of subunits per cluster 

(1, orange squares; 2, red circles; 3, green triangles) increases with increasing micelle volume (b). Black open squares (□) 

represent the mean values and the corresponding standard deviations. Histograms on the PB core volume distributions of the 

initial micelles (red) before and the resulting subunits (green) after splitting (c). Single subunit volume plotted as a function of 

the initial micelle volume (d). 

The plot of cluster volume as a function of initial micelle volume in Figure 5.5b shows two distinct 

trends: First, there is a linear dependence between micelle and cluster volume which indicates a constant 

loss of polymer, independent of the initial micelle size or the resulting cluster size. The slope of the 

regression line is 0.4 which implies that ~40 vol% of the BMAAD triblock terpolymer is retained on the 

surface. Second, the larger the initial micelles, the higher is the number of subunits per cluster (cf. 

Figure S5.8a), suggesting an approximately constant subunit volume and thereby a constant aggregation 
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number after splitting. Comparison between micelles and subunits on a single particle level 

(Figure 5.5c,d) confirms this assumption. The resulting subunit size is indeed independent of the initial 

micelle volume. Thus, the combination of micelle splitting and partial polymer desorption leads to 

subunits of similar dimensions and a mean volume of (0.094 ± 0.039)×10-3 µm3. 

The pH-induced structural rearrangements of the BMAAD micelles into subunits are directly related to 

changes in aggregation number with the aim to minimize the total free energy of the system. Using 

eq 5.1 the aggregation number aggN  can be calculated as a function of the PB core volume coreV . 

Thereby, corem  is the mass of the micellar core, 
chain

PBm  is the mass of a single PB chain, AN  is the 

Avogadro constant, 
chain

PBM  is the molecular weight of PB, and PB  is the density of the micellar PB 

core. 
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(5.1) 

Micellar height and diameter, obtained from AFM images (Figure S5.5a,b), include the contribution of 

the collapsed PMAA shell and PDMAEMA corona in addition to the hydrophobic PB core. To subtract 

the contribution of shell and corona from the overall detectable volume, a correction factor of 0.5 was 

introduced. This factor takes into account the differences in degree of polymerization, molecular weight, 

and density of each block. The mean aggregation numbers amount to 3 540 ± 970 chains per micelle for 

the initial micelles and to 600 ± 250 for subunits. aggN  of the subunits is independent of the initial 

micelle size and number of subunits per cluster as it is shown in Figure S5.8b. 

Considering structural and morphological characteristics of the BMAAD micelles as a function of pH, 

changes in aggregation number upon changes in the environmental conditions were expected to occur. 

This effect was reported by Xu et al.53 and Webber et al.29 for micellar systems in solution and observed 

by Gensel et al.31 and Sakai et al.27 on surfaces. Mean-field theory of pH-induced transitions in diblock 

copolymer micelles with weak polyelectrolyte blocks was proposed in ref 54. In our case, this unusual 

pH response by splitting into subunits can be attributed to the dynamic nature of the BMAAD micelles. 

Such micellar systems are dynamic in terms of being capable of adjusting to changes in the 

environmental conditions, e.g., external stimuli (salt, pH).38 The herein used BMAAD micelles are able 

to undergo changes in size distribution and aggregation number due to a low glass transition temperature 

of the PB core (Tg ~ –16 °C)55 with a predominant 1,2-microstructure. Hydrophobic bridges and 

protrusions of the PB core of BMAAD(q) micelles38, 50 indicate a low interfacial tension between the PB 

core and the shell. Similar findings were reported for other systems containing PB as core-forming 

block.56, 57 
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Interestingly, in solution the BMAAD micelles show no significant differences in size and aggregation 

number between pH 2 and 10, despite the charge inversion.38, 58 In particular, at both extremes (at pH 2 

and 10) the hydrophobic PB core has a diameter of ~68 nm, which corresponds to an estimated 

aggregation number of ~2 000. Considering the findings on the surface, BMAAD micelles were dialyzed 

and characterized using cryo-TEM (cf. Figure S5.9) to elucidate their behavior in pH 11 solution. 

Thereby, micelles with distinctly smaller core diameters of ~51 nm ( agg
N ~940) were found. This 

observation suggests a decrease in aggregation number similar to splitting on the surface. Consequently, 

BMAAD micelles exhibit a similar behavior both in solution and on the surface. Besides the charge 

inversion, no significant changes in the micellar structure were observed in a broad pH range, from pH 2 

to 10. In both cases, the splitting occurs only at pH 11. However, in contrast to solution studies, surface-

immobilized micelles are considerably stronger affected by an abrupt pH increase to pH 11, which 

results in clusters of even smaller spherical objects ( agg
N ~600). The difference between behavior in 

solution and on a surface to our opinion is caused by three parameters: time frame of the pH change, 

polymer concentration, and degree of freedom. In solution the pH exchange is performed via dialysis of 

micelles at pH 2 against pH 11 solution as the dialysate. Thus, the pH changes more gradually within 2-

3 days due to diffusion of ions through the porous membrane. The overall polymer concentration is 

approximately constant during this process. Moreover, the micelles are free to move and interact with 

each other, thereby allowing a dynamic exchange between chains associated into micelles and “free“ 

chains, which assures an equilibrium in addition to splitting. In contrast, a dry sample of surface-

immobilized micelles is exposed to a polymer-free solution at pH 11. The micelles experience instantly 

pH 11 and a strong dilution. Thereby, micelles are inhibited in their movement allowing only 

intramicellar interactions, which result in splitting. Thus, the stimuli-induced restructuring may occur 

through local rearrangements and binding to neighboring free silica surface as well as through direct 

dissociation of initial micelles into “free” chain bundles (which desorb into the solution) and the 

reassembly of the surface-bound residue to subunits at the interface. In addition, for surface-immobilized 

BMAAD micelles the intramicellar repulsion is joined by the repulsion between negatively charged 

PMAA chains and the negatively charged silica surface that increases its charge density with increasing 

pH. On the basis of these findings, we conclude that the pH-induced micelle splitting is a surface-assisted 

effect. 

For a theoretical description of the BMAAD micelles, we consider ABC triblock terpolymers with a 

hydrophobic core-forming C block (PB) and two weak polyelectrolyte blocks B (polyacid PMAA) and 

A (polybase PDMAEMA). We analyze the aggregation number of the micelles assuming that in both 

limiting cases (acidic and alkaline conditions) the micelles retain spherical, star-like shape. 

At strongly acidic conditions (pH=2), the micelles have a core-shell-corona shape with the central core 

formed by the hydrophobic block C, surrounded by a spherical shell formed by the collapsed and 
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uncharged block B, and decorated by a (positively) charged corona formed by the extended blocks A. 

The degrees of polymerization are denoted as , ,A B CN N N
 
of the A, B, and C blocks, respectively. Cv  

and Bv  are the corresponding volumes of the monomer units. If C  and B  
are the volume fractions 

of polymer in C-core and B-shell, respectively, then CR and BR are the corresponding outer radii in a 

micelle with aggregation number p . 

The free energy of the core-shell-corona micelle can be presented as 

corona interfaceF F F 
          (5.2)
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Thereby, erfaceFint accounts for the excess free energy of the core-shell (C/B) and shell-corona interfaces, 

BC
 and B are the corresponding surface tensions. The free energy of the corona comprises as the main 

contribution the translational entropy of an ideal gas of counterions confined in the corona. Minimization 

of the free energy per chain, 
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leads to the following expression for the aggregation number in the equilibrium micelle
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In contrast, at strongly alkaline conditions (pH=11) the block B is fully ionized and negatively charged, 

whereas block A is uncharged, but remains soluble in water. 

The excess free energy of the C-core/corona interface is given as 2

interface 4 C CF R 
 
and the ionized 

inner part of the corona provides the main contribution to the coronal free energy, 

corona 3 3
ln B

B

B C

pN
F pN

R R

 
  

  .

Thereby, the corona consists of an inner hydrated “shell” formed by fully 

ionized and strongly extended B-blocks and an outer region formed by nonionized and weakly extended 

A-blocks. 

By applying eq 5.3 we obtain an expression for the aggregation number in a star-like micelle with ionic 

coronal chains: 
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We remark that this is an upper estimate for the aggregation number, an account of repulsive interactions 

under good solvent conditions between A-blocks would lead to a smaller value. 

Hence,  
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If this ratio is larger than unity, one can expect splitting of micelles upon switching from acidic to 

alkaline conditions in solution. A detailed theoretical consideration is given in the Supporting 

Information. 

On the basis of the results and theoretical considerations discussed above, we propose the following 

explanation for the pH-induced micellar splitting process in three steps (cf. Figure 5.6). In addition to 

stimuli-responsive blocks, BMAAD micelles possess a hydrophobic core-forming block, which is 

generally impassive to pH changes in aqueous solution and provides a certain degree of micellar stability 

in a broad pH range (pH 2-10). In the first step, surface-immobilized BMAAD micelles are exposed to 

pH 11. Thereby, they experience a sudden environmental change: the PDMAEMA corona becomes 

uncharged, simultaneously the charge density of the PMAA shell rapidly increases. This leads to a 

charge inversion of the micelles. 

 

Figure 5.6. Schematic illustration of the splitting of BMAAD micelles into subunit clusters as a response to pH changes from 

pH 2 to 11. 

In the second step, at some point during charge inversion the system becomes unstable, and finally, the 

instability leads to evolution of the micelles accompanied by polymer desorption. Desorption of the 

whole micelle in the process is, at least temporarily, inhibited by secondary interactions (e.g., 

hydrophobic interactions or hydrogen bonding between amino and silanol groups) between PDMAEMA 
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and the silica surface, and is probably restricted to a removal of polymer chains that are not directly 

bound to the substrate. Similar observations were reported by Sakai et al.59 and Mahltig et al.35 The 

reason for destabilization of the micellar structure is an inner (osmotic) pressure due to repulsive 

interactions between neighboring carboxylic acid groups and strong interchain repulsion inside the 

PMAA shell. Thereby, the hydrophobic PB core is forced to adjust to the pH response of the shell. This 

phenomenon was predicted by Borisov et al.54 for star-like micelles in solution. In spite of the 

thermodynamically unfavorable contact, a sudden pH-induced polymer desorption leads inevitably to 

exposure of the hydrophobic core (at least in an intermediate state) to the aqueous solution. This 

behavior is similar to that reported in previous work for BMAADq micelles31 and for PDMAEMA(corona)-

PDEAEMA(core) diblock copolymer micelles on silica.27 As a result, this state is rather short-lived and 

transfers into the third and last one. Thereby, the driving force is the minimization of the energetically 

unfavorable PB/water interface leading to concerted rearrangements of the three covalently linked 

blocks that are partially attached (via PDMAEMA) to the silica surface. In contrast to the first two steps, 

the last one is presumably rather slow. The whole process involves curling up of PB chains into spherical 

structures, to adopt an energetically more favorable shape, deprotonation and partial collapse of 

PDMAEMA, and stretching of PMAA out into solution to minimize the repulsion between neighboring 

charged groups. The splitting seems to be a compromise between the hydrophobicity of PB, trying to 

minimize the PB/water interface, and the repulsion of ionized PMAA chains, trying to increase the 

distance between neighboring charged groups. The pH-triggered splitting of BMAAD micelles provides 

an insight into the delicate balance between competing forces and opens perspectives to surface-

supported cluster formation. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, multicompartment micelles formed from a triblock terpolymer consisting of a 

hydrophobic PB block, a weak polyanionic PMAA block, and a weak polycationic PDMAEMA block 

show an unusual behavior when exposed to pH changes from pH 2 to pH 11 while immobilized on the 

surface: rather than desorption of the molecular building blocks or spreading into brush-like layers, as 

found for diblock copolymer micelles under comparable conditions, supramolecular reorganization 

results in a transition to a second, well-defined state of micellar clusters. We find that the typical 

aggregation number of the submicelles forming a cluster is ~600 chains and that there is a clear tendency 

of micelles of larger aggregation numbers to split into a larger number of submicelles. Thus, the process 

is decreasing the polydispersity of the supramolecular aggregates.  

Although this state is transient at pH 11, it can be quenched by returning to the original pH of 2. Thus, 

the well-defined clusters are stabilized and can be used as supramolecular building blocks or surface-

immobilized “colloidal molecules”.60-62 One interesting perspective, that we will explore in the future, 

is to use these as templates for the organization of functional inorganic particles, such as plasmonic and 

/ or catalytically active metal nanoparticles. Here, the unique structure of the clusters with a well-defined 
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intermicellar distance and relative orientation makes them interesting for controlling plasmonic 

coupling properties63-66 as well as synergies between different nanoparticles in catalysis. More generally, 

this is the first example of surface-supported colloidal clusters that are not preformed in solution but 

rather formed in situ opening an avenue toward the formation of hierarchical structures. 

Materials and Methods 

Materials. The triblock terpolymer consisting of polybutadiene (B), poly(methacrylic acid) (MAA), and 

poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (D) (subscripts denote the degree of polymerization of the 

respective block, Mn ~ 105 kg/mol, PDI ~ 1.10) was synthesized via sequential living anionic 

polymerization of butadiene, DMAEMA, and tert-butyl methacrylate (tBMA), followed by hydrolysis 

of the PtBMA block.38 Stock solutions of the BMAAD triblock terpolymer micelles were prepared in 

Milli-Q water at pH~5 and dialyzed against pH 2 or 11 water to obtain micellar solutions with a 

concentration of 0.38 g/L. Dialysis was performed using molecular porous membranes (Spectra/Por® 3, 

Roth) with a molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) of 3 500 Da. 

Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ.cm) was used in all aqueous solutions. HCl and NaOH solutions (0.1 and 1 M, 

Grüssing) were used to adjust the pH of water. 

Sample Preparation. Micelles were adsorbed onto silicon wafers (CrysTec) via dip coating from a 0.38 

g/L polymer solution. The substrates were cleaned using the RCA method67 (15 min sonication in a 1:1 

mixture of water and 2-propanol and subsequent 10 min heating at 70 °C in a 5:1:1 mixture of water, 

25% ammonia solution, and 30% hydrogen peroxide solution). Freshly cleaned substrates were dipped 

into a BMAAD micelle solution (pH 2, 0.38 g/L) for 15 min before rinsing with water and drying in a 

nitrogen stream. Please note that in order to avoid dehydration, the samples were used in the course of 

24 h after preparation. Substrates with adsorbed micelles were immersed in water with different pH 

values (pH 2–12) and incubated for various periods of time (0.5–7 h). Afterward, they were removed 

from the aqueous solution and dried with nitrogen. 

Ellipsometry. Ellipsometric measurements in air were performed with a Sentech SE 850 spectroscopic 

ellipsometer at a constant incidence angle of 70°. A home build liquid cell68 was used for in situ 

ellipsometry in water of different pH at a constant incidence angle of 65°. Measurements were performed 

after a minimum equilibration time of 20 min. 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). AFM images were taken with commercial AFMs (Dimension3100 

equipped with a NanoScope V controller and Dimension Icon, both from Bruker AXS Inc.) operating 

in Tapping Mode™ using Si3N4 cantilevers from Olympus with a typical spring constant of ~42 or 

~26 N/m and a typical resonance frequency of 300 kHz (OTESPA or OTESPA-R3, Bruker). The 

average number of adsorbed micelles was determined from at least three 5×5 µm images for each 
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sample. To study the morphology changes of adsorbed micelles after pH treatment, ex situ AFM 

measurements on the same spot were performed before and after the treatment. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). SEM measurements were performed on a Gemini Leo 1550 

instrument operating at 3 keV. The samples were sputtered with a 1.3 nm thin platinum film prior to 

measurement. 

Cryogenic Transmission Electron Microscopy (cryo-TEM). Cryo-TEM micrographs were obtained 

from shock vitrified (by liquid ethane, – 179 °C) aqueous micellar solutions.The measurements were 

performed at a pressure of 10-7 - 10-8 hPa using a Zeiss/LEO EM 922 Omega instrument (Zeiss NTS 

GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany) operated at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. 

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). The hydrodynamic diameters of the aggregates formed in the pH 11 

immersion solution were determined using a Nano-Zetasizer (Malvern Instruments Co, Worcestershire, 

U.K.). 
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Supporting Information 

 

Surface Immobilization – Adsorption Kinetics 

 

Figure S5.1. Micelle density on a silica surface as a function of adsorption time, inset: SEM image (PB core: black dashed 

line, PMAA shell: blue dashed line) (a) and exemplarily the corresponding AFM height images (z-scale: 0-100 nm) after 15, 

30, 60 sec, and 15 min adsorption time (b-e). 

 

pH-Response – Incubation at pH 10.5 and pH 12 

 

Figure S5.2. AFM height images of a reference sample (exemplarily) with surface-immobilized BMAAD micelles adsorbed 

from pH 2 solution (a) and samples after immersion/incubation at pH 10.5 (b) and pH 12 (c). 
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Splitting Kinetics 

 

Figure S5.3. AFM height (top row) and phase (bottom row) images of BMAAD micelles adsorbed from pH 2 before (a) and 

after exposure to pH 11 for 30, 60, 120, and 180 min (b-e), respectively. The “finger prints” of the corona in the phase images 

are highlighted by dashed white lines (b,e) and the “finger prints” of desorbed subunits are pointed out by yellow arrows (e). 

 

Successive Exposure to Basic and Acidic Solutions  

 

Figure S5.4. AFM height (top row) and phase (bottom row; z-ranges: (a) 0-30°, (b) 0-10°, (c) 0-10°, (d) 0-30°) images of 

surface-immobilized BMAAD micelles in dry state directly after adsorption from pH 2 solution (a), and after subsequent 

exposure to pH 11 (b), pH 2 (c) and again pH 11 (d), each for the duration of 1 hour. 
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Diameter, Height, Radius of Curvature and Surface Area 

 

Figure S5.5. Distributions of AFM raw data such as diameter (a) and height (b) of the initial micelles before splitting (red) as 

well as of the resulting subunits (green) after splitting. Using the raw data the distributions of the radius of curvature (c) and 

contact area between the micelles or clusters (= sum of subunits, blue) and the silica substrate (d) can be calculated. 

 

Distances Within the Clusters 

 

Figure S5.6. Distributions of center-to-center distances in 2-subunit and 3-subunit clusters with schemes illustrating the 

corresponding distances. 

Figure S5
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Polymer Desorption During Splitting 

 

Figure S5.7: Hydrodynamic diameters (DLS) of micellar aggregates detected in the supernatant after incubation of surface-

immobilized BMAAD micelles for one hour at pH 11 (a). Freeze-drying of the supernatant (collected from 3 samples) resulted 

in a white powder (b) which corresponds to the polymer desorbed from the surface. 

 

Cluster Size and Aggregation Number 

 

Figure S5.8. Cluster size (= number of subunits per cluster) as a function of the initial micelle volume (a) and aggregation 

number of subunits after splitting as a function of the initial micelle aggregation number (b). Different colors correspond to a 

different number of subunits per cluster (1: orange squares (■), 2: red circles (●), 3: green triangles (▲)). Black open squares 

(□) represent the mean values and the corresponding standard deviations. 
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Cryo-TEM in pH 2 and 11 

 

Figure S5.9. Cryo-TEM micrographs of BMAAD micelles in pH 2 solution and after dialysis against pH 11. 

 

Theoretical Consideration of Micelles Splitting  

Consider ABC triblock terpolymers with degrees of polymerization , ,A B CN N N of A, B and C blocks, 

respectively. Block C is hydrophobic and forms a dense core of the micelle. Cv  and Bv  are the volumes 

of C and B monomer units, respectively. Blocks B and A are weak polyacid and weak polybase, 

respectively. We analyze the aggregation number in micelles assuming that in both limiting cases (acidic 

and alkaline conditions) the micelles retain spherical star-like shape, that is, the radius of the dense core 

is smaller than that of the hydrated corona. 

Acidic conditions: 

At strongly acidic conditions (pH=2) block B (that is, PMAA) is uncharged and collapsed due to the 

intrinsic hydrophobicity, whereas block A (PDMAEMA) is fully ionized (positively charged), the 

fraction of charged monomer units 1 . 

The micelles have a core-shell-corona shape with the central core formed by hydrophobic block C 

surrounded by a spherical shell formed by collapsed and uncharged block B and decorated by 

(positively) charged corona formed by extended blocks A. 
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Let C  and B  be the volume fractions of C and B monomers in the core and in the shell, respectively. 

Then 
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are the outer radii of the C-core and 

of the B-shell in a micelle with aggregation number p , respectively. 

The free energy (in TkB units) of the core-shell-corona micelle can be presented as 

corona interfaceF F F 
          (S5.1)

 

The term 

2 2
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         (S5.2) 

accounts for the excess free energy of the core-shell (C/B) and shell-corona interfaces, BC
 and B are 

the corresponding surface tensions (in Bk T
units). 

Then eq. S5.2 can be presented in the form
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The free energy of the corona comprises as the main contribution translational entropy of ideal gas of 

counterions confined in the corona,
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(where we have omitted p-independent terms). Minimization of the free energy per chain, 
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leads to the following expression for the aggregation number in the equilibrium micelle
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(a numerical coefficient is omitted). 
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Alkaline conditions 

At strongly alkaline conditions (pH=11) the block B is fully ionized and negatively charged whereas 

block A is uncharged, but remains soluble in water. 

The excess free energy of the C-core/corona interface assumes the simple form: 

2

interface 4 C CF R 
          (S5.7) 

The corona consists of inner hydrated “shell” formed by fully ionized and strongly extended B-blocks, 

and outer region formed by nonionized and weakly extended A-blocks. The ionized inner part of the 

corona provides the main contribution to the coronal free energy,  
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B C
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By applying eq. S5.5 we obtain an expression for the aggregation number in a star-like micelle with 

ionic coronal chains 
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We remark that this is an upper estimate for the aggregation number, an account of repulsive interactions 

under good solvent conditions between A-blocks would lead to a smaller value. 

Hence,  
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If this ratio is larger than unity, one can expect splitting of micelles upon switching from acidic to 

alkaline conditions in solution. 
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Abstract 

Cultivation of adherently growing cells in artificial environments is of utmost importance in medicine 

and biotechnology to accomplish in vitro drug screening or to investigate disease mechanisms. Precise 

cell manipulation, like localized control over adhesion, is required to expand cells, to establish cell 

models for novel therapies and to perform noninvasive cell experiments. To this end, we developed a 

method of gentle, local lift-off of mammalian cells using polymer surfaces, which are reversibly and 

repeatedly switchable between a cell-attractive and a cell-repellent state. This property was introduced 

through micropatterned thermoresponsive polymer coatings formed from colloidal microgels. 

Patterning was obtained through automated nanodispensing or microcontact printing, making use of 

unspecific electrostatic interactions between microgels and substrates. This process is much more robust 

against ambient conditions than covalent coupling, thus lending itself to up-scaling. As an example, 

wound healing assays were accomplished at 37 °C with highly increased precision in microfluidic 

environments. 

Introduction 

The promises of novel therapeutic approaches, diagnostic tools, and test systems that utilize cells for 

assessing the efficacy or the toxicity of compounds are about to show their first benefits.1, 2 However, 

substantial obstacles are still limiting a broad application of cell-based systems. These limitations do not 

necessarily lie in a limited understanding of basic aspects of the biological context. They rather result 

from an inability to ensure and maintain the quality and reliability levels of cell material that are 

mandatory for clinical applications and pharmaceutical research. A key aspect in this context is the 

noninvasive treatment and reliable and reproducible processing of adherent cells. 

For improving the reliability and accuracy of cell assays as well as for cell expansion, the control of cell 

adhesion is crucial. This includes the thorough detachment of cells from their substrate. Crude 

mechanical scratching or the use of enzyme solutions, which both heavily impair cell viability,3 are still 

standard methods for removing adherent cells from the culture surface. A much more gentle approach 

that does not affect the quality of the cells makes use of surface coatings from thermoresponsive 

polymers.4, 5 Such coatings mediate protein, and therefore cell, adhesion above the lower critical solution 

temperature (LCST), where the polymer is in a collapsed state. Below the LCST, the polymer changes 

to a hydrated and expanded configuration, thus disallowing protein binding and resulting in cell 

repulsion.6-10 

The most popular thermoresponsive polymer poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) has a LCST of 

32 °C. Hence, cell cultivation on PNIPAM coatings is straightforward at 37 °C, and decreasing the 

temperature below the LCST initiates cell detachment from the substrate for further use. Okano et al. 

pioneered this concept over the last two decades, focusing on applications in regenerative medicine. 
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Various coating techniques have been reported using grafting-from approaches, like surface-initiated 

ATRP (atom transfer radical polymerization) or electron beam-induced graft polymerization,11, 12 or 

grafting-to approaches using covalent coupling on gold substrates.13 However, the fabrication of these 

coatings requires expensive equipment, e.g., specialized gaseous atmospheres, and lacks the flexibility 

necessary for adapting the coating properties to the wide range of adhesion behaviors of the cell types 

of interest. 

Recently, we introduced thermoresponsive PNIPAM microgels as a coating material.14 

Thermoresponsive microgel coatings show a number of advantages over layer formats where the 

polymer is tethered directly to the substrate.15, 16 The microgel that we employed for coating has a 

diameter of several hundreds of nanometers. This size is sufficient to ensure firm immobilization to 

common surface materials through nonspecific electrostatic and van der Waals interaction. A thin 

poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) base serves to stabilize the layer. This allows the use of very simple 

immobilization methods, such as dipping the substrate into a microgel solution, spraying or spin-coating 

suitable solutions, and hence increases the flexibility for producing a wide range of coating patterns. 

As an example, we address one challenging requirement for establishing new cell assays: enabling the 

localized and reproducible control of cell adhesion without inflicting cell injury. This need is very 

prominent for popular cell tests like the wound healing assay.17 Here, collective cell migration is studied 

under a variety of conditions, e.g., the effect of drug candidates.18, 19 A cell-free area representing the 

wound is generated within a cell monolayer to observe its resettlement. Next to standard procedures, 

like local cell scratching, several protocols for selective cell detachment have been suggested: 

Kolesnikova et al. applied a laser-induced patterning of a confluent cell layer growing on gold 

nanoparticles.20 Pasparakis et al. exposed a cell layer to light through a structured mask to locally ablate 

a cell adhesion-mediating coating.21 Besides light-triggered cell detachment, electrochemical triggers 

were also reported. Surfaces of Raghavan et al., for example, can be switched from a cell-repellent to a 

cell-attractive state.22 Although these cell detachments were localized, they are not reversible and partly 

cell invasive. 

Here, we demonstrate the fabrication of patterned thermoresponsive microgel coatings employing 

automated nanodispensing and microcontact printing (μCP). We utilized both methods to generate spots 

with a feature size of 200 μm and show the selective control of cell adhesion on coated versus uncoated 

areas. In contrast to other methods, clear boundaries between cell-populated and bare areas can be 

produced with high definition and without producing ill-defined cell debris. Finally a cell assay is 

described that assesses the migration activity of cells, thus demonstrating the considerable potential of 

patterned thermoresponsive microgel coatings for designing novel tools for the analysis of adherent 

cells. 
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Materials and Methods 

Microgel Synthesis. N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM; Sigma-Aldrich 97%) was recrystallized in n-

hexane. Acrylic acid (AA; Merck 99%) was freed from the stabilizer 4-methoxyphenol using a column 

packed with aluminum oxide, basic (Alox B, Macherey & Nagel). The radical initiator ammonium 

persulfate (APS; Sigma-Aldrich, ≥ 99%) and the cross-linker N,N′-methylenebis(acrylamide) (BIS; 

Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) were used without further purification. Water was purified using an Arium pro 

VF system (Satorius Stedim). 

The homopolymer microgel of NIPAM (MZ140) and the copolymer microgel of NIPAM and acrylic 

acid (MZ160) with a monomer ratio of 99:1 were synthesized through a precipitation reaction. All 

syntheses were performed in a 250 mL three-neck flask equipped with a reflux condenser, a mechanical 

stirrer and a nitrogen inlet. For the synthesis of the homopolymer microgel MZ140 and the copolymer 

microgel MZ160, the thermoresponsive compounds NIPAM (10.568 mmol, 1.196 g) and BIS (0.98 

mmol, 0.151 g) (total amount of thermoresponsive compounds 11.548 mmol) were dissolved in 150 mL 

purified water. The solution was heated up to 70 °C under continuous stirring and purged with nitrogen. 

In the case of the copolymer synthesis, 1 mol % acrylic acid (0.116 mmol, 0.036 g) was added after 50 

min. All polymerization reactions were initiated after 1 h of heating and stirring under nitrogen gas flow 

by the addition of APS (0.41 mmol, 0.096 g) dissolved in 1 mL water. The polymerization reaction 

proceeded for 4 h at 70 °C. Afterward, the reaction medium was cooled to room temperature and stirred 

overnight. Both microgels were cleaned from reaction byproducts and impurities through five successive 

centrifugation, decantation and redispersion steps using purified water. The sample names and the 

related chemical composition of the microgels are shown in Table 6.1. 

 

Table 6.1. Monomer Content of the Microgels 

Sample name mNIPAM/g mBIS/g cBIS/mol % mAA/g cAA/mol % 

MZ140 1.196 0.151 8.486 0 0 

MZ160 1.196 0.151 8.486 0.0096 1.133 

 

Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS). Particle sizes and volume phase transition temperatures were 

measured at a fixed scattering angle of θ = 60° using a diode LASER (Toptica Photonics AG) with a 

wavelength of λ = 661.4 nm and a fast correlator (ALV-6010, ALV GmbH) with a thermostat bath 

(Haake Phoenix II, Thermo Scientific). All measurements were performed on a highly diluted sample 

with a concentration of c ≤ 0.001 wt % in cylindrical quartz cuvettes (Hellma GmbH & Co. KG) with 
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an outer diameter of 10 mm. The samples were thermally equilibrated for 15 min prior to the 

measurement. 

Local Microgel Coating 

Inkjet Printing. The microgel spots were deposited using a nanoplotter (NP2.1, GeSiM, Germany) 

equipped with a piezo dispenser (Nano-Tip A, GeSiM, Germany). For each spot, 300 pL were dispensed 

with a distance of 500 μm to cover an area of 1 cm2. Two different kinds of target substrates were used 

for microgel dispensing: (1) Glass coverslips (20×20 mm2, Menzel, Germany) were cleaned with 5 % 

Hellmanex III (Hellmanex Analytics, Germany) for 5 h followed by rinsing with deionized water. 

Subsequently, the glass substrates were dipped into 1 % poly(ethylenimine) solution (PEI, Sigma-

Aldrich, Germany) for 10 s followed by a drying step using an air stream. (2) Cyclo olefin polymer 

substrates (COP or Zeonex) were purchased from ibidi (ibiTreat COP). The COP substrates were 

modified by the manufacturer for cell culture purposes. The static contact angles of COP and PEI-

modified glass substrates were measured with a contact angle measuring system G10 (Krüss Surface 

Science, Germany). 

Microcontact Printing. The microcontact printing of the microgel was performed using the μCP3 in 

combination with a poly(dimethylsiloxane) stamp (all GeSiM, Germany). The stamp structure consisted 

of a pillar array with 200 μm diameter each and a pillar-to-pillar distance of 83 μm. For inking, the stamp 

was put into a reservoir with 1.4 wt % microgel suspension and incubated for 300 s. Afterward, the 

stamp was dried with an air stream and then pressed to a PEI-modified glass substrate for 120 s. 

AFM Analysis. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of dried samples were obtained using a 

commercial AFM (Dimension 3100 equipped with a NanoScope V controller from Bruker AXS Inc., 

USA) operating in tapping mode using standard Si3N4 cantilevers from Olympus with a typical spring 

constant of ∼42 N m–1 and a typical resonance frequency of 300 kHz (OTESPA, Bruker). All images 

were processed and analyzed using NanoScope software (Version 7.30). 

Microfluidic Device. The microchannels were self-produced by assembling a sandwich consisting of a 

3 mm thick poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, Modulor, Germany) plate, a structured double-side 

sticky pressure-sensitive adhesive (PSA) foil (3M, U.S.A.) and for sealing a glass substrate with 

microgel patterns as bottom. Due to the huge pattering area of 1 cm2, an accurate positioning of the 

channel and the patterns was not needed. A micromill (MDX-40A, Roland DG, Germany) was used to 

drill the holes for the corresponding tubing connection into the PMMA plate of 40 mm × 22 mm. The 

microfluidic features were created by cutting the 86 μm thick PSA foil with a cutting plotter (CE5000–

40 Graphtec CraftRobo Pro, U.S.A.). PMMA, PSA, and microgel-modified glass substrate were 

assembled and laminated at 60 °C (DH-360, laminator, Linea, Germany). The channel was 500 μm 

wide, 1 cm long and had three inlets. The tubing (Teflon FEP, ID 0,020 × 10, Techlab, Germany) was 

connected to the channel, valves (Omnifit, CHM, Germany) and a 1 mL syringe (ILS, Germany). 
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Cell Culture. L929 mouse fibroblasts (ACC 2, DSMZ, Germany) were cultivated in Dulbecco’s 

modified Eagle medium (DMEM) containing HEPES (25 mM), fetal calf serum (FCS; 10 %), 

penicillin/streptomycin (1 %), and l-glutamine (2 mM, all Biochrom, Germany), and CHO-K1 (ACC 

110, DSMZ Germany) was cultivated in Ham’s F12 supplemented with FCS (10 %) and 

penicillin/streptomycin (1 %, all Biochrom, Germany) at 37 °C and 5% CO2. 

About 3 × 104 cells cm–2 were seeded on the thermoresponsive microgel surface. The samples were 

stored in the incubator for 1 or 2 days. After this time, the substrates were cooled down to room 

temperature (∼22 °C), i.e., below the LCST of the microgels, which made the pattern cell-repellent. To 

observe the morphology of the cells, the samples were quickly transferred from the incubator to an 

optical microscope at room temperature, equipped with a 10×/0.25 objective and a Nikon Digital Sight 

DS-L1 (Nikon, Germany). After 30 min under microscopic observation, the cells were gently rinsed 

with a 1 mL pipet. 

Cell Assays in Microfluidic Setup. The microsystems were incubated with cell medium overnight. 

Afterward, air bubbles were flushed out of the system with additional medium. L929 mouse fibroblasts 

(2 × 106 ml–1) were injected through a side channel and cultivated in situ for 1 day in an incubator. After 

30 min under microscopic observation at ∼22 °C, different flow velocities were applied through the 

main channel using a 1 mL glass syringe (ILS, Germany) driven by a syringe pump (SP230IWZ, WPI, 

UK). 

Cell Migration Observation. All cell migration observations were performed with a fully automated 

setup (Cell-R, Olympus, Germany) equipped with a 10×/0.3 objective and an incubation chamber (Air 

Conditioning Unit, Evotec, Germany). For assaying the inhibition, locally defined areas were first 

created by cooling and rinsing a cell monolayer on a polymer substrate as described above. 

Subsequently, locostatin (dissolved in DMSO, both Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) was added to a final 

concentration of 42 μM resulting in 1.2 % DMSO. As a control an identical substrate was incubated 

with 1.2 % pure DMSO to preclude an effect on the cell behavior. For analyzing the cell survival rate in 

samples treated with and without locostatin, a propidium iodide staining (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) 

using 10 μg mL–1 was performed after 400 min. 

Results and Discussion 

For noninvasive processing of adherent cells, we locally deposited two different thermoresponsive 

microgels that were negatively charged. The colloidal microgels MZ140 and MZ160 have cross sections 

of approximately 300 nm above the LCST and 150 nm below the LCST. They differ in the content of 

acrylic acid. MZ160 has more negative charges due to the presence of 1.1 mol % acrylic acid. The 

presence of acrylic acid resulted in a LCST of ∼35 °C for MZ160, which was 2° higher than the LCST 

of MZ140 at ∼33 °C. 
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First, we established two different protocols to pattern surfaces with microgels using either spotting or 

microcontact printing. Structured thermoresponsive coatings were created by dispensing 300 pL 

droplets of MZ140 microgel suspension (0.5 wt %) on PEI-modified glass and on COP substrates in a 

353 μm grid using an inkjet printer. The deposited microgel spots were visualized by phase contrast 

microscopy. On PEI-modified glass, the spots were approximately 200 μm in diameter (Figure 6.1A), 

while on COP they were 25 % smaller (Figure 6.1E). The difference in size of the microgel spots is 

related to the wettability of the substrate. Water contact angle measurements on COP substrates resulted 

in (68 ± 2)° and in (31 ± 1)° on PEI-modified glass substrates. COP is more hydrophobic than PEI-

modified surfaces; therefore, the contact area of the aqueous microgel suspension is smaller, leading to 

smaller microgel spots. The distance of the spots was arbitrary, and the dispensing volume, i.e., spot 

size, can be varied depending on the application. Alternatively, the microgels were locally deposited by 

microcontact printing. We employed a PDMS stamp structured with 200 μm diameter pillars arranged 

in a 283 μm grid. Various patterns can be obtained, depending on the stamp design. The stamp had been 

wetted with a 1.4 wt % microgel suspension of MZ140 and was transferred to a PEI-modified glass 

cover slide. The printed microgel pattern corresponded well with the employed stamp design 

(Figure 6.1I). To investigate the cell adhesion on the thermoresponsive spots, L929 mouse fibroblasts 

and CHO epithelial cells were cultured for 2 days on either spotted or printed surfaces while the cell 

morphology was monitored (Figure 6.1B,F,J and Supporting Information (SI) Figure 6.1A). The cells 

grew homogeneously, establishing a monolayer throughout the whole surface. After the temperature had 

been decreased below the LCST to 22 °C for 30 min, the microgel spots could be identified due to the 

local change in the morphology of the fibroblasts (Figure 6.1C,K and SI Figure 6.1B). The fibroblasts 

rounded up on the microgel spots, induced by changes in physicochemical properties of the microgel as 

it cooled below its LCST.14 Cells on the PEI-modified glass remained in the elongated morphology, 

indicating that the loss of adherence was not simply due to a direct temperature effect on the cells. In 

contrast to the cell behavior of L929 mouse fibroblasts on the microgel coating, the CHO epithelial cells 

on the microgel spots remained in the elongated state, despite the temperature reduction to 22 °C 

(Figure 6.1G). Subsequently, the surfaces were gently rinsed using a 1 mL pipet. As a result, both the 

fibroblasts and the epithelial cells were flushed only from the microgel spots (Figure 6.1D,H,L and SI 

Figure 6.1C). Cells on the COP and on the PEI-coated glass remained on the substrate after rinsing and 

maintained their spread morphology. Remarkably, the CHO cells were also detached locally upon 

rinsing, although there had been no visible change in the morphology of these cells on the microgel 

spots. A possible explanation is that cell–cell contacts between the epithelial cells preserved the cell 

layer in spite of the overall loss of adhesion to the then repellent microgel substrate. This stabilization 

was, however, insufficient to withstand the shear force generated by rinsing. By contrast, fibroblasts do 

not develop cell–cell contacts, thus the morphology change was clearly observable. There was no 

apparent difference between the microgels MZ140 and MZ160. The use of both microgel suspensions 

resulted in efficient local cell detachment of fibroblasts and epithelial cells. Therefore, we used both 
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microgels for the following experiments. Both techniques, spotting and printing, resulted in coatings 

that were fully functional with regard to controlling cell adhesion. Spotting is a very robust method that 

yields a high reproducibility of surface functionality. It is, however, necessarily limited in the geometric 

features that can be obtained. By contrast, microcontact-printed microgel patterns did not always result 

in functional coatings, indicating a lower reproducibility (data not shown). 

 

Figure 6.1. Phase contrast images of (A,E) spotted and (I) printed (μ-CP) thermoresponsive microgel suspensions (MZ140) on 

PEI-coated glass cover slides (A,I) and COP (E). (A–H) 0.5 wt % and (I–L) 1.4 wt % microgel suspensions were employed. 

The position of one microgel spot is indicated exemplarily by dashed white circles. After 2 days at 37 °C, L929 mouse 

fibroblasts (B, J) and CHO-K1 epithelial cells (F) adhered homogeneously on the surface. After having been exposed to room 

temperature (∼22 °C) for 30 min, the fibroblasts on the microgel spots changed their morphology from an elongated to a round 

shape (C,K), while cells on the surrounding PEI-coated regions remained in the elongated shape. The CHO cells maintained 

their elongated morphology on both the microgel coating and the COP substrate (G). All cells could locally be removed from 

the microgel patterns by rinsing (D,H,L). The scale bars are 100 μm. 

Cell detachment requires a certain minimum microgel density on the surface. In order to quantify this, 

the surface topography was investigated by AFM. The concentration of the microgel MZ160 

suspensions used for spotting were varied (0.2 wt %, 0.1 wt % to 0.05 wt %). As mentioned above, this 

microgel has the same diameter as MZ140. Afterward, cell tests and AFM measurements were 

performed to correlate the microgel density with cell detachment functionality (SI Figure 6.1). The 

results were then related to AFM measurements of a substrate generated by microcontact printing. 

Representative AFM images obtained from both coating techniques are shown in Figure 6.2. Spotting a 

0.2 wt % microgel suspension resulted in a mixture of multi- and monolayers. The microgels were 
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heterogeneously distributed. Due to the high concentration of the microgel suspension, the particles 

tended to form aggregates configured in multilayers. These aggregates are visible as regions with high 

topography in the micrometer range (Figure 6.2, upper row). Less concentrated suspensions mostly 

produced monolayers. The average microgel distance was found to be dμgel = (0.914 ± 0.001) μm for 

0.1 wt % and dμgel = (0.961 ± 0.001) μm for 0.05 wt %. Although these values merely differ by 5 %, the 

cell tests remarkably revealed that the cell detachment functionality upon temperature reduction was 

substantially decreased for a concentration of 0.05 wt % (SI Figure 6.1). In contrast to the multilayer 

formation at high microgel concentrations achieved by spotting, microcontact printing of MZ140 led to 

the generation of microgel monolayers. Reducing microgel vacancies again requires a minimum 

microgel density. Using 1.4 wt % resulted in an average microparticle distance of dμgel = (832 ± 1) nm. 

This surface coverage was found to be sufficient for successful cell detachment after cooling of the 

substrate to room temperature (Figure 6.1F–H). Repeated microgel hydration and dehydration caused 

by temperature shifts below and above the LCST did not influence the microgel distribution on the 

surface as shown by Schmidt et al.15, 16 

 

Figure 6.2. (A) AFM images of thermoresponsive microgel spots deposited on PEI-coated glass cover slides using an inkjet 

spotter. The concentration of the microgel (MZ160) suspension was reduced from 0.2 wt % (top row) to 0.1 wt % (middle row) 

and 0.05 wt % (bottom row). A concentration of 0.2 wt % resulted in a heterogeneous microgel coating composed of microgel 

multilayers and monolayers. At lower concentrations (0.1 and 0.05 wt %), homogeneous monolayers were obtained with an 

average microgel distance of dμgel = (0.914 ± 0.001) μm for 0.1 wt % and dμgel = (0.961 ± 0.001) μm for 0.05 wt %. (B) AFM 

images of thermoresponsive microgel (MZ140) spots deposited on PEI-coated glass cover slides using microcontact printing. 
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The inking suspension had a concentration of 1.4 wt %. For large parts, homogeneous monolayers with an average microgel 

distance of dμgel = (832 ± 1) nm were obtained. 

To demonstrate the broad applicability of patterned thermoresponsive coatings, we integrated them into 

a microfluidic cell assay. First, we seeded L929 mouse fibroblasts for 1 day in a microchannel at 37 °C 

(Figure 6.3, first row). The cells grew homogeneously as a monolayer throughout the channel. 

Subsequently, we reduced the temperature to 22 °C for 30 min. Cells on the microgel spots decreased 

their cell adhesion area and assumed a rounded morphology. Cells on the PEI coating remained in the 

adhered state and maintained a spread morphology. Application of a laminar shear flow flushed away 

cells from microgel patterns, resulting in defined cell-free areas. In an additional experiment, the cell 

medium was supplemented with a viability marker (calcein AM) after local cell detachment (SI 

Figure 6.2). Almost all cells were stained, indicating an unimpaired viability and thus a particularly 

gentle local cell patterning. 

 

Figure 6.3. Phase contrast images of L929 mouse fibroblasts cultivated in a microchannel on a PEI-coated glass slide with 

microgel spots (MZ160, c = 0.5 wt %). All images correspond to one continuous experiment. Exemplary, one microgel-coated 

area per picture is indicated by a dashed black circle. The scale bars are 100 μm. (First row) Mouse fibroblasts exposed to (left) 

37 °C, (center) 30 min at 22 °C, and (right) after exposure to a shear flow. Cells were locally removed from the microgel spots. 

(Second row) Time lapse at 37 °C of the cells migrating onto the previously created cell-free thermoresponsive microgel spots 

at 0, 300, 600, and 900 min. When the temperature was increased to 37 °C, cells started to migrate to the newly generated open 

space and form a closed cell monolayer after 900 min. (Third row) Temperature decrease from 37 °C (left) to 22 °C (center), 

and application of a shear flow again removed the cells from the microgel spots (right). (Fourth row) Resettlement of the 

initially cell-free spots over a course of 900 min after temperature increase to 37 °C. Brightness of the images has been adjusted 

in the second and forth lines for better visualization. 
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The temperature-dependent cell adhesion-mediating properties of thermoresponsive polymers enable a 

reversible switching from a cell-attractive to a cell-repellent and back to cell-attractive state. For 

validation, we incubated the microchannel with the previously patterned cell sheets at 37 °C and 

observed the cell behavior (Figure 6.3, second row, and SI Figure 6.3). Within 15 h, the mouse 

fibroblasts resettled the cell-free areas and formed a homogeneous monolayer. Using the recovered cell 

layer, the temperature was again decreased to 22 °C (Figure 6.3, third row). The cells did not round up 

after 30 min. This may have been due to the increased cell number. Thus, the L929 fibroblasts started 

to form cell–cell contacts contrary to their native behavior and were able to maintain their spread 

morphology. Nevertheless, application of a shear flow locally detached the fibroblasts from the microgel 

spots. Finally, we increased the temperature once more to 37 °C and again observed a cell overgrowth 

of the spots (Figure 6.3, fourth row). 

 

Figure 6.4. (A) Time lapse microscopy of CHO epithelial cells migrating on thermoresponsive microgel spots (MZ140, 

c = 0.5 wt %, indicated by a dashed circle) without (first row) and with 42 μM locostatin (second row). Before recording the 

resettlement of the free areas through migration, the cells were locally removed from the spots by rinsing after 30 min at to 

22 °C and the temperature was increased to 37 °C again. After 400 min, the dead cells were stained with propidium iodide. A 

merge of the phase contrast image and the fluorescence image is shown in the last column. There is no observable difference 

of dead cell (red staining) numbers with regard to no addition and locostatin addition. The scale bars are 200 μm. (B) With 

locostatin, the number of cells on the functional spots was significantly lower than in the control without locostatin at every 

time point beyond 1 h (B, evaluation of n = 8 spots). 

To prove the claim just outlined, a wound healing assay was performed using a cell migration-inhibiting 

compound, viz. locostatin. This small, organic and cell permeable molecule acts on the Raf kinase 

inhibitor protein (RKIP) and, thus, inhibits the cell migration of epithelial cells.23 We cultured CHO-K1 

epithelial cells on substrates with locally structured thermoresponsive polymers, removed cells from the 

spots by temperature reduction below the LCST and rinsing as detailed above. Subsequently, we 

observed the resettlement of the spots at 37 °C in samples with and without locostatin (Figure 6.4). A 

nearly complete coverage of the cell monolayer was achieved after 400 min on the control surface, 

whereas the samples treated with locostatin showed still plenty of free space on the spots at this time. 

The extent of cell recovery was analyzed by quantification of cells on the spots as a function of time 
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(Figure 6.4 B). The decelerating effect of locostatin could be measured after 90 min at the earliest. 

Locostatin also induced a change in the cell morphology in comparison to the control: The CHO cells 

started to round up during the incubation. To quantify toxic effects of locostatin, a propidium iodid 

staining was performed after 400 min, to visualize the dead cells. In both samples, the survival rates 

were similar, i.e., about 95 %, suggesting that locostatin had no toxic effect under the given experimental 

conditions. 

In summary, we show that thermoresponsive microgel coatings are highly suitable for wound healing 

assays. The surface-induced cell detachment is a very mild procedure. Cells that were either detached 

or remained on the surface showed no signs of stress induced by the thermoresponsive microgel, as 

verified by calcein live staining (SI Figure 6.2). Furthermore, our patterning techniques allow for a well-

defined geometry with sharp microgel coating edges as visualized in Figure 6.2. This enables a precise 

local cell detachment and, thus, strongly improves assay-to-assay comparability. These benefits set our 

method apart from other wound-forming techniques using destructive approaches, e.g., electric current 

or laser ablation of cells. These procedures inevitably also damage cells near to the detaching area, thus 

influencing the test result. Cell scratching similarly harms cells and results in undefined removal. In 

particular, our combination of thermoresponsive microgels with microfluidics enables an easy exchange 

of medium and test compounds, evidently also in an alternating manner to allow for time-dependent 

dosing. 

Conclusion 

We established an easy-to-process, robust, and flexible locally structured thermoresponsive polymer 

coating for defined spatially resolved cell detachment that can be induced by a temperature trigger. The 

coating principle is based on electrostatic interactions of a negatively charged microgel with a positively 

charged substrate like PEI-coated glass or synthetic materials like COP. For locally patterned deposition, 

spotting of microgel suspensions of picoliter volumes or microcontact printing were successfully 

applied. Both coating strategies resulted in a spatially defined cell detachment upon temperature shifting. 

We identified a lower limit of surface coverage by systematically varying the average microgel distance 

and correlating it with cell detachment efficiency. The establishment of a wound healing assay and its 

integration into microfluidics indicates the versatility and practicality of thermoresponsive microgels. 

As a future perspective, we plan to also establish cocultures of different cell lines based on locally 

patterned thermoresponsive coatings. Due to the flexibility in designing different geometries and 

dimensions, we believe that microgel-based thermoresponsive coatings may become a crucial element 

in novel powerful assays. 
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Supporting Information 

 

 

SI Fig. 6.1: Phase contrast images of L929 mouse fibroblasts cultivated on PEI-coated glass cover slides with thermoresponsive 

microgels spots (MZ160). The concentration of the microgel suspension was varied during spotting (ink-jet); from 0.2 wt % 

(A-C) to 0.1 wt % (D-F) and 0.05 wt % (G-I). After one day of cell culture at 37 °C, the cells adhered and spread on the PEI-

coated area and on the microgel (A, D and G). When having been exposed to room temperature (~22 °C) for 30 min, the cells 

changed their morphology from an elongated to a round shape on the microgel deposited with the highest concentration of 

0.2 wt % (B). On spots generated from a microgel suspension of 0.1 wt %, the cells reduced their adhesion area (E). Cells 

located on spotted microgel with the lowest concentration of 0.05 wt % remained spread (H). The cells could locally be 

removed from the microgel by rinsing (C, F), except for those on microgel spots formed from 0.05 wt % (I). These cells 

remained on the microgel surfaces, similar to those growing on the PEI coating. The scale bars are 100 μm. 

 

 

SI Fig. 6.2: Microscopy images of L929 mouse fibroblasts cultivated on PEI-coated glass cover slides with thermoresponsive 

microgels spots (MZ140, 0.5 wt %, prepared by spotting) in a microchannel. (A) After two days of cell culture at 37 °C, the 
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cells adhered and spread on the PEI-coated area and on the microgel. (B) When having been exposed to room temperature 

(~22 °C) for 30 min and flushing, the cells could locally be removed from the microgel. Afterwards, a life staining with calcein 

was performed to investigate the cell viability. All cells are stained as shown in the fluorescence image (C) and in the overlay 

(D), indicating a particularly gentle generation of a wound in a cell monolayer. The scale bars are 100 μm. 

SI Fig. 6.3. More detailed time series of Figure 6.3, second row. Time lapse at 37 °C of the cells migrating onto the previously 

created cell-free thermoresponsive microgel spots at different time points within 18 h. When the temperature was increased to 

37 °C, cells started to migrate to the newly generated open space and form a closed cell monolayer. The scale bar is 100 μm. 
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Introduction 

After the introduction by Iler1 and Decher,2-3 the layer-by-layer (LbL) technique gained a considerable 

popularity, especially for the formation of polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs). Due to its simplicity and 

versatility the process is adaptable with regard to the substrate and the incorporated material. Currently, 

much research in the field of functional coatings is driven by requirements for specific applications, 

such as reversible response to external signals and the integration of discrete compartments with the 

ability to incorporate and release cargo molecules on demand. In view of this trend, the incorporation of 

supramolecular aggregates from block copolymers, such as micelles or vesicles, into multilayer films 

provides several advantages in terms of stability and functionality.4-5 

Since the first reports by Kataoka,6-7 a broad range of different multilayer systems based on diblock 

copolymer micelles were described in the literature. Usual combinations are micelle/micelle8-17 and 

micelle/polyelectrolyte18-30 multilayer systems. To meet the requirements of a controlled drug release 

from micellar compartments within the film, block copolymer micelles with either pH-responsive12, 14-

15, 24 or temperature-responsive27-31 cores were used as building blocks. The key feature of these 

constructs is the separation of functionality and cohesion. The first report of a repeatable load-and-

release experiment from multilayers containing micelles with a temperature-responsive core was 

published by Sukhishvili and coworkers.27 They assembled poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone)-block-poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide), PNIPAM(core)-b-PVPON(corona) with poly(methacrylic acid), PMAA, in an 

alternating fashion. The authors demonstrated experimentally a 25-fold higher loading capacity for a 

hydrophobic dye molecule within the micelle containing films, as compared to the corresponding 

PVPON/PMAA films. Even higher loading capacities were reached by replacing PMAA with tannic 

acid.31 Thereby, the stimulus-responsive core-forming block introduces stimuli-responsive reservoirs, 

whereas the corona block ensures the cohesion within the resulting films via electrostatic interactions or 

hydrogen bonding. 

In contrast to block copolymer micelles, the incorporation of triblock copolymer micelles into multilayer 

films is limited to a few publications.32-34 In the case of an ABA block structure, with the stimulus-

responsive B-block located in the micellar core, the connectivity within the core on both sides provides 

the multilayer film with a higher stability and a controlled swelling.33 Using micelles from an ABC 

triblock terpolymer instead, may introduce an additional compartment into the film. In our previous 

study we used core-shell-corona micelles from polybutadiene-block-poly(methacrylic acid)-block-

quaternized poly(2(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (PB(core)-b-PMAA(shell)-b-PDMAEMAq(corona))35 

for the assembly into micelle/poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) (PSS) multilayers.34 Maintaining their 

structure in the resulting micelle/PSS films, the PB-b-PMAA-b-PDMAEMAq micelles introduced three 

compartments to the film – the hydrophobic PB core, the stimulus-responsive PMAA shell, and the 

interpolyelectrolyte complex (IPEC) between PSS and PDMAEMAq corona. Thus, every compartment 

assumes a function – the cohesion inside the PB core maintains the integrity of micelles inside the film, 
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the pH-sensitive PMAA shell introduces functionality by means of brush-like swelling transitions, and 

the ionically crosslinked PDMAEMAq/PSS IPEC secures the stability of the multilayers in spite of 

strong conformational changes of the shell. 

In the present work, we investigate the multilayer assembly of multicompartment micelles from the 

ABC triblock terpolymer BMAADq (PB-b-PMAA-b-PDMAEMAq) with PSS, and demonstrate the 

response of the resulting films to changes in the environmental ionic strength at a given pH. Thereby, 

the importance of the environmental conditions during assembly is highlighted and two strategies for 

keeping the micellar aggregates intact are presented. The micelle multilayers respond to changes in the 

ionic strength by exhibiting characteristic features of both polyelectrolyte brushes and polyelectrolyte 

multilayers. This behavior is a result of film partitioning into three compartments, whereby the non-

monotonous swelling is associated with the brush-like PMAA shell and the salt-induced annealing of 

micelle/PSS multilayers is attributed to the IPEC between Dq corona and PSS. Furthermore, the 

comparison of micelle/PSS films with Dq/PSS films in terms of their swelling behavior reveals that the 

stimulus response of both compartments can be triggered separately, depending on pH and salt 

concentration. 

Results and Discussion 

We used an amphiphilic ABC triblock terpolymer, BMAADq (PB800-b-PMAA200-b-PDMAEMAq285, 

subscript denoting degree of polymerization), with a molecular weight of ~110 kg/mol (PDI = 1.10)35 

and poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) (PSS, 70 kg/mol) for multilayer construction. The chemical 

structures of both polymers are given in Figure 7.1a,b. 

 

Figure 7.1. Chemical structures of the BMAADq triblock terpolymer (a) and PSS (b), and schematic illustrations of the micellar 

structures in aqueous solutions at pH 4 and 10 (c). 

The triblock terpolymer consists of a hydrophobic polybutadiene (B) block, a pH-sensitive 

poly(methacrylic acid) (MAA) middle block, and a third block of quaternized poly(2-

(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (Dq). In aqueous solution, the triblock self-assembles into core-
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shell-corona micelles due to the hydrophobicity of the PB block. However, the morphology-determining 

factor is the pH-response of the weak (annealed) PMAA shell (pKa,app ~5.5)36 as depicted in Figure 7.1c. 

At pH 4 the polyacid chains are protonated / uncharged and form a thin shell of phase separated PMAA 

around the hydrophobic PB core. Thereby, the strong PDMEAMAq corona blocks are fully charged and 

stretched out into solution. In contrast, at pH 10 the negatively charged PMAA chains interact with the 

positively charged PDMEAMAq corona, which results in the formation of an intramicellar 

interpolyelectrolyte complex (im-IPEC). Due to a higher degree of polymerization of the PDMEAMAq 

block, compared to PMAA, the excess PDMEAMAq provides the micelles with positive net charge and 

stability, even at high pH values. These pH-induced structural changes of the shell and the corona are 

fully reversible in solution between pH 4 and pH 10 and are accompanied by small changes in core size 

and thereby in aggregation number. Crosslinking of the PB core inhibits these changes and ensures 

constant aggregation numbers.37 

Multilayer Buildup. For multilayer construction, the positively charged non-crosslinked BMAADq 

micelles at pH 4 and 10, and micelles with crosslinked cores at pH 10 were assembled with negatively 

charged PSS in an alternating manner using the layer-by-layer (LbL) approach.2-3 Please note that the 

pH of the PSS solution was adjusted to pH 4 and 10 according to pH of the micellar solution. The 

characterization of surface-immobilized micelles on a single particle level can be found elsewhere.38 

The film growth was monitored in dry state using spectroscopic ellipsometry and atomic force 

microscopy (AFM). Figure 7.2 shows the evolution of the film thickness as a function of deposition 

steps, and the impact of assembly conditions on the surface topography. 

 

Figure 7.2. Film growth behavior as a function of deposition pH and crosslinking of PB core. Ellipsometric thickness in dry 

state plotted as a function BMAADq/PSS deposition steps (a). Solid lines are guides to the eye. The AFM height and phase 

(inset) images show the impact of adsorption conditions on the micellar structure (b). 
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At pH 4 the film thickness of micelle/PSS multilayers increases steadily with increasing number of 

deposition steps and the micelles are intact after deposition of PSS on top. In this state, the PMAA shell 

is uncharged / collapsed and the PDMAEMAq corona chains are free to form a complex with PSS. In 

contrast, at pH 10 the film thickness increases in a zig-zag manner. Since the increase or decrease is a 

function of the terminating layer, this behavior can be attributed to the odd-even effect.39 Thereby, the 

value increases with every deposition of BMAADq micelles and decreases a fraction with the following 

PSS deposition. The corresponding AFM images show a partial disassembly already after the first 

exposure to PSS at pH 10, which advances with increasing number of deposition steps, until the initially 

spherical micellar morphology becomes almost unrecognizable. This phenomenon occurs for two 

reasons: First, at pH 10 the main part of the PDMAEMAq corona is complexed by the PMAA chains in 

the im-IPEC. The subsequent addition of PSS leads to a competition for PDMAEMAq as binding 

partner. Thereby, the incoming PSS irreversibly substitutes PMAA from the weakly bound PMAA/Dq 

complex by the formation of a strong PSS/Dq complex.40-41 Second, the low glass transition temperature 

of the PB core (Tg ~ –16 °C)42 and the low interfacial tension between the core and the shell35, 37 facilitate 

structural rearrangements inside the otherwise impassive hydrophobic core.43 These rearrangements, 

imposed on the core by changes in the shell, can be suppressed by crosslinking the PB core, thereby 

preserving micellar integrity in the presence of PSS at alkaline pH.37 However, the corresponding x-

BMAADq/PSS films grow slowly and require additional steps in preparation. Thus, further experiments 

were performed using multilayer films assembled in pH 4, whereby micellar integrity is ensured due to 

suitable assembly conditions. 

Stimulus Response. The presence of polyelectrolytes in the multilayer system renders the films 

responsive toward external triggers such as pH and ionic strength. The pH-dependent swelling of 

(BMAADq/PSS)x3 films has been investigated in a previous study.34 Briefly, the IPEC between Dq 

corona and PSS – both strong polyelectrolytes with pH-independent charge density – ensures the pH-

independent stability of the multilayer films via ionic crosslinks. Due to assembly at pH 4, the pH-

responsive PMAA block is not a component of the multilayer-forming IPEC, but is covalently attached 

to both the micellar core and the corona in the IPEC. Thus, the internal architecture of BMAADq 

micelles during the LbL assembly facilitates the formation of a highly swellable, double-end-tethered 

brush-like shell with a pKa,app at pH ~9.5. The swelling in alkaline pH is attributed to the deprotonation 

of PMAA and the subsequent stretching of the chains due to repulsive interactions between neighboring 

charged groups. Cycling experiments confirmed a reversible swelling transition, whereby the Dq/PSS 

matrix flexibly adjusts to volumetric changes in the shell, thereby maintaining the micellar integrity 

inside the multilayers. 

In contrast to the preceding study, the focus of this work is on the response of (BMAADq/PSS)3 films 

to changes in ionic strength. Taking into account the findings for the pH-dependent swelling, the salt-

dependent swelling of the film was investigated at three different pH conditions. A representative AFM 
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height image of a 3-bilayer film, before any treatment, is presented in Figure 7.3a. The pH conditions – 

pH 3, ~6.5 (Milli-Q water), 10.5 – were chosen with regard to the corresponding state of the micelle/PSS 

films. The changes in the film thickness as a function of the increasing ionic strength were monitored 

using in situ ellipsometry (Figure 7.3b). Considering the influence of the nature and valence of a salt on 

the swelling,44 sodium chloride (NaCl) was chosen due to its properties as an inert and monovalent salt 

to adjust the external salt concentration. 

 

Figure 7.3. A representative AFM height image of a 3-bilayer film, deposited at pH 4 (a). In situ ellipsometry measurements 

show the changes in the effective film thickness of (BMAADq/PSS)x3 films exposed to aqueous solutions at pH 3, ~6.5 (mQ), 

10.5, and different concentrations of NaCl (b). AFM height images show the corresponding samples after the treatment with 

pH and salt (c). 

Figure 7.3b shows that the thickness of (BMAADq/PSS)x3 films increases with increasing concentration 

of added salt. However, the extent of the swelling depends mainly on the pH conditions. Whereas at 

pH 3 the changes in film thickness are very subtle, the changes observed in pH~6.5 are more 

pronounced. In both cases, the films start to swell at salt concentrations around 1 mol/L. Below 1 M 

NaCl, the film thickness d is ~80 nm and increases with increasing salt concentrations until a plateau is 

reached at ~110 nm at pH 3 and ~200 nm at pH~6.5. In contrast, at pH 10.5 (> pKa,app ~9.5) the LbL film 

is already swollen with a starting thickness of ~145 nm. The additional salt, even at low concentrations, 

leads to further increase in film thickness, until a maximum of d ~310 nm is reached at ~1 M NaCl. 

Further increase in salt concentration leads to a decrease in film thickness. This behavior is in agreement 

with the theoretically predicted trends for brush-like systems.45 This will be discussed later in the section 

“Brush-Like Swelling”. 
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Micellar Integrity. The AFM images in Figure 7.3c show that the micellar integrity is maintained in 

the multilayer films even after a harsh treatment at high pH and high salt concentrations. To assess 

changes in film thickness and refractive index after the salt-treatment, ellipsometry measurements were 

performed on dry films. Additionally, the corresponding porosity P (volume fraction of the pores) of the 

films before and after exposure to different pH and salt was calculated using eq 7.1.46 The refractive 

indices in  are indexed with f for the dense film without pores ( fn =1.51)34 and with x for porous films. 
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After exposure to pH 3 and ~6.5 and salt concentrations up to 5 M NaCl, the dry thickness of both films 

decreased by ~30-45%, the refractive index increased by ~10-15%, and the porosity decreased by ~30%. 

These changes indicate the formation of more compact films due to a salt-induced annealing effect. In 

analogy to polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs),47 the micelle/PSS multilayer buildup is a non-

equilibrium process, yielding non-equilibrium structures. Normally, in the case of an assembly without 

additional salt, such films contain only few salt counterions and the internal charges are compensated 

intrinsically by matched numbers of positive and negative polymer repeat units.47 Introduction of 

extrinsic charges leads to a scenario where PE charges are compensated by salt ions, which facilitates 

local rearrangements. Because of bond restrictions and connectivity, motions of polyelectrolyte 

segments are coupled. During the rearrangement process adjacent repeat units undergo a quasi-concerted 

localized reshuffling, which culminates in a net polymer motion. Rapid surface smoothing occurs 

especially in solutions of high salinity.48 Thereby, the high salt concentration enhances the mobility of 

charge-paired polyelectrolyte chains by freeing up segments and “lubricating” the motion of one charged 

polymer against the other. This effect provides the micelles in the LbL films with a considerable 

mobility. At pH 10.5, micelle desorption occurred while treating the sample with a 4 M NaCl solution 

(data not included). Nevertheless, despite extreme conditions the micellar structure remained intact 

indicating a high robustness and resilience of the incorporated micelles in the LbL films. 

Brush-Like Swelling. In view of the findings in our previous work on the pH-pendent swelling of 

BMAADq/PSS multilayers, the results in Figure 7.3b are well in line with the assumption of PMAA 

exhibiting a brush-like behavior. First, the extreme shift in the apparent pKa of ~9.534 determined for the 

PMAA shell of incorporated micelles with respect to a linear PMAA homopolyer with a pKa,app of ~5.5.49 

In general, constraints due to the end-grafting of the polymer chains lead to a specific stimulus response, 

which differs from the response of polymer chains in dilute solution.50 As a result counterion 

condensation occurs to avoid an accumulation of charges in the limited space and to minimize 

Coulombic repulsion of neighboring charges. Thus, dissociation of the acidic groups within a brush 

layer is suppressed and the pKa, app shifts to higher pH values.51-52 Second, especially the salt-induced 

swelling of (BMAADq/PSS)x3 at pH 10.5 (Figure 7.3b) points toward the anomalous salt effect, which 
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entails a non-monotonous swelling, typical for weak PE brush systems.53-60 Thereby, at low ionic 

strength sodium ions induce dissociation of acidic groups and replace protons, which can leave the brush 

layer without violating the electroneutrality condition. The increased charge density results in 

electrostatic repulsion between neighboring COO--groups and a measurable swelling of the brush in the 

osmotic brush (OB) regime (Figure 7.4a). In contrast, above a critical ionic strength this effect becomes 

overcompensated by charge screening and the brush shrinks in the salted brush (SB) regime.61-62 The 

maximum thickness of ~310 nm at ~1 M NaCl corresponds to the crossover from the OB regime to the 

SB regime. The fact, that a maximum film thickness is reached at lower pH values, indicates a shift in 

apparent pKa to lower pH with increasing salt concentration. The results are in good agreement with 

experiments performed on weak brushes grafted from a planar solid substrate.52, 58 A similar swelling 

behavior at pH 10 with a transition at 1 M NaCl was reported for surface-grafted PAA brushes of higher 

grafting densities,58 and spherical PAA brushes in KCl.61 In general, the transition from the osmotic to 

the salted brush regime depends on the grafting density   of a brush, whereby the transition point shifts 

to higher ionic strength with increasing  .58 In the case of BMAADq micelles, the apparent grafting 

density of PMAA chains can be estimated from the aggregation number of the polymer 1800aggN 34-

35 divided by the surface area of the PB core 24 coreRA  , with nmRcore 32  being the radius of the 

PB core at pH 4, which amounts to 214.0  nmapp . Since the micelles are monodisperse, shifts in the 

apparent pKa due to changes in the grafting density can be neglected.63 

Theoretical Considerations. The pH- and salt-responsive swelling behavior of multilayers formed 

upon LbL co-assembly of BMAADq micelles to strong polyelectrolytes such as the linear polyanion 

PSS was qualitatively analyzed on the basis of a scaling approach. At low porosity the degree of swelling 

of the layer coincides with the degree of swelling of an individual micelle encapsulated into the shell of 

interpolyelectrolyte complex (IPEC) formed by the outer cationic block and linear polyion. The elastic 

response of the complexed micelle arises due to combination of conformational entropy penalty in the 

extended pH-sensitive anionic arms and excess interfacial energy of the IPEC shell. 

2/)( RTkRF Bshell  , where R  is the shell radius, Bk  is the Boltzmann constant and T is the 

temperature. The surface tension coefficient is 
3/2~/ BB lTk  at low salt and 2~/ 

saltB cTk
 
at high salt 

concentration, where Bl  is the Bjerrum length. Here, we have omitted numerical factors. Therefore, at 

low salt concentration the size of an individual micelle with the IPEC shell can be expressed as 

2/12/1 )3/161(  pLLR PMAAPMAA   where PMAAL  is the contour length and   is the pH-

dependent degree of ionization of the PMAA block. The account of the finite size of the collapsed PB 

core provides non-power law corrections to the latter expression. Furthermore, analysis of swelling 

behavior as a function of salt concentration accounts for the effects of salt on both degree of ionization 

of the PMAA blocks and the elasticity of the IPEC shell. However, the latter is relatively weak in the 
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range of low salt concentration where the former is expected to demonstrate abnormal swelling upon an 

increase in salt concentration, similar to that predicted earlier for star-shaped weak polyelectrolytes.64 

 

Figure 7.4. Log-log plot of changes in the ellipsometric film thickness of a (BMAADq/PSS)x3 film at pH 10.5 as a function of 

salt concentration (a) and the corresponding cycling experiment showing the reversibility and reproducibility of the 

swelling (b). 

Reversible Stimulus Response. Furthermore, to examine the reversibility of the salt-induced swelling 

of the brush-like component (PMAA) in the multilayer in alkaline conditions, a 3-point cycling 

experiment was performed. Thereby, starting with Milli-Q water, first the pH was increased to pH 10.5 

and subsequently the salt concentration increased to 0.5 M NaCl. At the end of a cycle the ellipsometry 

cell was rinsed several times with Milli-Q water. The PMAA domains responded to changes in pH and 

ionic strength by changing between ionized and non-ionized states which result in swelling and 

shrinking of the micelle/PSS multilayers. The results in Figure 7.4b show an increase in film thickness 

with increasing pH and ionic strength, whereby the switching is reversible within the osmotic brush 

regime for at least 3 cycles.  

Mechanical Properties. The BMAADq/PSS multilayers swell upon pH-increase as well as upon an 

increase of the external salt concentration and allow thereby an enormous uptake of water up to > 90%, 

especially for high pH values and for elevated salt concentrations. The water uptake of the film 

inevitably leads to changes in its mechanical properties. To assess these changes quantitatively, the AFM 

colloidal probe technique, introduced by Butt65 and Ducker66, was used. The data was accumulated by 

recording force-distance curves on a (BMAADq/PSS)3 multilayer film. The subsequent transformation 

by subtracting the effect of the cantilever deflection resulted in force-indentation curves, which contain 

only the contribution of the film. Five representative force-indentation curves – one for each salt 

concentration – are given in Figure 7.5a. For the fits data were used with upper force threshold set to 

60 nN. Moreover, measurements on the same spot of the sample confirmed that no plastic deformation 

of the film occurs. 
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Figure 7.5. Representative force-indentation curves measured on a (BMAADq/PSS)x3 film at different ionic strengths (a) and 

the resulting Young’s modulus and the ellipsometric film thickness as a function of NaCl concentration (b). 

Since the measurements were performed in liquid, in contact mode, the adhesion is negligible. 

Therefore, the mechanical properties of the system were evaluated using the linear elasticity theory. The 

indentation of a sphere into a linear elastic plane can be described by the Hertzian power law,67 which 

was used to calculate the elastic modulus of the film (eq 7.2). 

2/32/1

213

4






 R

E
F  (7.2) 

Thereby, F is the force applied by a spherical probe with radius R, ν is the Poisson ratio, E the elastic 

modulus, and δ the indentation of the film. For the analysis only data below 20 nN were used to avoid 

the effects of substrate. Furthermore, since the Hertz model does not account for the inhomogeneity of 

the systems, the obtained values should be viewed only as rough estimates. The obtained data for the 

elastic modulus and the corresponding film thickness are summarized in Figure 7.5b. Thereby, the 

values are averaged over at least 36 data points. The resulting Young’s modulus exhibits inverse 

proportionality to the film thickness in its swollen state as a function of the external salt concentration 

sc . The modulus decreases with increasing ionic strength by 1 order of magnitude. At sc  1 M the 

modulus of the film is rapidly decreasing with increasing salt concentration from ~1800 kPa down to 

~300 kPa, while the film starts to swell slowly. In contrast, at concentrations beyond 1 M the coating 

swells even further until it is highly swollen and soft, meanwhile the modulus decreases to low kPa 

values. In that region the modulus is decreasing more slowly from ~300 kPa down to ~100 kPa. A 

similar salt softening effect was observed for polyelectrolyte multilayer capsules.68 

Decoupling the Response of Compartments. Considering the ability of both the PE brushes and PEMs 

to respond to changes in the ionic strength by swelling suggests that in the first approximation both the 

PMAA shell and the Dq/PSS IPEC may contribute to the overall swelling of BMAADq/PSS films as a 

function of ionic strength (Figure 7.6a). Judging from the strong swelling of the PMAA shell as a 

function of pH,34 and a rather weak response of comparable PEM films from chemically similar 

polyelectrolytes,48 the contribution of the brush is expected to be more pronounced. To verify this 
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assumption, the swelling behavior of (Dq/PSS)x5 multilayer films was investigated as a function of ionic 

strength. Since both PEs are permanently charged, independent of the environmental pH, the 

measurement was performed for different salt concentration in Milli-Q water. To compare the data for 

(Dq/PSS)x5 with the results of the (BMAADq/PSS)x3 the obtained ellipsometric thickness was 

normalized by the value in Milli-Q water, without additional salt. The corresponding plots of the 

swelling degree as a function of the salt concentration are summarized in Figure 7.6b. 

 

Figure 7.6. Schematic illustration of the BMAADq/PSS multilayer film in a collapsed (uncharged MAA block) and a swollen 

(charged MAA shell) state (a). Swelling degree of BMAADq/PSS and Dq/PSS films as a function of pH and NaCl 

concentration (b). The solid lines are guides to the eye. 

Remarkably, the swelling profile of the (Dq/PSS)x5 film correlates very well with the one of 

(BMAADq/PSS)x3 at pH 3. This observation suggests, that at pH values well below the pKa,app ~9.5 of 

the incorporated micelles, the PMAA shell remains protonated and collapsed even at elevated salt 

concentrations. Thus, the slight increase in the swelling degree at ≥1 M is attributed to the contribution 

of the Dq/PSS IPEC. In contrast, at pH values above the pKa,app the already swollen films swell even 

further with increasing salt concentration until a maximum at 1 M is reached. Since no contribution of 

the complex is expected at low salt concentrations, the swelling can be attributed to the brush-like 

behavior of the PMAA shell. For moderate pH conditions in the presence of additional salt ions, the 

contribution of both the shell and the PE complex is expected, as shown for the swelling degree in Milli-

Q water (pH~6.5). Thus, the stimulus response of both components can be triggered independently by 

choosing appropriate pH conditions and salt concentrations. 
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Conclusions 

In conclusion, triblock terpolymer BMAADq micelles with a hydrophobic PB core, a pH-sensitive 

PMAA shell and a permanently charged Dq corona present promising building blocks for the fabrication 

of stable and stimulus-responsive coatings. The cationic micelles were incorporated into multilayer films 

using the strong polyanion PSS as the counterpart in the LbL assembly. The multilayer buildup was 

investigated for different pH conditions. We found that the performance and stability of BMAADq/PSS 

multilayer films strongly depends on the pH-dependent structural features of the micelles during 

assembly. Assembly at pH 4, or alternatively crosslinking the PB core prior to incorporation, provided 

the films with a pH-independent stability and ensured micellar integrity in the LbL films. The resulting 

BMAADq/PSS multilayer were investigated with respect to their pH- and salt-dependent swelling 

behavior, mechanical properties and film porosity. Depending on the environmental pH and ionic 

strength, the films exhibit a brush-like and / or PEM-like behavior. Especially at high pH, the 

micelle/PSS films exhibit a non-monotonous swelling behavior as a function of ionic strength, similar 

to the anomalous salt effect of weak PE brushes. After the exposure to solutions with high ionic strength, 

the films showed a significantly reduced porosity, which corresponds to the annealing effect known for 

PEMs. The combination of both brush-specific and PEM-specific properties is a consequence of film 

compartmentalization due to the core-shell-corona structure of the BMAADq micelles: (1) The 

hydrophobic PB core ensures micellar integrity. (2) The brush-like PMAA shell provides a stimuli 

responsive compartment with high swelling degrees at high pH and low ionic strength <1 M. (3) In 

contrast, the IPEC between Dq corona and PSS provides mainly the film stability via ionic crosslinks, 

but contributes also to a small extent to the swelling at high ionic strengths above 1 M. Thus, by the 

choice of the stimulus and the range of operation, the swelling of both PE compartments, the PMAA 

shell and the Dq/PSS IPEC, can be triggered independently. The decoupling of the swelling behavior in 

two compartments opens new perspectives for the surface-mediated drug co-delivery. 

Materials and Methods 

Materials. The triblock terpolymer consinsting of a polybutadiene (B), a poly(methacrylic acid) (MAA) 

and a quaternized poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (Dq) block, B800MAA200Dq285 ( nM

~110 000 g/mol; PDI = 1.10) was synthesized via sequential living anionic polymerization followed by 

a postmodification of the third block by quaternization in a dioxane-water mixture (1:1).35 In order to 

obtain micellar structures, the solution was dialyzed against a buffer solution (pH 4, VWR, AVS 

Titronium). Crosslinking of the PB core in BMAADq micelles was performed directly after the 

quaternization reaction in a dioxane/water mixture (1:1, v/v) by the addition of a UV photoinitiator, 

Lucirin TPO (2,4,6-tri-methylbenzoylphosphine oxide, BASF). 25 wt% Lucirin TPO, calculated 

according to the weight fraction of polybutadiene, were added to the polymer solution. After stirring for 

1 hour, the mixture was dialyzed against pH 10 buffer solution light. Afterward, the micellar solution 
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was irradiated with a UV lamp (Hoehnle UVAHAND 250 GS, equipped with a quartz glass filter) under 

continuous stirring for 30 min.37 

Poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) (PSS, wM = 70 000 g/mol) and quaternized poly(2-

(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (Dq) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. In order to adjust the 

pH and ionic strength, HCl or NaOH solutions (0.1 M or 1 M, Grüssing) and NaCl (Grüssing) were 

used, respectively. 

Sample Preparation. The fabrication of multilayer films was performed using the LbL technique.3 

Thereby, freshly cleaned silicon wafers (CrysTec) were dipped alternately into a BMAADq micelles 

buffer solution (pH 4, VWR, AVS Titrinorm, ionic strength ~0.05 M) with a concentration of ~0.46 M 

and an aqueous PSS solution (1 mg/mL, adjusted to pH 4 with 0.1 M HCl), each for 15 min. After every 

assembly step the excess of the deposited polymer was removed by rinsing the substrate with Milli-Q 

water. Finally, the films were dried in a nitrogen stream before characterization. Dq/PSS multilayers 

were prepared in the same way at pH 4, whereby micelles were replaced by Dq. 

The substrates were cleaned using RCA method.69 Thereby, silicon wafers were sonicated for 15 min in 

a 1:1 mixture of water and 2-propanol, and subsequently heated at 70 °C in a 5:1:1 mixture of water, 

ammonia (25%), and hydrogen peroxide (30%) for 10 min. 

Ellipsometry. Ellipsometry measurements were performed with a Sentech SE 850 spectroscopic 

ellipsometer. For measurements in air, a constant incidence angle of 70° was set. Ellipsometric studies 

in water of different pH values and ionic strengths were performed in a home build liquid cell70 at a 

constant incidence angle of 65°. Thereby, the pH solutions were changed in situ and the measurements 

conducted after a minimum equilibration time of 15 minutes. All measurements were performed in the 

spectral range 400 – 800 nm. Besides, a simple model of one-layer-film was used. The fitting of the data 

was performed using a Cauchy model.71 

Atomic Force Microscopy. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging was performed with a 

commercial AFM (Dimension 3100 equipped with a NanoScope V controller, both from Bruker AXS 

Inc., USA) operating in TappingMode™. Si3N4 cantilevers from Olympus with a typical spring constant 

of ~42 N/m and a typical resonance frequency of 300 kHz (OMCL-AC160TS) were used. The force 

measurements were performed on an Asylum MFP 3D AFM (Mannheim, Germany), in a droplet of 

MilliQ water with defined NaCl concentrations using the colloidal probe (CP) technique. Colloidal glass 

(SiO2) particles (Polysciences, Germany) were used as force sensors. They were glued onto pre-

calibrated cantilevers (force constant ~0.1 N/m, NSC 12, tipless, noAl, Micromash, Estonia) using an 

epoxy resin (UHU schnellfest, Germany), micromanipulator (MP-285, Shutter Instrument, USA) and 

an inverted microscope (Axiovert 200, Zeiss, Germany). The calibration of the cantilevers, or more 

precisely the determination of the spring constant of cantilever was performed using the thermal noise 

method introduced by Hutter and Bechhoefer.72 All measurements of the presented data were performed 
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using a cantilever with a force constant of 0.285 N/m and a CP with R = 10.6 µm. The optical lever 

sensitivity was detected prior to the records of the data by reference measurements on a hard substrate 

(glass slide), for each ionic strength. The data was obtained from force mapping (36 data points on a 

50 µm x 50 µm map). 
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